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Dear Sir or Madam,

RAI Services Company ("RAIS"),1 onitsown behalf and onbehalf of its affiliated
tobacco companies, submits these comments to the public docket established by the U.S. Food
and Dmg Administration ("FDA" or the "Agency") regarding the proposed rule deeming tobacco
products to be subject to Subchapter LX of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act ("FDCA").
See Deeming Tobacco Products to Be Subject to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as
Amended by the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, 79 Fed. Reg. 23142 (Apr.
25, 2014). '

RAIS holds the view that all tobacco products that both (1) contain nicotine and other
harmful constituents above de minimis amounts and (2) are intended to be used for purposes
traditionally associated with tobacco products should come under FDA's jurisdiction. Like
cigarettes, roll-your-own tobacco, and smokeless tobacco products, tobacco products such as

1RAIS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Reynolds American Inc. ("RAI") thatbears primary
responsibility for coordinating implementation of the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco
ControlAct for RAI's FDA-regulated and to-be-regulated tobaccooperatingcompanies, namely
R.J. Reynolds TobaccoCompany ("RJRT"),AmericanSnuffCompany, LLC ("ASC"), Santa Fe
Natural Tobacco Company, Inc. ("SFNTC" ), and R.J. Reynolds Vapor Company ("RJRVC").



cigars, e-cigarettes, and alternative nicotine tobacco products, by virtue of their nicotine content,
bear product characteristics that should subject them to FDA's oversight, as contemplated by
Congress when it enacted the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act ("Tobacco
Control Act"), Pub. L. No. 111-31, 123 Stat. 1776 (2009). At the same time, however, Congress
recognized that not all tobacco products are the same. It thus accorded FDA discretion to make
reasonable distinctions among tobacco product categories based on, among other things, then
differing risk profiles. In light of this fact, RAIS submits that FDA should exercise its discretion
in furtherance of three overriding principles.

First, FDA's regulations of deemed tobacco products should be based on sound science
and the well-established continuum of risk. There is no dispute that different types of tobacco
products present different levels of risk. The proposed rule thus conectly recognizes that there is
a "continuum of nicotine-deliveringproducts that pose differing levels ofrisk to the individual."
79 Fed. Reg. at 23147/3. As Mitch Zeller, who serves as the Director of FDA's Center for
Tobacco Products ("CTP"), has pointed out: "Anyone who would ponder the endgame must
acknowledge that the continuum of risk exists and pursue strategies that are designed to drive
consumers fromthe most deadly and dangerous to the least harmful forms of nicotine delivery."
Mitch Zeller, Reflections on the 'Endgame'for Tobacco Control, Tob. Control 22:i40-i41, at i40
(2013). In other words, regulation of tobacco products "should be evidence-based and
proportionate to risk, and give due weight to the significant reductions in risk that are achieved
when a smoker switches to a low risknicotine product."2 Consequently, FDA should avoid
reflexively imposinga one-size-fits-all regulatoryregime on different categories of tobacco
products. Instead, regulations should be tailored to thediffering riskprofiles of eachcategoiy of
deemedtobacco products. To that end, FDA should, like it has proposedwith cigars, take a
different regulatoryposture with respect to the manufacturing and sale of non-combustible
deemed tobacco products that have the potential to lower risk, such as alternative nicotine
products and e-cigarettes.

Indeed, even within the e-cigarette categoiy, different treatment is warranted. As the
market stands today, there are two systems or types of e-cigarettes available to consumers. On
the onehand, there areclosed-system e-cigarettes, hi which the cartridge containing the liquid
nicotine solution ispre-filled andsealed by themanufacturer of thebattery system; such a
cartridge is soldas a single unitor is soldseparately for use specifically withthe manufacturer's
batteiy. Bydesign, closed-system cartridges cannot be altered or tampered with byconsumers.
In contrast, there are a growing number of open-system manufacturers—namely, aerosol tank
manufacturers (which are typically located in China) and retail "vape shops" in the United States
that sell, mix, and compoundflavored liquid nicotine solutionsthat can be used across or within
other aerosol tank products. By their very nature, open-system vapor products present a unique
risk for adulteration, tampering, and quality control notexhibited byany other class of tobacco
products. Moreover, due to their variability and use with any number ofcomponents, it is
unclear iforhow these products could gain clearance from the Agency, regardless of the

Letter from Specialists inNicotine Science &Public Health Policy toDr. Margaret Chan,
Director General, World Health Organization 2 (May 26, 2014), available at http://
nicotinepolicy.net/docimients/letters/MargaretChan.pdf(hereinafter "May 26, 2014 Letter from
Specialists in Nicotine Science").
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pathway prescribed. For this reason, FDA should, in its final rule, ban the sale of open-system
e-cigarettes, including all component parts.

Second, in the event FDA chooses to allow open-system vapor products to remain on the
market (at least in the first instance), the Agency should create a level playing field on which all
manufacturers of non-combustible deemed product categories are subject to equal treatment.
Tins is particularly important for e-cigarettes, as manufacturers hi this tobacco product categoiy
are numerous and diverse. Some products are made in the United States, whereas others are
manufactured abroad—most notably, in China. Some products are made by large manufacturers
and others by veiy small ones, includuig a glowing nmnber of "vape shops," winch, as discussed
above, compound liquidnicotine solutions and thus constitute manufacturers in their own right.
See infra at § II.B. As withproduct categories already within FDA's jurisdiction, all of these
non-combustible deemedproducts and their respectivemanufacturers must be subject to the
same regulatory requirements. Such equal treatment willensure thatall such products meet the
healthand safetyrequirements thatFDA determines are necessary to safeguard and promote the
public health. In addition, it will ensure thatno manufacturer is given an unfair or arbitrary
competitive advantage over others.

Third, FDA's regulations should consistently seek to ensure that consumers are
accurately informed about therisks andbenefits of different categories of tobacco products. As
noted above, not all tobacco products are created equal. Some areriskier thanothers. FDAhas
been vigilant about informing consumers that alltobacco products pose health risks. It should,
however, bring that same vigilance to informing consumers that some tobacco products present
fewer and lower health risks than others and, indeed, that researchers have found that some
products present dramatically lower risks than others. Such truthful information is necessary to
ensure that the public is fully informed about tobacco products. It is also critical to fulfilling
Director Zeller's goal ofpursuing regulatory strategies that drive consumers to the least harmful
forms of nicotine products. See Zeller, supra, at i40.

Many aspects of the proposed rule satisfy these three basic principles. For example, the
proposed rule conectly recognizes that e-cigarettes and other non-combustible tobacco products
likely pose fewer and lower health risks than cigarettes. Indeed, the vast preponderance of the
scientific literatiue to date suggests thate-cigarettes are potentiallyfar less hannfiil tohealth than
most other tobacco products currently onthe market. This body ofscientific evidence recently
prompted an esteemed international group ofexperts to observe that "[tjliere are now rapid
developments hinicotine-based products that can effectively substitute for cigarettes but with
veiy low risks," and that these products include "e-cigarettes and other vapour products, low-
nitrosamine smokeless tobacco such as snus, and other low-risk non-combustible nicotine or
tobacco products that may become viable alternatives tosmoking inthe future." May 26, 2014
Letter from Specialists hiNicotine Science, supra, at 1. Such products, these researchers
concluded, are "part ofthe solution, not part ofthe problem." Id. at2, 3. Indeed, according to
these researchers, "[t]he potential for tobacco hann reduction products toreduce the burden of
smoking related disease isveiy large, and these products could be among the most significant
health innovations of the 21st Century - perhaps saving hundreds of millions of lives." Id. at 3.
The proposed mle, therefore, conectly allows these products to remain on the market. Italso
conectly refrains from subjecting them to the full range ofregulations governing products that
are likely more risky, such as cigarettes. For example, RAIS fully agrees with FDA's decision
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not to ban adult-oriented flavors for e-cigarettes, as such flavors may play an important role in
convincing current cigarette smokers to switch to e-cigarettes. See infra at § JJ.C.1.

Other aspects of the proposed mle, however, do not adequately account for these
principles. These parts of the mle, for example, do not adequately account for the beneficial
aspects of new and emergmg products such as e-cigarettes, but, instead, mistakenly subject such
products to regulations that are not justified by the products' risk profiles. Most notably, the
proposed mle does not provide an adequate pathway to marketing authorization (i.e., a marketing
order or its practical equivalent, such as an exemption) for such products. FDA's Febmaiy 15,
2007 grandfather date, for example, is appropriate only if coupled with a process by which
manufacturers may reasonably obtain marketing authorization. See infra at § LA. hi addition,
the two-year deadline for filing premarkettobaccoapplications is woefully inadequate. If
maintained, it risks creating a defacto ban on the very products that researchers have concluded
present much lowerrisks than most of the tobaccoproducts that are currently regulated. See
infra at § ID. In a similar vein, the requirement that the FDA-mandated addictiveness warning
occupy30% of both principaldisplaypanels of packagingfor deemed tobaccoproducts ignores
thepotential public-health benefits of non-combustible deemed products and undulyburdens
manufacturers' messages aimed at convincingcurrent cigarette smokers to try such products.
See infra at § III.A. These are a few of the provisions of the proposed mle that should be
changed.

These comments set forth RAIS'sdetailed views on theproposed mle. They explain the
(many) parts of theproposed mle with which RAIS is in full or partial agreement. Theyalso
discuss die parts of the proposed mle that, in RAIS's view, should either be modified or
abandoned. In all of these areas, however, RAIS stands ready to work with FDA to ensure that
its regulations of deemed tobacco products are clear and uniform, reflect sound science and the
continuum of risk, and ensure that consumers are fully informed of the risks and benefitsof
different categories of tobacco products. RAIS looks forward toworking collaboratively with
FDA to further these common goals.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As noted above, RAIS agrees with several aspects of the proposed mle, but submits that
others should be modified or abandoned. This Executive Summary briefly delineates RAIS's
views on these issues. Each issue is discussed in greater detail in the body of these comments.

I. Pathways to the Market. The proposed mle implicates numerous issues relating
to the pathways through which deemed tobacco products may enter or remain on the market. It
is essential that FDA resolve these issues in a way that provides a realistic oppoitimity for non-
combustible deemed tobacco products like e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products to enter
or remain on the market, while at the same time ensuring that public health objectives are
advanced. As summarized in more detail below, RAIS submits that FDA should (A) use its
discretion to choose an appropriate grandfather date for deemed tobacco products, (B) clarify the
existence of a substantial-equivalence pathway for non-combustible deemed tobacco products
that recognizes cross-category predicates (e.g., cigarettes for e-cigarettes and smokeless tobacco
products for alternative nicotine products), (C) in the absence of, or hi addition to, a substantial-
equivalence pathway, establish an alternative pathway that would afford appropriate non-
combustible deemed tobacco products an adequate oppoitimity to be on the market, (D) at a bare
minimum, extend the deadline for filing premarket tobacco applications ("PMTAs"), and
(E) clarify the applicability of substantial-equivalence exemptions in the context of e-cigarettes
and alternative nicotine products.

A. Grandfather Date. The proposed mle adopts a Febmaiy 15, 2007
grandfather date for deemed tobacco products. This proposal is based on FDA's view that it
lacks discretion to alter that date. RAIS disagrees that FDA lacks such discretion. Rather, as it
has proposed with respect to the giandfather date for the mle prohibiting the use of non-tobacco
brand names ontobacco products,3 FDA has regulatory authority toadjust the grandfather date
as applied to deemed tobacco products. See infra at § I.A.I. That said, RAIS submits that the
Febmaiy 15, 2007 giandfatherdate is the most reasonable one, provided that it is coupled with
reasonable pathways to marketing authorization for appropriate non-combustible deemed
tobaccoproducts, as describedbelow in §§ I.B-E, as well as a compliance policy that allows
suchproducts to remain on the marketpending FDA's final decisions. See infra at § LA.2.
Alternatively, FDA should adopt as a grandfather date thedate that it published the proposed
mle—April 25, 2014. Thisdateis analogous to the statutoiy giandfather date governing tobacco
products that were immediately covered by the Tobacco Control Act, since it is the date on
which FDA commenced the formal process to assert jurisdiction over deemed tobacco products.
See infra at § I.A.3. It would beunreasonable, however, for FDA to adopt a giandfather date
betweenFebmaiy 15, 2007 and April 25, 2014: there is no rationale for such a date; it would
arbitrarily give a competitive advantage to some manufacturers over others; andby favoring
older, lower-quality products, it would undermine public health. See infra at § I.A.4.

B. Applicability of Substantial-Equivalence Pathway for Non-
Combustible Deemed Tobacco Products. Theproposed mle largely presumes that the

SeeRegulations Restricting the SaleandDistribution ofCigarettes andSmokeless Tobacco to
Protect Children and Adolescents, 76 Fed. Reg. 71281 (Nov. 17, 2011).
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substantial-equivalence pathway will not be viable for deemedtobaccoproducts—particularly e-
cigarettes—because the Agency doubts that e-cigarette manufacturers will be able to identify
viable predicate products. That view, however, is incorrect. The Tobacco Control Act, as well
as the FDCA's longstanding substantial-equivalence pathway for medical devices, coufinns that
a substantially equivalent product need not be identical to the predicate product or even be in the
same product categoiy. Instead, the substantial-equivalence pathway is available where the new
and predicate products have the same intended piupose. FDA, therefore, should clarify whether
the substantial-equivalence process is or is not a viable pathway for many non-combustible
deemed tobacco products, including e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products. See infra at
§I.B.

C. Alternative Pathway to Marketing Authorization. FDA should,
moreover, establish a new, alternative pathway that would afford a sufficient oppoitimity for
appropriate non-combustible deemed tobacco products to obtain marketing authorization.
Specifically, the Agency should create an alternative pathway that involves (1) a streamlined,
two-phased approach to product review, (2) a mle allowing manufacturers to introduce
e-cigarette products that are based on the primary design/chassis of a provisional PMTA, and
(3) a special pathway for non-combustible deemed products that are not ready for market entry
until more than two years after the deeming mle's effective date. The creation of such an
alternative pathway would promote product innovation and offer the hope of reducing tobacco-
related harm. See infra at § I.C.

D. PMTA Deadline. At a minimum, if FDA chooses not to recognize a
substantial-equivalence pathway for non-combustible deemed products or not to implement an
alternative pathway as explained above, then FDA must make some fundamental changes to the
timeline set forth for PMTAs under the proposed mle. FDA is proposing a two-year deadlnie by
which manufachueis must file PMTAs in order to keep then deemed tobacco products on the
market pending FDA's decisions on the PMTAs. This two-year deadline, however, is woefully
inadequate and irrational. The preparation of PMTAs will require extensive testing and analysis,
including the submission of data about harmful or potentially hannfiil constituents ("HPHCs"),
which will not be required for submission to FDA under the proposed deeming mle until after
the two-year deadline has expired. See 79 Fed. Reg. at 23173-74. Moreover, FDA has not
issued a mle—or even final guidance—addressing what must be included in a PMTA, so it is
irrational to impose an arbitrarily short deadline for submission of PMTAs. In short, because
manufacturers cannot reasonably prepare PMTAs in two years, the deadlnie should be extended
to, at a minimum, five years after the effective date of the mle. Finally, regardless of how this
issue is resolved, all manufachueis should be subject to the same PMTA deadline. See infra at §
ID.

E. Availability of Substantial-Equivalence Exemption for Non-
Combustible Deemed Tobacco Products. FDA should likewise clarify the applicability of the
thud pathway—namely, the substantial-equivalence-exemption pathway—to non-combustible,
tobacco-derived products such as e-cigarettes and alternative nicotineproducts. Specifically,
FDA should make clear that changes to substances intended to affect the characteristics of non-
combustible, tobacco-derived products—such as changes to the color or flavor of the nicotine
solution in an e-cigarette—can qualify for a substantial-equivalence exemption. See infra at
§I.E.
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II. Continuum of Risk. The proposed mle should reflect the fact that different
categories of tobacco products present different risk profiles. As Director Zeller has pointed out:
"Anyone who would ponder the endgame must acknowledge that the continuum of risk exists
and pursue strategies that are designed to drive consumers from the most deadly and dangerous
to the least hannfiil fonns of nicotine delivery." Mitch Zeller, Reflections on the 'Endgame'for
Tobacco Control, Tob. Control 22:i40-i41, at i40 (2013). Thus, where categories of tobacco
products have, or potentially have, different risk profiles—as, for example, e-cigarettes and
traditional cigarettes—they should be subject to different regulatory regimes. Where, however,
they have similar risk profiles—as, for example, cigarettes and many non-premium cigars (e.g.,
little cigars)—they should be subject to the same or similar regulatory regimes. These regimes,
moreover, should be based on clear definitions ofwhat products are and are not being regulated,
and should likewise reflect the available scientific knowledge.

A.l. Definitions of "Vapor Product" and "Alternative Nicotine Product."
As a threshold matter, before FDA delves into the question ofhow to regulate categories of
deemed tobacco products, it should fust grapple with the antecedent question of how to define
them. Absent such definitions, it is difficult to see how regulations will apply in a predictable
and practical way. Consequently, RAIS proposes that FDA include two additional definitions in
its final deeming regulation. First, FDA should define what constitutes an e-cigarette or what
many states refer to as a "vapor product," because that term better reflects the non-combustion
aerosol that the product delivers. Second, FDA should define the term "alternative nicotine
product" in a way that includes non-combustible, non-vapor, tobacco-derived products such as
certain dissolvable products. Given that a substantial number of states already have adopted
similar definitions of these products, FDA's adoption ofRAIS's proposed definitions would
enhance the uniformity of federal and state regulation of tobacco-derived, non-combustible
products. See infra at § II.A.l.

A.2. Available Science Regarding E-Cigarettes. Any regulation of
e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products shouldbe basedon currentscientific knowledge.
Thevast preponderance of the relevant scientific literatiue to date suggests that e-cigarettes are
potentiallyfar less hannfiil to health than cigarettesand are likely no more risky than traditional
smokeless tobacco products. In fact, more than fifty specialists in nicotine science andpublic
health policy recently declared that e-cigarettes have"veiy lowrisks." May26, 2014 Letter
from Specialists hi Nicotine Science, supra, at 1. Simply put,FDA's regulations should reflect
thescientific evidence, which shows thatnon-combustible tobacco products likely pose less risk
thancombustible products like cigarettes. Giventhe importance of this issue, RAIS's coimnents
setouta relatively briefsummary of the existing literature as to e-cigarettes, see infra at § II.A.2,
as well as an appendix summarizing that literatiue in greaterdetail, see Exh. A.

B. Open Systems. FDA should take immediate action to address open-
system vapor products—a sub-category of e-cigarettes thatposeunique public health risks.
Open systems are products used for creating the aerosol for which a non-specific liquid nicotine
solution must be poured into the product by the consumer inorder to create the vapor. The
overwhelming majority ofdevices are made overseas, notably hiChina. The liquid nicotine
typically comes from offshore and then ismixed with flavorings and sold in bottles by vape
shops to create uniquely flavored liquid nicotine solutions to be used in any number ofopen-
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system vapor products. Uidike closed-systemvapor products, open-system vapor products are,
by their nature, subject to alteration or tampering by retailers, consumers, children, and others.
As a result, they are the source of many of the concerns about vapor products that have been
publicized in the media, such as reported incidents of child poisoningand the proliferationof
child-orientedflavors like Bubble Giun and Gununy Bear. FDA should address the public health
concerns raised by open-system vapor products by banning them. At a minimum, however, it
should take prompt action to ensure that the manufachueis of such systems and then
components—includuig the vape shops, which should be regulated as manufachueis because
they customize open-system vapor products by, among other things, mixing nicotine liquids—
are subject to FDA registration, inspection, and regulation; that open-system vapor products are
subject to regulations aimed at addressing the unique public health concerns that they raise; and
that FDA puts forth the necessary manpower and diligence to ensure that the regulatory
framework is enforced against these manufacturers. See infra at TLB.

C. Adult-Oriented Flavors. One issue that has received significant attention
from FDA, Members of Congress, and the media is the use of characterizing flavors hi tobacco
products. The Tobacco Control Act's current prohibition against characterizing flavors applies
only to cigarettes, and FDA has reserved the question whether to restrict or eliminate
characterizing flavors in deemed tobacco products. Published studies suggest that the
availability of a variety of non-tobacco flavors plays aii important role hi convincing current
cigarette smokers to switch, and stay switched, to e-cigarettes. In this respect, adult-oriented
flavors appear to be vital to the public health strategy of tobacco harm reduction. The proposed
mle, therefore, conectly declines to extend the across-the-board flavor ban to deemed tobacco
products like e-cigarettes. Instead, FDA should pennit the use of adult-oriented flavors hi
deemed tobacco products like e-cigarettes. See infra at § II.C. 1.

D. Tobacco-Derived Products for Non-Tobacco Purposes. Another
importantquestion regarding the continuum of risk is whether FDA should regulate as "tobacco
products" those products which are at least partially derived from tobacco, but which (1) contain
no nicotine or only de minimis amounts of nicotine, and (2) are not used for traditional tobacco
piuposes. In the proposed deeming rule, FDA states that it is not aware of any suchnicotine-free
products. Nonetheless, FDAproposes to regulate all tobacco-derived products (except those that
are regulated as a "dmg") as "tobaccoproducts,"regardlessof whether they containnicotine or
serveany piupose comparable to thepiuposes forwhich traditional tobacco products are used.
In RAIS's view, this approachis erroneous. There are, in fact, numerous piuposes for some
tobacco derivatives that are wholly different from the purposes for which traditional tobacco
products are used. Forexample, researchers arecunentlydeveloping the use of proteins derived
fromthe tobacco plant in food, cosmetics, andotherconsumer products. These products should
be regulated under regulatory regimes, andpursuant to legal authorities, that were intended to
apply to such products—such as FDA's regulatory regimes forfood and cosmetics. It would not

4Open-system products areoften manufactured by oneentity andthen customized by another
entity—namely, a vape shop. FDA should regulate vape shops asmanufacturers because they
are processing components of tobacco products. See infra at § II.B (discussing this issue in
further detail); FDCA § 900(20), 21 U.S.C. § 387(20) (defining the term"tobacco product
manufacturer"); FDCA§ 201 (rr), 21 U.S.C. § 321(rr) (defining the term"tobacco product").
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serve the purposes of the Tobacco Control Act or advance the public health to regulate such
products as "tobacco products" under that statute. See infra at § LLD.

E. Smokeless Tobacco Warning. The continuum of risk has implications
for the mandatory warnings on traditional smokeless tobacco products. In its proposed deeming
mle, FDA proposes an addictiveness warning and other regulations based on its concern that
consumers misunderstand the risks posed by various types of tobacco products. For nearly three
years, however, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and American Snuff Company have, through
the filing of a Citizen Petition, urged FDA to modify a smokeless tobacco warning based on a
similar concern—namely, that the warning misleaduigly unplies that smokeless tobacco products
are as harmful as, or more hannfiil than, cigarettes. The warning statement that RJRT and ASC
have challenged reads as follows: "WARNING: This product is not a safe alternative to
cigarettes." 15 U.S.C. § 4402(a)(1). The challenged warning statement is especially misleading
hi light of the fact that many consumers already believe—inconectly—that smokeless tobacco
products are at least as hannfiil as cigarettes. Accordingly, RJRT and ASC requested hi 2011
that the Agency initiate a rulemaking to adjust the text of that warning, so that it would read:
"WARNING: No tobacco product is safe, but this product presents substantially lower risks to
health than cigarettes." To address the concern expressed in the proposed deeming mle, FDA
should promptly adjust the text of the smokeless tobacco warning in order to provide consumers
with accurate infonnationabout the relative risks of smokeless tobaccoproducts as compared to
cigarettes. Mandatory warnings shouldilluminate—not obfuscate—which categories of tobacco
products present lower risks than others. See infra at § HE.

F. Cigars. FDA has sought comments on how cigars should be heated under
the proposed mle. All cigars—includingpremium cigars—shouldbe regulated as "tobacco
products," because they are, in fact, tobacco products. It doesuot follow, however, that all cigars
should be subject to the same regulatoiy requirements. Rather, it is well established that
premium cigars havea risk profiledifferent fromthat of cigarettes and those of manynon-
premium cigars (such as little cigars). Consistent with the continuum of risk, tins fact wanants
subjecting prenuum cigars to a regulatoiy regime different from those that apply tocigarettes and
non-premium cigars. It is equally wellestablished, however, that many non-premium cigars—
most notably, little cigars—have a risk profile similar to thatof traditional cigarettes, andare
used as a substitute for traditional cigarettes. Therefore, non-premium cigars should be subject
to regulatoiy requirements similar to those for cigarettes, including, for example, sinular
provisions relating towarnings inpackaghig and print advertising, the ban oncharacterizing
flavors, the ban on free samples, and the bans on brand-name merchandise and brand-name
sponsorships. See infra at § FI.F.

III. Labeling and Marketing Requirements. Theproposed mle sets forth a series of
labeling and marketing requirements, but it refrains from imposing others. It is important for
labeling and marketing requirements and prohibitions to reflect the continuum of risk. And hi
many respects, RAIS believes FDA has shuck the right balance. Forexample, RAIS agrees with
the content ofthe proposed addictiveness warning, which isconsistent with the warning that R.J.
Reynolds Vapor Company ("RJRVC") currently uses on its VUSE e-cigarette products. But in
other respects, theproposed mle does not adequately reflect thecontinuum of riskandother
important principles. Those aspects of the proposed mle, therefore, should bemodified or
abandoned.
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A. Addictiveness Warning. The proposed mleestablishes the following
warning relating to the addictiveness of nicotine: "WARNING: This product contains nicotine
derived from tobacco. Nicotine isanaddictive chemical." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23205. RAIS
supports the content of this proposed warning, which is similar to the warnings that RJRVC
currently places on itsVUSE e-cigarette products. However, the required size of the warning
should be reduced. As RAIS's VUSE packagingdemonstrates, manufachueis like RJRVC use
theirpackaging to disseminate notjust the content of thewarning in theproposed mle, but other
unpoitantconsumer and branding infonnationas well. Thesevarious messages, moreover, serve
an important public-health purpose: If the potential benefits of e-cigarettes that have been
identified by researchers are to be realized, consumers must be informed about, and must be
convincedto hy, these products. Manufachueis, however, cannot adequatelyconummicate with
andpersuade consumers if they must devote 30%of the mostprominent parts of theirpackaghig
to a single, simple warning. For similar reasons, this requirement runs afoul of the First
Amendment. Accordingly, FDA's final regulation should, at most, provide that (1) a non-
combustible deemed tobacco product's warnings must occupy a total of 30% of the packaging's
two principal display panels; (2) the FDA-required addictiveness warning must occupy at least
20% of such panels (i.e., 2/3 of the warning space); and (3) other warnings that the company
places on the package may occupy the additional 10% of the panels (i.e., 1/3 of the warning
space), in order to meet the aggregate 30% requirement, provided that such warnings do not
undermine the FDA-required warning. Alternatively, FDA should require that the addictiveness
warning occupy 30% of the space on only one principal display panel, and leave the other
principal display panel available for other important infonnation. Similarly, the required space
for the FDA-required warning hi a press and poster advertisement should be no more than 10%
of the advertisement. See infra at § III.A.

B. Free Samples. Under existing law, free samples of cigarettes are
completely banned and free samples of traditional smokeless tobacco products are restricted to
qualified, adult-only facilities. The proposed mle would impose a complete ban on the
dishibution of free samples of deemed tobacco products. This proposed ban is, however,
unjustified. Once again, non-combustible deemed tobacco products like e-cigarettes potentially
pose less risk than cigarettes and are likely no more risky than traditional smokeless tobacco
products. The provision of free samples is one of the most effective ways to convince existing
smokers to hy these novel products. If manufachirers and retailers are unable to offer such
samples, they will be hampered in their ability to market and promote these products, and the frill
benefits they may provide to the public health will not be achieved. FDA, therefore, should
permit the distribution of free samples of non-combustible deemed tobacco products—and most
importantly, e-cigarettes—in qualified, adult-only facilities. See infra at § III.B.

C. "Smoke-Free" Descriptor. Manufacturers of traditional smokeless
tobacco products are pennitted to accurately assert that their products are "smoke-free." FDCA
§ 911(b)(2)(C), 21 U.S.C. § 387k(b)(2)(C). This permission reflects the fact that, as to such
products, the assertion is accurate. It likewise reflects the fact that this is unpoitant infonnation
for consumers to have. FDA's final mle should make clear that manufachirers of non-
combustible deemed tobacco products—includuig, for example, e-cigarettes—may make a
similarlyaccurate statement in connectionwith these products. Such a statementis, in fact, tnie,
since these non-combustible products do not emit smoke. This infonnation is necessary to
inform consumers about an unpoitant aspect of these products. Allowing such a statement,
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therefore, would further FDA's stated desire to alleviate consumer confusion about the risks
posed by various types of tobacco products. Moreover, a regulation prohibiting manufacturers
from providing consumers with tins accurate and important information would violate the First
Amendment. See infra at § TLLC.

D. Modified Risk Tobacco Product Regime. The proposed regulation also
states that manufacturers of deemed tobacco products will be subject to the modified risk tobacco
product regime's ("MRTPR") prohibition against use of modified risk descriptors and claims
unless FDA issues an order permitting their use. The MRTPR, however, contravenes the First
Amendment, both on its face and as applied to the speech of manufacturers of deemed tobacco
products. First, the MRTPR is subject to, and invalid under, strict scrutiny, regardless of
whether the speech it restricts is viewed (conectly) as core speech or (erroneously) as limited to
only conmiercial speech. Second, the MRTPR is unconstitutional even under the test that applies
to content-neutral, commercial-speech restrictions. Perhaps most importantly, to the extent FDA
believes (1) that modified risk claims will mislead consumers into thinking that deemed tobacco
products pose no risk, (2) that FDA has somehow approved any manufacturer's statements
regarding such risk, or (3) that the deemed tobacco products could increase population-wide (as
opposed to individual) risk, such concerns are easily addressed through the less-restrictive
alternative of a disclaimer. Third, the MRTPR also is a classic prior restraint, which renders the
law presumptively invalid. What is more, the MRTPR lacks eveiy one of the procedural aud
substantive safeguards that are required for prior restraints. Accordingly, FDA should make
clear that it will not enforce the MRTPR with respect to non-combustible deemed tobacco
products. See infra at § TJI.D.

E. Other Marketing Restrictions. The proposed mle does not impose
certain other restrictions on the marketing and sale of non-combustible deemed tobacco products
that are applicable to currentlyregulatedtobaccoproducts, including, for example, the bans on
brand-name merchandise and sponsorships and the (now-invalid) ban on continuity programs.
RAIS fully agreeswith this decision. Indeed, these restrictions would be less justifiable as
applied to non-combustible deemed tobacco products thanas applied to cigarettes, given (1)an
emerging scientific consensus that certainnon-combustible deemed tobacco products, such as e-
cigarettes, may, in all likelihood, present less risk thancombustible tobacco products do, (2) the
absence of evidence thata significant percentage of youth are using them, and (3) the absence of
any evidence that imposing marketing restrictions onnon-combustible deemed tobacco products
would result in a material reduction hi the already low level ofyouth use of such products.
Accordingly, were FDA to seek to impose these or other similar marketing restrictions on non-
combustible deemed tobacco products, it would contravene the First Amendment. See infra at §
HIE.

IV. Uniform Application of Regulatory Requirements. RAIS urges FDAto treat
all manufachueis oftobacco products, including allmanufachueis ofdeemed tobacco products,
unifonnly inthree particular respects. First, because the cost ofFDA's tobacco regulatoiy
program is to bepaid for by user fees from all manufachirers subject toit, FDA should subject
all tobacco products, including deemed tobacco products, to the user-fee provisions of the
Tobacco Control Act. Second, because all tobacco products, whether manufactmed domestically
or abroad, present risks to consumers and, therefore, to the public health, FDA should not delay
the regulation of foreign manufachueis as it has recently announced but, instead, should
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immediately promulgate the necessary regulations to subject foreign manufachueis of tobacco
products to the same regulatoiy provisions that apply to domestic manufacturers. Tliird, because
all tobacco products, whether manufactured bysmall or large manufacturers, present risks to
consumers and, therefore, to the public health, FDA should provide uniform compliance dates
forallmanufachueis of deemed tobacco products, regardless of the size of themanufacturer,
consistent with what Congress set forth hi the Tobacco Control Act. See infra at § IV.

V. Applicability of Specific Statutoiy Provisions to Deemed Tobacco Products.
Finally, by deeming certain products to be "tobacco products," FDA triggers theprovisions of
the Tobacco Control Act that specifically apply to "tobacco products." Theapplicability of
severalof diese provisions to deemed tobaccoproducts, however, is illogicalor unclear. FDA,
therefore, shouldclarifyor abandon those requirements, as follows: (A) FDA should clarifythat
the mandatory statement aboutwhethertobacco was domestically grown doesnot apply to
e-cigarettes or other deemedproducts that do not contain tobacco leaf, see FDCA § 903(a)(2)(C),
21 U.S.C. § 387c(a)(2)(C); (B) the Agency should clarify how labeling requirements relating to
weight, measure, or numerical count apply to e-cigarettes,see FDCA § 903(a)(2)(B), 21 U.S.C.
§ 387c(a)(2)(B); (C) FDA should make clear that it does not intend to regulate accessories that
have no impact on public health; (D) the Agency should clarify the established names for
e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products, see FDCA § 903(a)(4), 21 U.S.C. § 387c(a)(4);
and (E) FDA should issue a guidance document addressing how the statutory provisions relating
to health dociunents apply to deemed products, see FDCA § 904(a)(4), 21 U.S.C. § 387d(a)(4).
See infra at § V.
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COMMENTS

I. THE PATHWAYS THROUGH WHICH TOBACCO PRODUCTS MAY ENTER

OR REMAIN ON THE MARKET SHOULD NOT BE DESIGNED OR

IMPLEMENTED IN A WAY THAT UNDULY RESTRICTS THE

AVAILABDLITY OF—OR, WORSE, IMPOSES A DE FACTO BAN ON—NON-
COMBUSTIBLE DEEMED TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

FDA has conectly decided not to impose a flat ban on e-cigarettes, alternative nicotine
products, or other deemed tobacco products. In light of that decision, FDA should establish a
sensible framework that affords a realistic oppoitimity for non-combustible deemed products to
enter or remain on the market, while FDA ensures that public health objectives are advanced.
Key components of such a framework are discussed in detail below, hi short, FDA should (A)
use its discretion to choose an appropriate giandfather date for deemed tobacco products, (B)
clarify the existence of a substantial-equivalence pathway for non-combustible deemed tobacco
products that recognizes cross-category predicates (e.g., cigarettes for e-cigarettes and smokeless
tobacco products for alternative nicotine products), (C) in the absence of, or in addition to, a
substantial-equivalence pathway, establish an alternative pathway that would allow appropriate
noii-conibustible deemed products to be on the market, (D) at a bare minimum, extend the
deadline for filing PMTAs, and (E) clarify the applicability of substantial-equivalence
exemptions in the context of e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products.

A. FDA Should Select an Appropriate Grandfather Date for Deemed Tobacco
Products.

Section910(a)(1) of the FDCAdefines the term "new tobaccoproduct" as "(A) any
tobacco product (including tiioseproducts in test markets) that was not commercially marketed
in the United Statesas ofFebruary 15, 2007; or (B) any modification... of a tobaccoproduct
where the modified productwas commercially marketed in the United States after February 15,
2007." 21 U.S.C. § 387j(a)(l) (emphases added). The italicized date, on which the definition of
a "new tobacco product" rums, is refened to as the "giandfather date." The applicability of this
grandfather date is significant to non-combustibledeemed tobacco products, most of which were
not commercially marketed as ofFebmaiy 15, 2007. In particular, if this giandfatherdate
applies, then few (if any) non-combustible deemedtobaccoproducts will be grandfathered; and
tobacco-product manufachueis willneedto pursue one of "threepathways for legally marketing
a new tobacco product," 79 Fed. Reg. at 23174/2, all of whichare extraordinarily burdensome.
The firstpathway involves obtaining an order fromFDA basedon the Agency's review of a
PMTA. SeeFDCA§§ 910(a)(2)(A), (c)(l)(A)(i), 21 U.S.C. §§ 387j(a)(2)(A), (c)(l)(A)(i). The
second pathway involves obtaining a substantial-equivalence order. See FDCA
§ 905(j)(l)(A)(i), 21 U.S.C. § 387e(j)(l)(A)(i); FDCA § 910(a)(2)(A)(i), 21 U.S.C.
§ 387j(a)(2)(A)(i). And the tliird pathway applies only if the tobacco product is exempt from the
substantial-equivalence process. SeeFDCA §§ 905(j)(l)(A)(ii), (j)(3), 21 U.SC
§§ 387e(j)(l)(A)(ii), G)(3); FDCA § 910(a)(2)(A)(ii), 21 U.S.C. § 387j(a)(2)(A)(ii). Any "new
tobacco product" introduced into hiterstate commerce without obtahung the uecessaiy marketing
order orexemption order orqualifying for anexemption is adulterated under § 902(6) of the
FDCA, see 21 U.S.C. § 387b(6), and its introduction into interstate commerce therefore violates
§ 301(a) ofthe statute, see21 U.S.C. §331(a). Consequently, absent specific regulatoiy action.
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non-combustible deemed tobacco productswouldbe subjectto a defacto ban unless and until
they successfully negotiatedone of these alternative pathways.

FDA has proposed to address this issue in two ways. First, FDA has stated that it
believes it lacks discretion "to alter or amend this grandfathering date" with respect to newly
deemed non-combustible products such as e-cigarettes. 79Fed. Reg. at 23174/3. The proposed
regulation, therefore, retains the original grandfather dateof Febmaiy 15, 2007, despite the fact
that many non-combustible deemed tobacco products did not exist in the U.S. market at that
tune.5 Second, to avoid adefacto ban, FDA has stated that manufacturers will not be required to
submit PMTAs or substantial-equivalence submissions for deemed tobacco products until two
years after the final mle's effective date, and will be pennitted to continue to market and sell
suchproducts untilFDA acts on the PMTAs or substantial-equivalence submissions.6

In general, RAIS agrees with FDA's approach (though not all of its reasoning), subject to
the modifications described herein. RAIS submits that, contrary to FDA's statements hi the
proposed mle, FDA does, in fact, have regulatoiy discretion to adjust the Febmaiy 15, 2007
grandfather date. At the same tune, however, it agrees with FDA's conclusion that the most
appropriate exercise of that discretion would be to maintain the Febmaiy 15, 2007 grandfather

5See, e.g., id. ("Based on initial information FDA has gathered andreceived from industry,
many tobacco products we are proposing to deem that are currently being sold may not be
'grandfathered' tobacco products because many were not commercially marketed or modified
until after Febmaiy 15, 2007. We understand that this may be particularly hue in the case of
e-cigarettes and similar novel products."); M. Spicer, TurningBack Calendar Could Keep E-
Cigarettes Available Without Approval, The Tan Sheet, at 2 (June 6, 2014) (noting that FDA
"acknowledges that while many cigars and pipe tobacco products will be grandfathered in, it is
likely that no e-cigarette product or other new types of tobacco or nicotine products was
available before the cut-off date").

679Fed. Reg. at 23175/1-2 ("FDA is proposing a compliance period of 24 months after the
effective date of this mle—during which time FDA would not intend to initiate enforcement
against the product on the market for failing to have a marketing order from FDA. Under FDA's
proposal, FDA would not intend to initiate enforcement action for failure to have a marketing
authorization against proposed deemed tobacco products first introduced or delivered for
introduction into interstate commerce for commercial dishibution after February 15, 2007, and
prior to the 905(j) proposed compliance date (i.e., effective date plus 24 months), provided a
905(j) report is subnutted no later than the proposed compliance date, and FDA has not issued an
order finding the tobacco product to be not substantially equivalent, hi these cases, the Agency
would not intend to initiate enforcement action agahist the tobacco product on the market for
failure to have a marketing authorization unless and until FDA issues an order that the tobacco
product is not substantially equivalent to the predicate tobacco product...."); id. at 23176/1
("[A]s with products that may be eligible for the SE pathway, FDA is proposing a 24-month
compliance period for products that may only be eligible for the PMTA pathway."). These
proposed compliance periods further support the conclusion that FDA has broad discretion to
alter compliance windows or move the giandfather date, because strictly following the Tobacco
Control Act would have required PMTAs to be filed in conceit with the effective date of the
deeming regulation.
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date, provided that FDA creates reasonable pathways for marketing authorization of such
products, and allows them to be marketed and sold while those pathways are being pursued.
Alternatively, RAIS submits that it also would be reasonable for FDA to adjust the giandfather
date to reflect the date on which the proposed mle was published in the Federal Register—April
25, 2014. Each of these approaches would create a level playing field for manufachirers while,
at the same time, allowing FDA to safeguard the public health. It would, however, be
unreasonable and arbitrary for FDA to adopt a date between Febmaiy 15,2007 and April 25,
2014, since such a giandfather date would serve no piupose other than to arbitrarily favor some
manufacturers over others wliile, at the same time, undemiining FDA's interest in promoting
public health.

1. FDA Has Some Discretion to Establish an Appropriate Grandfather Date for
Deemed Tobacco Products.

It is axiomatic that, when "Congress has directly spoken to theprecise question at issue,"
"that is the end of the matter," and an agency is not entitled to deference under the Chevron
framework. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984)
(emphases added). Here, however, Congress has not directly spoken to the precise question at
issue. Instead, it has accorded FDA regulatoiy authority "to promulgate regulations for the
efficient enforcement" of the FDCA. FDCA § 701(a), 21 U.S.C. § 371(a). This authority, wliile
not unlimited, affords FDA a measure of discretion in setting an appropriate giandfather date for
newly deemed tobacco products. See id.; Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843 (declaring that when a
"stahite is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is
whether the agency's answer is based on a permissible construction of the stahite"). The effect
of such silence is an implicit delegation to the Agency of discretion to be exercised reasonably to
address the question the statutoiy text does not resolve. See id. at 843-44.

When enacting the Tobacco Control Act, Congress did not address—let alone resolve—
the specific issueof what grandfather datewouldapplyhi the event that FDAultimately chose to
deemadditional products as "tobacco products" to whichSubchapter IX of the FDCAapplies.
Indeed, when the stahitewas enacted, no one anticipated that products such as e-cigarettes would
even fall under the statute.7 The FDCA, however, confers upon FDA authority "to promulgate
regulations for the efficient enforcement" of the FDCA. FDCA § 701(a), 21 U.S.C. § 371(a).
See also, e.g., 123 Stat, at 1782 (21 U.S.C. § 387 note) (expressly declaring that the Tobacco
Control Actprovides FDA with "newandflexible enforcement authority"); FDCA § 901(a), 21
U.S.C. § 387a(a) (entmsting the Secretaiy with the authority to regulatetobacco products); Nat'l
Nutritional Foods Ass'n v. Kennedy, 572 F.2d 377, 392 (2dCir. 1978) (Friendly, J.) (describing
FDCA § 701(a)'sdelegation of regulatory authority as "broad"); Enhancing FoodSafety: Tlie
Role oftheFood andDrugAdministration, Inst, of Medicine and NatT Res. Council, at 296
(Nat'l Academies Press 2010) (same). Under § 371(a), FDA has thepower to adjust the

7See A. Chowdhury, Wliat to Expect: FDA Regulation ofE-Cigarettes, Tobacco Reporter 28, 30
(Mar. 2014) (explaining that "e-cigarettes and other novel nicotine/tobacco products [were] not
originally contemplated bythe law"); id. at 32 (noting that, in2007, "Congress had not
contemplated including e-cigarettes ... or other nontraditional tobacco products" in the Tobacco
Control Act).
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grandfather date in ways that reasonably advance the "efficient enforcement"of the statute's
objectives. See id.

For example, FDA recently exercised this authority to adjust the giandfather date for an
analogous provision ofthe Tobacco Control Act. Inparticular, ina 1996 mle, FDA prohibited
manufacturers from using "a trade orbrand name ofa noutobacco product as thehade or brand
name for a cigarette orsmokeless tobacco product, except for a tobacco product whose hade or
brand name was on botha tobacco product anda noutobacco product thatwere sold hi the
United States on January 1, 7PP5."8 Four years later, the Supreme Comt held that FDA lacked
the authority to regulate tobacco products. FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529
U.S. 120,125-26 (2000). But when Congress enacted the Tobacco Control Act in 2009, it
"required FDAto publish"within 180days"a final mle regarding cigarettes and smokeless
tobacco identical in its provisions to the [1996 Final Rule], withcertain specified exceptions"
that are not relevant here. 76Fed. Reg. at 71281/2 (first emphasis added) (citingTobacco
Control Act § 102). In the wake of the Tobacco ControlAct's enachnent, FDA initially re-
promulgated the identical brand-name provision that had originally appeared in the 1996 Final
Rule—complete with theJanuary 1,1995 giandfather date.9 However, theAgency soon
recognized that it could—and should—change the grandfatherdate. Specifically, in 2011, FDA
concluded that it did, in fact, have the discretion to change the grandfather date for the brand-
name regulation, notwithstanding the congressional mandate to promulgate an "identical"
regulation to the one that had contained a giandfather date of January 1, 1995. The Agency thus
proposed to extend the brand-name regulation's grandfather date to June 22, 2009. See 76 Fed.
Reg. at 71281/3; id. at 71286/3. And in doing so, FDA invoked its "general rulemaking
authority [under § 371(a)] to issue regulations for the efficient enforcement of the FD&C Act."
Id. at 71283/2 (citing FDCA § 701(a), 21 U.S.C. § 371(a)).

FDA has the same regulatoiy discretion here as it did in the context of the brand-name
regulation. As explained below, that discretion is not unlhiuted. But it does allow FDA to make
reasonable adjustments to the giandfather date and related provisions governing the marketing
and sale of deemed tobacco products. In the context of the brand-name regulation, FDA
explained that, given the passage of time since the promulgation of the 1996 Final Rule,
maintaining the original giandfather date would "significantly changef ] [the orighial grandfather
date] from a provision that was intended to apply prospectively to one that applies retroactively,"
id. at 71281/3, and that "the proposed amendment would restore the FDA's original intention
that the restiiction apply prospectively only," id. at 71282/1. Shnilarly here, FDA has discretion
to change the giandfather date so that it will apply prospectively, not retrospectively.

Regulations Restricting the Sale and Distribution ofCigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco to
Protect Children and Adolescents, 16 Fed. Reg. 71281, 71281/1 (Nov. 17, 2011) (emphasis
added) (describing a provision ofRegulations Restricting the Sale and Distribution ofCigarettes
and Smokeless Tobacco to Protect Children and Adolescents, 61 Fed. Reg. 44396 (Aug. 28,
1996) (hereinafter "1996 Final Rule")).

RegulationsRestrictingthe Sale and Distribution ofCigarettesand Smokeless Tobacco to
Protect Childrenand Adolescents, 75 Fed. Reg. 13225, 13225/3, 13231/1 (Mar. 19, 2010); see
also 76 Fed. Reg. at 71281/2.
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2. FDA's Proposed Grandfather Date of February 15, 2007 Is the Most
Reasonable Grandfather Date, Provided That the Agency Affords
Reasonable Pathways That Allow Appropriate Non-Combustible Deemed
Tobacco Products to Be on the Market.

For several reasons, the Febmaiy 15, 2007 giandfather date proposed by FDA reflects the
most reasonable exercise of FDA's regulatoiy discretion, subject to one important caveat: FDA
must afford reasonable pathways that would allow appropriate non-combustible deemed tobacco
products to obtain marketing authorization. See infra at § LB (arguing that FDA should clarify
the existence of a substantial-equivalence pathway for e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine
products); § I.C (advocating the creation of an alternative pathway through which appropriate
non-conibustible deemed tobacco products can enter or remain on the market); § I.D (explaimng
that FDA should extend the date by which PMTAs must be filed); § I.E (urging FDA to clarify
the applicability of substantial-equivalence exemptions in the context of e-cigarettes and
alternative nicotine products). This approach creates a level playing field for all manufachueis,
allows appropriate existing products to remain on the market pending further FDA review, and,
at the same time, provides FDA with reasonable mechanisms to safeguard public health.

First, this approach creates a level playing for manufacturers of deemed tobacco
products, and ensures that no manufacturer is given an unfair competitive advantage simply
because it produced and marketed a deemed tobacco product prior to the grandfather date,
whereas others may have produced and marketed similar (and better quality) products after that
date. Take, for example, e-cigarette products. As far as RAIS is aware, few, if any, e-cigarette
productswere commercially marketedwithin the United Statesprior to Febmaiy 15,2007, and,
hi our view, any such products are unlikely to have remained unchanged through today. See 79
Fed. Reg. at 23174/3 (explaining that many deemed tobacco products—particularly includuig e-
cigarettes—"were not commercially marketedor modifieduntil after Febmaiy 15, 2007");
Spicer, supra, at 2; May 27, 2014 Smokefree Pennsylvania Coimnents, available at http://
www.e-cigarette-fonun.com/fomm/advocates-updates-usa/567740-action-alert-omb-oira-
today.html (last visited Aug. 5, 2014) (noting that "there were only several different fust
generation 'cigalike' products on the market prior to Febmaiy 15, 2007"). As a result, the
Febmaiy 15, 2007 giandfather date, coupled witha reasonable pathway to keeping suchproducts
on the market pending further FDAreview, wouldmeanthat all (or virtually all) manufacturers
in this important newproduct categoiy are subject to the same regulatoiy regime. Such
manufacturers would be able to continue selling theirproducts subject to compliance with
regulations for submitting theproducts for review. And they would be subject to the same
regulatoiy requirements forkeeping such products on themarket with marketing authorization.
No manufacturer would be arbitrarily favored over another.

Second, this approach provides FDA with an adequate means for safeguarding public
health, since it would ensure thatFDAhas regulatoiy oversight overmostdeemed tobacco
products. E-cigarette products again help illustrate this point. Choosing a giandfather date of
Febmaiy 15, 2007 would mean that no e-cigarettes cimently on the market—or, atmost, only a
veiysmall number of them—woidd begrandfathered (i.e., unchanged). See 79 Fed. Reg. at
23174/3; Spicer, supra, at 2; May27, 2014 Smokefree Pennsylvania Comments. Thus, the
detennination ofwhether e-cigarettes would obtain marketing authorization would depend on
whether e-cigarettes could satisfy the requirements associated with one ofFDA's designated
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pathways. Such a scenario would allow FDA to exercise appropriate oversight and make
detenninations such as which e-cigarettes are orare not "appropriate for the protection ofthe
public health." See FDCA §910(c)(2)(A), 21 U.S.C. §387j(c)(2)(A) (describing a standard that
governs whether PMTA applications should be granted). That is, the question whether a
particular e-cigarette could remain on the market penuanently would bebased onFDA's health-
related assessment, thus providing the Agency with anadequate degree ofoversight over which
deemed products may be marketed.

Third, this approach likewise reflects a reasonable interpretation of the Tobacco Control
Act's text. Although theTobacco Control Actdoes notmandate that the February 15, 2007
grandfather date must beapplied todeemed tobacco products, seesupra at §LA. 1, it certainly
would be reasonable for FDAto exercise its discretion by selecting the same grandfather date
thatCongress chose forproducts such as cigarettes andtraditional smokeless tobacco products,
hi other words, FDAcouldreasonably conclude that, had Congress actually contemplated this
question, it would have chosen the same giandfather date for deemed tobacco products that it
chosefor cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products, provided that that giandfather
date was coupled with a reasonable pathway to marketing authorization.

Finally, it bears emphasizing that the reasonableness of this approach depends on FDA
establishing adequatepathways for allowingnon-combustible deemedproducts to obtain
marketing authorization and pennitting such products to be marketed and sold wliile
manufacturers are pursuing those pathways. Many non-combustible deemed tobacco products
are potentially less hazardous than haditional cigarettes and may well provide the most effective
meansof advancing the unpoitant public health goal of tobacco hann reduction. For example, a
group of more than fifty experts recently advised the World Health Organization that "[t]he
potential for tobacco hann reduction products" like "e-cigarettes ... and other low-risk non-
combustible nicotine or tobacco products" "could be among the most significant health
innovations of the 21st Century - perhaps saving hundreds of millions of lives." May 26, 2014
Letter from Nicothie-Science Experts, supra, at 1, 3; see also infra at § II.A.2 (describing the
science regarding e-cigarettes). In light of this, it would be unreasonable for FDA to maintain
the Febmaiy 15, 2007 grandfather date withoutcreating a reasonable pathway to marketing
authorization. Such an approach would constihite a constnictive ban on deemed tobacco
products and would be unlawful.

Most importantly, it would contravene the shucture of the Tobacco Control Act.
Congress specifically prohibited FDA from "banning all cigarettes, all smokeless tobacco
products, all little cigars, all cigars other than little cigars, all pipe tobacco, or all roll-your-own
tobacco products." FDCA § 907(d)(3)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 387g(d)(3)(A). Moreover, an express
piupose of the Tobacco Control Act was "to continue to pennit the sale of tobacco products to
adults" while making them maccessible to minors. 123 Stat, at 1781 (21 U.S.C. § 387 note); see
also H. Rep. No. 111-58, at 2 (Mar. 26,2009) ("H.R. 1256 .. . prohibits the Secretary from
banning a class of tobacco products . .. ."). Tims, Congress made clear that FDA may not ban
entire categories of traditional combustible tobacco products. The same prohibition should apply
to other categories of tobacco products brought within FDA's jurisdiction. It would be
inconsistent with the statute's structure and piupose to constrae FDA's deeming authority as
authorizing FDA to ban non-combustible tobacco-derived products that potentially pose/ewer
and lower risks than the combustible products FDA is expressly prohibited from banning. See,
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e.g., Roberts v. Sea-LandServs., Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1350, 1356-57 (2012) (explaining that statutoiy
language '"cannot be construed in a vacuum'" aud that "all parts" of the stahite should "fit. ..
hito a harmonious whole"); United Sav. Ass'n of Tex. v. TimbersofInwood Forest Assocs., Ltd.,
484 U.S. 365, 371 (1988). For sinular reasons, it would be arbitraiy and capricious to adopt such
a constnictive ban, given the ever-increasing evidence that certain categories of non-combustible
deemed tobacco products like e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products could be beneficial to
the public health. See, e.g.. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass 'n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins.
Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (holding that ail agency "must examine the relevant data and
articulate a satisfactoiy explanation for its action includuig a 'rational connection between the
facts found and the choice made'" and that the agency's decision must be '"based on a
consideration of the relevant factors'") (citatioii omitted). Consequently, the reasonableness of
the Febmaiy 15, 2007 grandfather date hinges on FDA's adoption of reasonable pathways to
marketing authorization.

Here, the proposed mle does propose a pathway to marketing authorization. See 79 Fed.
Reg. at 23174/3. But, as set forth below, FDA should undertake several modifications to this
proposal hi order for it to provide a reasonable and adequate mechanism for obtaining
authorization to market non-combustibledeemed tobacco products. See §§ LB, I.C, I.D, I.E.
Absent such adjustments, the proposed mle risks creating the sort of constnictive ban that would
constitute an unreasonable exercise ofFDA's limited discretion in this area. Provided, however,
that FDA makes these adjustments, RAIS submits that the Febmaiy 15, 2007 grandfather date
proposed by FDA constitutes the most reasonable giandfather date for deemed tobacco products.

3. Alternatively, FDA Should Select a Grandfather Date of April 25,2014,
Which is the Date on Which the Proposed Rule Was Published.

Alternatively, FDA could reasonably adopt April 25, 2014 as the giandfather date for
deemed tobacco products. For several reasons, this date, which is the date on which FDA
published its proposed deeming mle in the FederalRegister, would be a reasonable exercise of
agency discretion.

First, an April 25, 2014 grandfather date would reflect an eminently reasonable
construction of the Tobacco Control Act, since it would represent the closest analogy to the
choice thatCongress made when it selected a grandfather date for cigarettes, haditional
smokeless tobacco products, andodier tobacco products over which FDA was granted immediate
regulatoiy authority. The Tobacco Control Act's original giandfather date of Febmaiy 15. 2007
was the date on which the bill that ultimately became the Tobacco Control Act was first
introduced into Congress, and thereby began the fonnal process to give FDA authority to
regulate tobacco products. It would therefore bereasonable for FDA toselect as the grandfather
date for deemed tobacco products thedate on which it began the fonnal process to assert
jurisdiction over them. That date isApril 25, 2014, which is the date on which the proposed mle
was published in the Federal Register.

Second, FDA's decision to extend the brand-name regulation's giandfather date from
1995 to 2009 demonstrates that itwould similarly be reasonable for FDA to move the deeming
rule's giandfather date from Febmaiy 15, 2007 toApril 25, 2014. See supra at§ LA. 1. When
selectmg a new giandfather date for the proposed brand-name regulation, FDA first identified the
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intent or rationale underlying theoriginal grandfather date, and thensought to effechiate that
intent when selectmg a new grandfather date. Specifically, the intent of theoriginal giandfather
date for the brand-name regulation"was toprospectively prohibit tobacco manufachirers from
using nontobacco hadeor brand names"—and FDA concluded thatmaintaining theoriginal
grandfather datewould have "significantly change[d]" the brand-name regulation "froma
provision thatwas intended to apply prospectively to one that applies retroactively." 76Fed.
Reg. at 71281/3 (emphasis added). FDA therefore proposed to "change the giandfather date
fromJanuary 1, 1995, to June 22, 2009, in recognition of the fact that 14years elapsed since the
publication of the 1996 final mle." Id.; see also id. at 71282/1 (concluding that this approach
was consistent with the "original intention" of the initial grandfather date); id. at 71283/1. Here,
too, the Tobacco Control Act's orighial grandfather date was intended to apply prospectively
from the date on which the formal process for enactment of the Tobacco Control Act began.
Accordingly, hi keeping with the notion that the date the fonnal process to create regulatoiy
authority begins should be used as the grandfather date, it would be reasonable to use April 25,
2014 as the grandfather date for deemed tobacco products.

Third, establishing a grandfather date of April 25, 2014 would reasonably serve to
promote the public health. It is well known that the products on the market today are more
advanced than whatever mdimentary models were in conmiercial dishibution on Febmaiy 15,
2007. See May 27, 2014 Smokefree Pennsylvania Coimnents (noting that "there were only
several different first generation 'cigalike' products on the market prior to Febmaiy 15, 2007"
and that "those products were inferior to all cigalike products currently on the market"); Spicer,
supra, at 2 (explaining that "the development of e-cigarette technology and manufacturing is
consistently bringing better products to the market"). Researchers have thus acknowledged that
"newer [e-cigarette] produces]... could be safer and more effective as nicotine delivery
devices." See R. Grana et al., E-Cigarettes: A Scientific Review, 129 Circulation 1972, 1972
(May 13, 2014). An April 25,2014 giandfather date, therefore, would allow these newer,
higher-quality products to remain on the market, subject to FDA regulation.

Fourth, the April 25, 2014 giandfather date would reduce administrative burdens on FDA
and still leave FDA ample means to protect the public from faulty products. FDA already has an
extensive and growing backlog of substantial-equivalence submissions. For example, the
Government Accountability Office ("GAO") found that CTP had "not made a final decision on
any of the 3,788 SE submissions" as of January 7, 2013 and that "[o]n June 25, 2013—about 3
years after FDA's receipt of the fust SE submission—CTP [had] made a final decision" on only
6 of the 3,788 SE submissions. See U.S. Government Accountability Office, No. 13-723, New
Tobacco Products: FDA Needs to Set TimeFrames for Its Revie%v Process, at 19, 21 (Sept. 2013)
(hereinafter "2013 GAO Report"), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/660/657451.pdf; see
also infra at § I.D (discussing the backlog). The most recent GAO evaluation of SE submissions
reports that, as of March 31, 2014, FDA had made a final decision on a total of 30 SE
submissions. Even accounting for the withdiawal of more than tiuee hundred submissions by the
manufacturer, GAO reports that 4,177 SE submissions are still pending review. See U.S.
Government Accountability Office, No. 14-561, Most FDA SpendingFundedPublic Education,
Regulatory Science, and Compliance andEnforcementActivities, at 22-25 (June 2014)
(hereinafter"2014 GAO Report"), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/664279.pdf.
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If FDA were to move the giandfather date from 2007 to 2014, products that entered the
market during that seven-year window would not require PMTA applications or substantial-
equivalence reports. This would, in rum, reduce the resources that the industry and FDA
reviewerswould have to dedicate to the preparationand review of such submissions.10 At the
same time, however, FDA would have fully effective regulatoiy tools to take appropriate actions
against particular products or categories ofproducts as it considered necessary—ranging from
basic control tools such as registration, product listing, and ingredient and constituent reporting
to and including promulgation of tobacco-productstandards under FDCA § 907, 21 U.S.C.
§ 387g, or a recall order under FDCA § 908, 21 U.S.C. § 387h.

Fifth, like the Febmaiy 15, 2007 giandfather date, a grandfather date of April 25, 2014
would create a level playing field among manufacturers of deemed tobacco products. The
market for e-cigarettes, for example, now includes a varietyof products offered by a wide anay
of manufachirers. According to one recentestimate, thereare "ten thousand plus electronic
cigarette ... products cunently on the market,"which are made by "several thousand"
e-cigarette manufachirers. See May 27, 2014 Smokefree Pennsylvania Coimnents. An April 25.
2014giandfather date wouldensurethatnoneof the manufachirers is accorded an arbitraiy
competitive advantage basedon when it begancommercially marketing its product.

Finally, if FDAadopts theApril 25,2014 grandfather date, thenit is particularly
important that it takeregulatoiy action to address the risks posed by open-system vapor products.
See infra at § TLB. Under the April 25, 2014 grandfather date, numerous deemed tobacco
products—including many open-system products such as liquid nicotuie solutions mixed at vape
shops, thebatteries, andthedevices into which liquid nicotine solutions canbepoured for the
pmpose of creating anaerosol—would be grandfatiiered. As explained below, however, by then
veiynature, open-system products present a unique risk for adulteration, tampering, andquality-
control problems not exhibited by anyother class of tobacco products. See id. (noting, for
example, that open-system products are particularly susceptible to tampering, that they pose
toxicity concerns, and that the consistency and quality of these products are highly variable due
to the fact that the products are customizable).11 Under the April 25, 2014 giandfather date.

10 Professor Michael Siegel estimates that, under the approach that FDA is proposing, there will
be thousands of PMTAs filed for e-cigarette products, thereby causing a "bureaucratic
nightmare." See Michael Siegel, New Study Demonstrates Wliy FDA's Proposed Regulatoiy
Approach to E-Cigarettes Makes No Sense, The Rest of the Stoiy: Tobacco News Analysis and
Conunentaiy (June 17, 2014) (last visited July 3,2014), «fhttp://tobaccoanalysis.
blogspot.com/2014/06/uew-shidy-demonshates-why-fdas.html.

11 Indeed, open-system products are especially likely to be adulterated and should immediately
be removed from the market by FDA. The potential for adulteration is huge, because, by
definition, open-system products allow for vape shops and consumers to access the tank,
increasing the likelihood that that the e-liquid would "[consist] in whole or hi part ofany filthy,
putrid, or decomposed substance, or [would] otherwise [be] contaminated by any added
poisonous oradded deleterious substance that may render the product injurious to health " See
FDCA §902(1), (3), 21 U.S.C. §387b(l), (3) (providing that a tobacco product isadulterated if,
among other thhigs, it "(1) it consists in whole or in part ofany filthy, putrid, or decomposed
substance, or isotherwise contaminated by any added poisonous oradded deleterious substance
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therefore, itwould be particularly unpoitant for FDA toban this categoiy ofproducts (or at least
subject them to special scrutiny and regulation to avoid an unmanageable regulatoiy
environment). See id.

4. FDA Should Reject Grandfather Dates Between February 15, 2007 and April
25, 2014.

As explained above, Febmaiy 15, 2007 would be the most reasonable giandfather date
(provided thatFDA establishes adequate pathways formarketing authorization), andApril 25,
2014 also would be a reasonable giandfather date. For several reasons, however, FDA should
reject any proposeddate betweenFebmaiy 15,2007 and April 25, 2014.

First, selectmg any otherdatewouldconstitute an arbitraiyexercise of the Agency's
discretion. Numerous considerations demonstrate the reasonableness of selecting Febmaiy 15,
2007 or April 25, 2014 as the giandfather date. Other thaii those two dates, however, there is no
good reason to prefer any one date over another date. Because agencies must base their
decisions on the pertinent facts and relevant considerations, see State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.,
463 U.S. at 43, it would be unreasonable and arbitraiy for FDA to choose a date other than
Febmaiy 15, 2007 or April 25, 2014.

Second, choosing any giandfather date other than Febmaiy 15, 2007 or April 25, 2014
would arbitrarily advantage certain manufacturers over others based on die fortuitous
circumstance of when they first began marketing their products in the United States. There is.
therefore, no reason to favor manufachueis that happened to launch their products earlier than
their current competitors.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, confening such a competitive advantage on early
entrants would actually be contrary to public health. As discussed above, older e-cigarette
products—even of the closed-system variety—generally present more quality issues than
modem entries. See supra at § I.A.3. Take, for example, the VUSE products created by R.J.
Reynolds Vapor Company. As described below, VUSE products employ a closed system that
prevents accidental access to the nicotuie liquid. In addition, VUSE products prevent the use of
copycat e-cigarette cartridges, only allowing VUSE cartridges to work with the VUSE power

(continued...)

that may render the product injiuious to health" or if "(3) its package is composed, in whole or hi
part, of any poisonous or deleterious substance which may render the contents injurious to
health"); see also FDCA § 301(a), 21 U.S.C. § 331(a) (prohibiting the "introduction or delivery
for introduction hito hiterstate commerce of any ... tobacco product... that is adulterated").
Additionally, there is an increased likelihood that e-cigarettes manufactured at vape shops are
adulterated because they "ha[ve] been prepared, packed, or held under insanitary conditions
whereby [they] may have been contaminated with filth, or whereby [they] may have been
rendered injiuious to health." See FDCA § 902(2), 21 U.S.C. § 387b(2) (providing that a
tobacco product is adulterated if, among other tilings, its package is composed, in whole or hi
part, of any poisonous or deleterious substance which may render the contents injiuious to
health).
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unit, thereby preventing tampering or counterfeiting. VUSE products also protect consumers
from using a dry cartridge, which occurs when a product continues to operate even where no
liquid nicotine remains hi the reservoir; this is a problem earlier models from other
manufacturers have exhibited. From a public health perspective, therefore, it would make no
sense to accord more favorable treatment to older, lower-quality products simply because they
were marketed earlier than VUSE.12 Instead, it would perversely reward companies that mshed
inferior products into the market, and would disfavor companies that took the uecessaiy time to
develop high-quality, tamper-resistant products.

Fourth, although one commentator has suggested that it would be appropriate to use
April 25, 2011 as a grandfather date, see Chowdhuiy, supra, at 32, such an approach would be
arbitraiy and unreasonable. On April 25, 2011, FDA issued a letter stating that it "intend[ed] to
propose a regulation that would extend the Agency's 'tobacco product' authorities ... to other
categories of tobacco products thatmeet thestatutoiy definition of 'tobacco product.'"13 Ushig
the date of FDA's letter as the grandfather date would, however, be inconsistent with the
approach that Congress employed when choosing a grandfather date for cigarettes, traditional
smokeless tobacco products, and other tobacco products over which FDA was granted immediate
regulatoiy authority. When Congress chose the grandfather date for such products, it selected
the date on which the bill that eventually became the Tobacco Control Act had been introduced
in Congress. This is because the introduction of the bill commenced the formal legislative
process. By contrast, Congress did not use as the grandfather date the first day on which
Members of Congress expressed a general intent to regulate products such as cigarettes and
traditional smokeless tobacco products. Consequently, it would be inconsistent with the
structure and piupose of the stahite to use the date on which FDA merely stated an intentto
regulate e-cigarettes as the giandfather date for deemed tobacco products. More importantly, for
the reasonsexplainedabove, an April 25, 2011 grandfather date would arbitrarilyadvantage
older, lower-quality products over newer, higher-quality products, and thereby wouldbe contrary
to the public health.

In sum, FDA has limited discretion to set a giandfather date for deemed tobacco
products. Themost reasonable exercise of this discretion is to maintain the Febmaiy 15, 2007
giandfather date, provided, however, that FDA creates reasonable pathways to marketing
authorization for suchproducts. Creating suchpathways would require adjustments to FDA's
current proposal, which, as discussed below, doesnot create an adequate process for FDAreview
of currently marketed, non-combustible deemed tobacco products. Alternatively, FDA should
adopt the dateof theproposed mle—April 25, 2014—as the giandfather date. Eachof these
alternatives wouldcreatea levelplaying field among manufacturers and wouldleaveFDAwith

12
'For example, a company wishing to invest the additional resources needed to ensure that its

e-cigarette is designed andmanufactured withappropriate methods andcontrols willbe more
likely to do so if the product isnot competing agahist products that are more cheaply and cnidely
made, yetappear to be identical to the consumer." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23149/1.

FDA, Stakeholder Letter: Regulation ofE-Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products (Apr. 25,
2011), available at www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHeaMiFocus/ucm252360.hhn.
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adequate tools to protect the public health. Selecting a grandfather date between Febmaiy 15,
2007 andApril 25,2014, in contrast, would serve only to arbitrarily favor some manufacturers
overothers andwould be contrary to public health objectives.

B. FDA Should Clarify That There Exists a Substantial-Equivalence Pathway for
E-Cigarettes and Alternative Nicotine Products.

Under theTobacco Control Act, one pathway to the market for new tobacco products
involves demonstrating thata newtobacco product is substantially equivalent to a grandfathered
tobacco product. SeeFDCA § 905(j), 21 U.S.C. § 387e(j); FDCA § 910(a)(2)(i), 21 U.S.C.
§ 387j(a)(2)(i). However, the proposed deeming mle appears to suggest that substantial
equivalence maynot be a viable patiiway for certain categories of deemed tobacco products. See
19 Fed. Reg. at 23176/2-3 (noting that "FDA is not certain that manufacturers would hi fact be
able to use the [substantial-equivalence] pathway formany proposed deemed tobacco products
because they may not be able to identify a viable predicate"). To the extent that this statement
accuratelyreflects FDA's currentview, RAIS submits that it reflects an undulyuanow view of
the substantial-eqiuvalence patiiway. Rather, as demonstrated by the Tobacco Conhol Act's text
and the substantial-equivalenceprocess for medical devices, substantial equivalence does not
require that a substantially equivalent product be identical to the predicate product or even be in
the same product categoiy. Instead, it is sufficient that the products have the same intended
pmpose and do not raise different questions ofpublic health. FDA, therefore, should clarify that
the substantial-equivalence process provides a viable pathway for many deemed tobacco
products, includuig non-combustible deemed products, by allowing for comparison to predicate
products from similar (but not identical) tobacco product categories.

At the outset, it is clear that the Tobacco Control Act allows for cross-category
comparisons. To demonstrate substantial equivalence, a tobacco-product manufacturer must
submit to FDA a report that states "the basis for [the manufacturer]'s detennination" that the new
tobacco product "is substantially equivalent... to a tobacco product commercially marketed
(other than for test marketing) hi the United States as of Febmaiy 15, 2007, or to a tobacco
product that the Secretaiy has previously determined ... is substantially equivalent and that is ui
compliance with the requirements of the Tobacco Control Act. FDCA § 905(j)(l)(A)(i), 21
U.S.C. § 387e(j)(l)(A)(i). A new tobacco product is "substantially equivalent" to a predicate
product either if the new product "has the same characteristics as the predicate tobacco product"
or "has different characteristics" from the predicate tobacco product but "does not raise different
questions of public health." FDCA § 910(a)(3)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 387j(a)(3)(A).14 As this text
demonstrates, the stahite does not require that a predicate product be hi the same tobacco-
product category as the new tobacco product. To the contrary, this text specifically provides for
predicate products that have "different characteristics" from those of a "substantially equivalent"
product, provided that the products do "not raise different questions ofpublic health." Nor does
FDA's substantial-equivalence guidance suggest that the predicate product must be in the same
tobacco-product class as the new tobacco product. See Centerfor Tobacco Products, Guidance

14 In this regard, characteristics include how the product perforais. For example, e-cigarettes,
cigarettes, and little cigars all produce an aerosol, whereas smokeless products such as snus,
moist snuff, and alternative nicotine products all involve buccal absoiption of nicotine.
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for Industry and FDA Staff: Section 905(f) Reports: Demonstrating Substantial Equivalencefor
Tobacco Products (Jan. 5, 2011), available at http://www.fda.gov/downloads/tobaccoproducts/
guidancecompliaiiceregulatoiyhifonnation/ucm239021 .pdf.

This understanding of the statute likewise reflects FDA's longstanding view of
substantial equivalence with respect to medical devices. FDA's guidance and decision-making
over the last 30 years with respect to § 510(k) premarket notification illustrates the point that
"substantially equivalent" does notmean "identical."15 Under FDA's regulatoiy regime for
medical devices, rather, FDA may detennhie that a new device is substantially equivalent to a
predicate device if the new device has the same mtended use as the predicate device and does not
raise different questions ofpublic health.16 § 513(i). FDA also recognizes that it will evaluate
different, evolving technologies under its § 510(k) process, and it has adopted a "flexible"
substantial-equivalence process that accommodates "evolving technology":

A new device does not need to be identical to the predicate device for it to be
found substantially equivalent to the predicate device. In FDA's experience, it is
rare for a new device to be identical to a predicate device. Given the diversity of
technologies evaluated under this review standard, this guidance adopts aflexible
approach to determining 'substantial equivalence' to accommodate evolving

15 See, e.g., Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Premarket Notification (510k),
available at http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregiilationandguidaiice/
howtomarketyomdevice/premarketsubmissions/premarkeuiotification510k/default.htm(last
visited June 26, 2014) ("A claimof substantial equivalence does not mean the newandpredicate
devicesmust be identical."); Center for Devices and Radiological Health,HowtoFinda
Predicate Device (last updated Dec. 20, 2013), available athttp://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/
DeviceRegulationandGuidance/HowtoMarketYomDevice/PremarketSubinissions/PremarketNoti
ficatioii510k/ucml 34571.htm ("A claim of substantial equivalence does notmean the device(s)
must be identical. Substantial equivalence is established with respect to: intended use, design,
energy used or delivered, materials, perfonnance, safety, effectiveness, labeling,
biocompatibility, standards, andother applicable characteristics."); Centerfor Devices and
Radiological Health, Guidance on the CDRH Premarket Notification Review Program (last
updated May9,2014) ("The tenn 'substantially equivalent' is not intended to be so naiTow as to
refer only to devices that are identical to marketed devices nor so broad as to refer to devices
which areintended to be usedfor the same piuposes asmarketed products. Thecommittee
believes that the tennshould beconstmed nanowly where necessary to assure the safety and
effectiveness of a device but not nanowly where differences between a new device and a
marketed device do not relate to safety and effectiveness.") (quoting H.R. Rep No 94-853 at 36-
37 (1976)).

FDAconsiders a newdevice to havethe same intended use as a predicate device when the
indications for use do notraise different questions of safety and effectiveness different from
those raised by the predicate device ora change in the indications does not have the potential to
significantly increase any safety and effectiveness concerns relating to the device. See Center
forDevices and Radiological Health, GuidanceforIndustry and FDA Staff: The 510(k)
Program: Evaluating Substantial Equivalence in Premarket Notification 17.
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technology while maintaining predictability and consistency to promote
confidence among device developers, practitioners, and patients.

Centerfor Devices and Radiological Health, Guidancefor Industry and FDA Staff: Tlie 510(h)
Program: Evaluating Substantial Equivalence in Premarket Notification 6(July 28, 2014)
(emphasis added) (hereinafter u510(k) Guidance"), available at http://www.fda.gov/downloads/
MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulatiouandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM284443pdf Indeed,
FDA states that "a new device that possesses new technological characteristics (such as a novel
material) maybe found to be substantially equivalent to a predicate device withthe same
intended use but different technological characteristics as long as the technological
characteristics of thenew device do notraise different types of questions of safety and
effectiveness." Centerfor Devices and Radiological Health, 510(k) and Science Report
Recommendations: Summary! andOverview ofComments andNext Steps 15 (2011).

In addition, FDAhas longinterpreted theFDCA as permitting comparison to multiple
predicate devices to detennine substantial equivalence, as long as the intended use of the new
device does not differ fromthe intended use of the predicate devices. See, e.g.. Centerfor
DevicesandRadiological Health, Guidance on the Centerfor DevicesandRadiological
Health's Premarket Notification Review Program ("for a device to be found [substantially
equivalent], it is important that a 510(k) for the device demonstrate that the intended use of the
device does not differ from the intendeduse of marketed devices"). For example, in its recent
final guidance document regarding the § 510(k) program, FDA reiterated its view that the FDCA
pennits comparison to multiple predicate devices to determine substantial equivalence,
particularly under circumstances where each predicate device has the same intended use as the
new device. See 510(k) Guidance, supra,at 10-11. And FDA has specifically allowed the use of
multiple predicates to "identify, compare, and test" against if a device has "two features or
indications not previouslycombined in a singlepredicate." Centerfor DevicesandRadiological
Health, Guidancefor Industry and FDA Staff: Formatfor TraditionalandAbbreviated 510(k)s,
at 9 (Aug. 12, 2005), available at http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/
DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocumeuts/ucm084396pdf.

Moreover, FDA also pennits the use of"reference devices" to "support scientific
methodology or standard reference values" at certain points in the substantial-equivalence
process. 510(k) Guidance, supra, at 13-14. For example, a manufacturer may use a reference
device to support the evaluation of a certain characteristic of a new device. Id.

Tins well-established methodology for detemumng substantial equivalence for medical
devices should likewise govern the substantial-equivalence analysis applicable to non-
combustible deemed tobacco products. Wliile non-combustible deemed tobacco products have
some characteristics (e.g., components, technologies, or design features) different from those of
tobacco products currently subject to FDA regulation, certain non-combustible deemed tobacco
products may have the same mtended use and/or method of administration. For example, the
intended use of both a traditional cigarette and a vapor product is for the user to generate a
nicotine aerosol that the consumer inhales for recreation. There is, moreover, a subset of

cigarettes for which the formation and complexity of the aerosol are similar to those of a vapor
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product. The differences between such products and e-cigarettes stem from the formation and
complexity of the aerosol, nottheir intended use.17

Likewise, as with medical devices, the use of multiple predicates and/or "reference
devices" may make the substantial-equivalence pathway for non-combustible deemed tobacco
products a sound pathway for use by manufacturers of such products and FDA. The use of
multiple predicates and/or reference tobacco products could address specific scientific questions
raised by a new tobacco product's ingredients or design. Additionally, it could assist FDA in
evaluating the effect of a change in an ingredient, material, or design parameter in the new
tobacco product as compared to the predicate tobacco product, in order to demonstrate that the
new tobacco product does not raise different questions ofpublic health.

In sum, as long as FDA finds that a non-combustible deemed tobacco product does uot
raise questions ofpublic health different from those raised by a predicate tobacco product or
products when used as mtended, FDA should be able to detennine that the non-combustible
deemed tobacco product is substantially equivalent to a predicate product that is in a different
tobacco product categoiy. Any suggestion that a different or more onerous
substantial-equivalence process applies to non-combustible deemed tobacco products is contrary
to both the Tobacco Control Act and FDA's substantial-equivalence analysis for analogous
regulatoiy regimes. FDA, therefore, should clarify that the substantial-equivalence pathway
remains a viable one for many non-combustible deemed tobacco products as described herein.

C. FDA Should Establish an Alternative Pathway That Would Allow Appropriate
Non-Combustible Deemed Tobacco Products to Be on the Market.

If FDA retains a giandfather date of Febmaiy 15, 2007, fails to recognize substantial-
equivalence as a viablepathway, and fails to create an alternativepathway as proposedby RAIS
below, the Agency will effectively impose a moratorium on the development and improvement
of e-cigarettes, whichhave greatpromise for reducing the risk of deathand disease among the

This logic applieseven more directly to dissolvable tobaccoproducts. Someof these products
consistof tobacco and thereforemeet the definitionof a "smokeless tobacco"product, see FDCA
§ 900(18), 21 U.S.C. § 387(18), whereas others may merely be derived from tobacco and
therefore constitute an alternative nicotineproduct. Seegenerally SarahE. Evans,Dissolvable
Tobacco Products: Tobacco ControlNetwork Webinar, FDA Center for Tobacco Products:
Office of Science 6 (Sept. 7, 2011), athttp://www.ttac.org/tcn/materials/pdfs/09.07.11/
Evaiis_presentation.pdf. The Tobacco Products Scientific AdvisoiyCommittee understood this
point when it reviewed dissolvable tobacco products. See Jan. 18, 2012, TPSAC Meeting Tr.,
pp. 17-19, SarahE. Evans,Ph.D., Officeof Science,FDA/CTP("Some dissolvable tobacco
products may notmeet thedefinitions of cigarette, cigarette tobacco, roll-your-own tobacco, or
smokeless tobacco, andsomay notbecunently subject to FDA regulation under Chapter IXof
the FD&C Act."); Jan. 20, 2012, TPSAC Meeting Tr., p. 127, David L. Ashley, Ph.D., Director,
Office of Science, FDA/CTP ("But there may besome dissolvable tobacco products that may not
meet the definition of cigarette, cigarette tobacco, roll-your-own tobacco, or smokeless tobacco,
and so may not be cunently subject tothe FDA regulation"). Yet, both subcategories ofproducts
havethe same intended use—oral tobacco pleasure.
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U.S. population. At best, a requirement to develop and submit a PMTA two years after the
regulation's effective date will essentially freeze the U.S. e-cigarette marketplace as itexists in
2014, wliile manufacturers wait for PMTAs to be cleared. Andin the event that PMTAs are
subject to refusal-to-file criteria or are ultimately denied, the Agency will rewind the marketplace
and drive e-cigarette users back toward combustible forms of tobacco.

UnlessFDA creates an alternative pathwayas described below, manufacturers will have
little uicentive toimiovate, given their collective inability to support late-aniving products with
anappropriate PMTA submission. Instead, responsible manufachirers seeking tomeet the
Agency's proposed timelines forproduct review willbe compelled to expend significant
resoiuces on designs thataheadyexist in themarket. Such a focus on existing designs, however,
will stifle the ongoing innovation that is essential to the continued development of functional
e-cigarette designs thatare acceptable to consumers andhave thepotential to facilitate the
migrationof current adult cigarette smokersto e-cigarettes.

Given the real-life conundnun outlined above, FDA should create an alternative pathway
that affords an adequate oppoitimity for non-combustible deemedproducts to be on the market.
Suchan alternative pathwayhas threeprimarycomponents, each of whichis brieflydescribed
below.

First, FDA should use a phased approachto product evaluationthat facilitates timely
agency review and promotes innovation. At the outset, it is critical that the Agency move
quickly to define the basic infonnation it requires to conduct an initial assessment of products in
the market on the effective date of the regulation. For example, such initial infonnation could
include the following:

• Infonnation related to the product's basic design and function

• Specific infonnation about the product's composition and the materials used in
the construction of the product

• An appropriate toxicological review of the materials employed in the product

• Characterization of the functionality of the product (i.e., whether it works as
mtended)

• Characterization of the generated aerosol that would provide the basis for initial
review of the product (e.g., HPHCs or other toxicants of concern, as well as
aerosol particle-size distribution)

• Comparative chemical and short-term in vitro toxicological evaluation of the
aerosol relative to cigarette smoke (relative to appropriate cigarette or other
comparators)

• Comparative pharmacokinetic profiles (relative to appropriate cigarette or other
comparators)
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These initial data should be sufficient to facilitate agency review and allow an initial
detennination to be made as to whether a product or its components raise new questions or
concerns related to public health, specific to the issue of mdividual risk. Furthermore, it is likely
that manufachirers could generate such data in an expedited time frame and therefore facilitate a
more rapid review related to potential underlying safety issues.

To the extent FDA requires longer-tenn studies, data arising from such studies could
subsequently be generated to address specific questions raised by FDA regarding a particular
product. Additionally, over this same extended time frame, post-market surveillance data could
be generated to confimi that the product does not raise questions or potential concerns related to
population-level risk. Likewise, in certain circumstances, FDA might request hifonuation about
how constituent data for one particular product compares to constituent data for another product.
Such a phased approach to data collection would allow the Agency to refine the specific
questions it is interested in havhig addressed over the longer tenn and would provide greater
clarity for all stakeholders involved.18

The details of a potential phased approach to PMTAs for e-cigarettes could, for example,
work as follows:

• Within three months of the deeming mle becoming final, FDA publishes draft
guidance addressing the content ofprovisional, abbreviated PMTAs for
e-cigarettes.

• Two years after the effective date of the deeming regulation, manufacturers
submit provisional, abbreviated PMTAs regarding the primary design or chassis
ofan e-cigarette product that was present in the market as of the final deeming
rale's effective date but is not otherwise grandfathered.

• For an additional five years, FDA exercises its enforcement discretion for
products that have a provisional, abbreviated PMTA on file by two years after the
rale's effective date. This five-year period would allow the sponsor to collect and
submit additional relevant data, as agreed with the Agency, and would facilitate
clearance of the underlying PMTA supporting each primary design or chassis.

Second, even if FDA adopts the phased approach delineated above, innovation will move
slowlyif further improvements to a product subject to a provisional PMTAcannotbe made
without the provisional product first obtaining frill market clearance. Toaddress this gap. the
Agency should allowmanufachirers to introduce into the marketplace e-cigarette products that
arebased upon andincorporate the primary design/chassis of theprovisional PMTA for the first
twoyears after the effective date of the regulation. Theseproducts couldremain on the market
under a provisional substantially equivalent status and receive clearance via a substantial-
equivalence pathway using the provisional PMTA asthe predicate. The substantial-equivalence

18

FDA requested coimnents on how it could "streamline review of new product applications."
79 Fed. Reg. at 23176/3. The phased approach proposed by RAIS would streamline the
Agency's review ofnew products and would allow the Agency to request, as the second phase of
the process, the specific type ofdata that it needs with respect to aparticular product.
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submission would need tobe filed within two years of the deeming regulation's effective date
and wouldincorporate a subsetof the data required for the PMTAas outlined above and set forth
hi the draft guidance for PMTAs. Failure to obtain aprovisional PMTA stahis for the predicate,
or eventual denial of a PMTA application for the original product, would leadto the denial and
withdiawal of laterproducts seeking marketing authorization basedon the substantial-
equivalence pathway.

Third, the Agency should create a special pathway for products that are developed and
ready for market entry more than two years following the effective date of the deeming
regulation. There is a pressing needfor such a pathway because, evenunder thechanges set
forth above, innovation willbe impaired if theAgency takes years to clear the original PMTAs.
One option the Agency should consider is as follows:

• For products developed after the two-year window that are based upon the same
chassis/design reflected hi a submitted PMTA, the manufacturer must generate
the same data that would have been required for a provisional substantial-
equivalence submission.

• If a manufacturer files a submission as described in the bullet point immediately
above and FDA does not reject the application, the manufacturer may launch the
product 90 days after submitting the application with the understanding that FDA,
upon its review, could request that the product be withdrawn from the market if
the manufacturer fails to meet the requirements for establishing substantial
equivalence.

In sum, e-cigarettes have the potential to offer substantial public health benefits. And this
is all the more trae for newer e-cigarettes than for older e-cigarettes. The Agency should,
therefore, create an alternative pathway that involves (1) a streamlined, two-phased approach to
product review, (2) a rale allowing manufachueis to introduce e-cigarette products that are based
on the primary design/chassis of a provisional PMTA, and (3) a special pathway for non-
combustible deemed products that are not ready for market enhy until more than two years after
the deeming rale's effective date. The creation of such an alternative pathway would promote
product innovation and offer the hope of reducing tobacco-related hann.

D. At a Minimum, FDA Should Extend the Proposed Deadline for Submitting
Premarket Tobacco Product Applications So That They Are Not Due Until at
Least Five Years After the Regulation's Effective Date.

If FDA chooses not to recognize a substantial-equivalence pathway for non-combustible
deemed products or not to implement an alteraative pathway as explained above, then FDA must

19 Director Zeller recently toldAmerican Legacy that, as highlighted in the preamble of the
proposed deeming rale, the CTP is exploring options relating to expedited premarket policies
based upon principles of relative risk and relative toxicity. If the Agency concludes that the Act
does not provide such latitude, FDA should proactively request that Congress amend the
Tobacco Control Act so as to refocus the analysis of new products exclusively on the
individual-risk health component.
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make some fundamental changes to the timeline set forth for PMTAs under the proposed mle.
Under the proposed mle, PMTAs would be due within two years of the regulation's effective
date. 79 Fed. Reg. at 23174/3, 23176. FDA, however, requested comments on proposed
compliance dates, includuig this one. See, e.g., id. at 23176-77. For the reasons explained
below, RAIS submits that the two-year deadline for PMTAs is inadequate, unrealistic,
inconsistent with FDA's other regulatory requirements, and, in light of FDA's backlog,
luuiecessary. histead, the deadline by which a PMTA must be filed in order to keep a product on
the market should be extended from two years to, at a minimum, five years.

First, the two-year deadline is inconsistent with FDA's proposed requirement for the
submission of HPHC data. Such data must be submitted three years after the regulation's
effective date. Id. at 23173. Thus, under the proposed regulation, PMTAs would be due within
twoyears of the regulation's effective date, see, e.g., id. at 23174/3, whereas listings of HPHC
data would not be due until three years after the effective date, see id. at 23173. However, since
PMTAswill have to contain HPHC data, it makes little sense to require PMTAs to be subnutted
before HPHC data are subnutted. Instead, FDA should establish a rational process that pennits
manufacturers to submit PMTAs that incorporate and take account of HPHC data. Therefore,
FDA should: (1) detennine which constituents shouldbe tested for each new product categoiy;
(2) require the submissionofHPHC data within three years of the regulation's effective date;
(3) review HPHC data, and issue guidance as to what HPHC data should be included in a PMTA;
and (4) then requiremanufacturers to submit PMTAscontaining such data. Five years is the
minimum period uecessaiy to completethis complex, multi-stepprocess.

Second, given how little is cunently known about e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine
products as compared to cigarettes, and the fact that scientific studies ofdeemed tobacco
products arecontinuing, additional timefor submission andreview of PMTAs withrespect to
suchproductswill lead to more informed FDA decision-making. Additional time will enable
FDAto makebetterdecisions about what infonnation would be most appropriate for inclusion in
PMTAs relating toproducts in these newer categories. FDA's knowledge of such products will
increase as the Agency obtahis ingredient hifonuation under FDCA § 904 (21 U.S.C. § 387d)
andconducts inspections underFDCA § 905 (21 U.S.C. § 387e), and as the scientific literature
on these products glows.20 This knowledge, in turn, should help shape the type ofinfonnation
and studies that FDA requires for PMTAs that areassociated with e-cigarettes and alteraative
nicotine products. But some critical infonnation that will flow from basic regulatory steps, such
as company submissions ofHPHC data and other health-related information and FDA
inspections, will not beavailable for at least two to three years.21 Accordingly, FDA should
extend the PMTA deadline so that the Agency canestablish PMTA requirements that are
infomied by ingredient submissions, inspections, and abetter understanding ofproduct designs.

20 The text assumes that FDA has sufficient resoiuces to inspect thousands of e-cigarette
manufachirers.

21 See, e.g., FDCA §905(g), 21 U.S.C. §387e(g) ("Every establishment registered with the
Secretary under tlus section shall be subject to inspection . .. , and eveiy such establishment
engaged inthe manufacture, compounding, orprocessing ofa tobacco product. .. shall be so
inspected ... at least once hi the 2-year period beginning with the date ofregistration ");
FDCA §905(b), 21 U.S.C. §387e(b) (requiring registration); 79 Fed. Reg. at23173.
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Third, the requirements ofa PMTA, to the extent they are known, give eveiy indication
ofamulti-year preparation process that cannot reasonably be completed intwo years. In the
only communication from FDA on the content ofPMTAs todate, the Agency recommends the
collection ofnumerous types ofdata, ranging from chemistry to in vivo toxicology and possible
clinical trials.22 As GAO has summarized, "CTP's guidance document for the PMTA pathway
states that PMTA submissions should include data from well-controlled shidies demonstrating
that the tobacco product is appropriate for the protection of the public health. [According to
CTP,] '[d]ata from such studies must address, for example, the health risksassociated with the
product in comparison to the health risks of other products on themarket andtheproduct's effect
on the likelihood that cmrent tobacco userswill stop using tobacco products.'" 2013 GAO
Report, supra,at 18-19. Moreover, the proposed deeming rale states as follows:

We are clarifying here that a PMTA may require one or more types of studies
including chemical analysis, nonclinical shidies, and clinical studies. FDA
expects that chemical and design parameter analysis would include the testing of
applicable HPHCs and nonclinical analysis would include literature synthesis and,
as appropriate, some combination of in vitro or in vivo shidies, and computational
analyses. For the clinical study component, one or more types of shidies may be
included to address, as needed, perception, use pattern, or health impact.

79 Fed. Reg. at 23193/2. Assimung that such infonnation is actually required, these shidies will
take significantly more than two years to develop and complete. Indeed, one organization
recently estimated that it would "almost certainly" take more than 50,000 hours to assemble a
successful PMTA. See May 27,2014 Smokefree Pennsylvania Comments. Moreover, tune
must be afforded to manufacturers to meet with FDA to ensure alignment on protocols and
endpoints before companies invest millions of dollars hito conducting clinical trials.

Although not necessarily indicative ofwhat will be required in PMTAs for deemed
tobacco products, RAIS's experience relating to substantial-equivalence applications submitted
in connection with cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products nonetheless sheds light on the
types ofdata generation and collection that FDA might require in a PMTA. On numerous
occasions, FDA has sought additional information regarding RAIS's substantial-equivalence
applications, as part of the Agency's effort to gather and address new data points and questions,
even though the requested data had not been called for by the final or draft guidance pertaining
to substantial-equivalence applications.23 Giveu thattheAgency has taken this approach to
substantial-equivalence applications (which should be subject to a less rigorous standard than
PMTAs) pertaining to cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products (which are product categories
about which far more has long been known), it is likely that the Agency will mandate several
years ofdata-gathering for PMTAs for deemed tobacco products.

See Draft Guidance: Applicationsfor Premarket Review ofNew Tobacco Products,FDA
Center for Tobacco Products, available at http://www.fda.gov/dowuloads/
TobaccoProducts/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoiyInfonnation/UCM273425.pdf (Sept. 2011).

23 This continual interest in gathering additional infonnation is part of the reason why FDA has
niled on only a few substantial-equivalence applications in the four years since RAIS submitted
its first application in June 2010.
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Given the substantial data that FDA has recommended for inclusion hi a PMTA, as well
as the potential that the Agency will mandate further data-gathering, imposing a two-year
deadline for PMTA submissions would severely burden manufachueis and would create a veiy
real risk that non-grandfathered, non-combustible, tobacco-derived deemed tobacco products
would constructively be banned because PMTA applications could not be completed within the
two-year period. And, as discussed in § LA, supra, such a constnictive ban would be both
arbitrary and inconsistent with the stracture of the stahite. Thus, instead of employing an
approach that threatens to ban non-combustible deemed tobacco products, FDA should extend
the PMTA deadline to allow manufacturers sufficient time to develop the data and other
infonnation FDA will require hi a PMTA for a deemed tobacco product.

Fourth, FDA has not yet issued a regulation—or even final guidance—as to the
infonnation that must be includedhi a PMTA. Rather, FDA merelyreleased non-binding, non-
operational draft guidance, which has no authoritative force. SeeDraft Guidance: Applications
for Premarket Review ofNew Tobacco Products, supra, at 1 ("This draft guidance, when
finalized, will represent [FDA's] cunent thinking on this topic") (emphasis added). Members of
Congress aheady have lodged a complaintwith FDA about its failure to issue guidance
documents to industry generally. See May 6, 2014 Letter from Sen. Lamar Alexander et al. to
Commissioner Hamburg (expressing "significant concern" about the fact that FDA's "draft
guidances are not being revised, finalized, or withdrawn in a timely manner") (attachedas Exli.
B). Manufachueis should not be required to prepare and file PMTAs before FDA even issues
final guidance onwhatthose PMTAs mustcontain. Instead, FDAshould extend to five years the
deadlinefor submitting PMTAs, whichpresumably will provide sufficient time for FDA to issue
final guidance andformanufachueis to submit PMTAs in accordance with that guidance.

Fifth, given FDA's current backlog, the two-year deadline is bothunnecessary and
inefficient. CTP DirectorMitch Zeller recentlytestified that FDA had received 4,580
substantial-equivalence submissions as of May 1,2014, and a substantialnumber of them remain
unresolved. See May 15, 2014 Testimony of Director Zeller, Progress andChallenges: Hie
State ofTobacco UseandRegulation in the U.S., Senate Coimnittee on Health, Education, Labor
and Pensions at 12-13, available athttp://www.help.senate.gov/liearings/heaiing/?id=a0al4829-
5056-a032-526d-3bclbf96586. Since FDAalready has a significant backlog of substantial-
equivalence submissions, FDA should (1) extend thePMTA deadline from two years to five
years, (2)use the three extra years to clear itsbacklog of substantial-equivalence submissions,
and (3) turn its attention to the PMTA submissions once the new five-year deadlnie anives.

Finally, whateverdate FDA ultimately decides to establishfor PMTA submissions
should apply equally and uniformly toallmanufacturers, regardless of then size. In the
proposed rale, FDA raised the possibility of "staggering] compliance dates based on the size of
the manufacturer." 79 Fed. Reg. at23177. The Agency expressly requested coimnents onthe
issue of"[w]hich provisions are appropriate to stagger in this maimer," aswell aswhether there
are "unique challenges faced bysmall manufachirers." Id. at 23176/3, 23177/2-3. hi RAIS's
view, none ofthe dates should bestaggered. Protection of the public health should ovenide
concerns about small manufachueis. The piupose ofPMTAs is to ensure that allowing a new
"tobacco product to be marketed would be appropriate for the protection ofthe public health "
FDCA §910(c)(2)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 387j(c)(2)(A). That public health pmpose does not
differentiate between large and small manufacturers. Indeed, greater regulatoiy oversight is
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warranted for smaller manufacturers because many ofthem may lack the quality-control
processes used by larger manufacturers, and consequently may produce inferior products. See
infra at§§ TLB, IV.C. This consideration isparticularly unpoitant because smaller
manufachueis may collectively comprise asignificant segment ofthe market for particular
categories of deemed tobacco products.24 Allowing smaller manufachirers more time than larger
manufactiuers to come mto compliance could, therefore, have awidespread adverse effect on the
healthof consumers who use the products of the smaller manufachirers.

E. FDA Should Clarify the Applicability of the Substantial-Equivalence
Exemption to Tobacco-Derived Products Such as E-Cigarettes and Alternative
Nicotine Products.

As discussed above, see supra at§LA, unless amanufachuer has successfully pursued
the PMTA patiiway, then either (i) the manufachuer must obtain from FDA aii order "finding the
new tobacco product to be .substantially equivalent to an appropriate predicate tobacco product"
or (ii) the new tobacco product must be "exempt from the requirements related to substantial
equivalence." Tobacco Products, Exemptions From Substantial Equivalence Requirements, 76
Fed. Reg. 38961, 38961/2 (July 5, 2011) (emphases added; internal citations omitted); seealso
FDCA § 910(a)(2)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 387j(a)(2)(A). FDA's proposed deeming rale, however, does
not adequately address the question ofhow the pathway for substantial-equivalence exemptions
applies to tobacco-derived products like e-cigarettes andalternative nicotine products. RAIS
therefore submits that FDA should makeclear that changes to substances mtended to affect the
characteristics of tobacco-derived products—such as changesto the color, flavor, or amoimt of
anadditive in the nicotine solution hi e-cigarettes—can qualify for a substantial-equivalence
exemption.

Under the statutoiy provision for substantial-equivalence exemptions, "tobacco products
that aremodified byadding or deleting a tobacco additive, or increasing or decreasing the
quantity of anexisting tobacco additive," may beexempted if FDA makes certain specified
deteniimations. FDCA § 905(j)(3), 21 U.S.C. § 387e(j)(3) (emphases added); see also 21 C.F.R.

See May 27, 2014 Smokefree Pennsylvania Comments (stating that there are "several thousand
cunent e-cigmanufacturers"); R. Hargreaves, Lorillard's Dominance Over the E-Cigarette
Market Is Slipping, The MotleyFool, available at http://www.fool.com/hivesthig/general/
2014/05/05/lorillards-domiiiance-over-the-e-cigarette-market-i.aspx (May 5, 2014) (noting that
although Lorillard "remains by far the largest company" operating within the domestic e-
cigarette market, "[t]he rest of the e-cig market remains highly fragmented, with 250 different
brands hying to chase a relatively small domestic market of $1 billion to $2 billion"), available
at http://www.fool.coni/investmg/general/2014/05/05/lorillards-doniinance-over-the-e-cigarette-
market-i.aspx; Megan McArdle, E-Cigarettes: A $1.5 Billion Industry Bracesfor FDA
Regulation, Bloomberg Businessweek (Feb. 6, 2014) (noting that there are "a few hundred"
e-cigarette manufachueis, "most of them tiny"); 79 Fed. Reg. at 23197/1 (refening to
"[d]omestic tobacco product manufachueis and importers, most of which are small").
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§1107.1 (implementing the pathway for substantial-equivalence exemptions).25 The tenn
"additive" is defined for piuposes of Chapter LX of the FDCA:

The tenn 'additive' means any substance the intended use of which results or may
reasonably be expected to result, directly or indirectly, in its becoming a
component or otherwise affecting the characteristic of any tobacco product
(includuig any substances intended for use as a flavoring or coloring or hi
producing, manufacturing, packing, processing, preparing, treating, packaghig,
transporting, or holding), except that such tenn does not include tobacco or a
pesticide chemical residue hi or on rawtobacco or a pesticide chemical.

FDCA § 900(1), 21 U.S.C. § 387(1). Forexample, hi thecontext of cigarettes, the tenn "tobacco
additive" includes substances like menthol, honey, casings, and top flavorings that are added to
the tobacco leaf in its various fonns. See R.J. Reynolds List of Ingredients: Cigarette
Ingredients, fldittps://www.rjrt.com/tobaccoingredients.aspx (last visited July 7, 2014).

In the context ofe-cigarettes, a straightforward application of the definition of the term
"additive" shows that an ingredient added to the nicotine solution for the piupose of "affecting" a
"characteristic" of an e-cigarette (e.g., the color or flavor of the e-cigarette solution) would
constitute a tobacco "additive." See FDCA § 900(1), 21 U.S.C. § 387(1). Consequently, if an
e-cigarette manufacturer were to add, delete,or change the quantityof such as an ingredient, the
e-cigarette should be eligible for a substantial-equivalence exemption, as long as FDA makes the
requisite determinations. See FDCA § 905(j)(3), 21 U.S.C. § 387e(j)(3) (listing the
detemiinations that FDA must make, including the detemiination that the "modification" is
"minor").

However, a battery in an e-cigarette does not constitute a tobacco "additive" because
tobacco, derived or otherwise, does not constitute or form part of the battery, hi this respect, a
batteiy is analogous to cigarette paper or filters, which are components of a cigarette but do not
involve the inclusion of tobacco. Changes to these components therefore should not form the
basis of a substantial-equivalence exemption filing.

hi its final deeming mle, though, FDA should clarify and expand the applicability of the
substantial-equivalence exemption to tobacco-derived products such as e-cigarettes and
alteraative nicotine products for minor modifications that do not affect the performance of the
product. In a closed-system e-cigarette device, there are numerous parts that do not come into
contact with the tobacco-derived substance, the presence of which does not impact the
perfonnance of the product.26 For example, many e-cigarettes onthe market have a LED light

25 Specifically, such products may be exempted "ifFDA detennines that: (1) [t]he modification
would be a minor modification of a tobacco product that can be sold under the FD&C Act, (2) a
report is not necessaiy to ensure that pennitting the tobacco product to be marketed would be
appropriate for protection of the public health, and (3) an exemption is otherwise appropriate."
79 Fed. Reg. at 23187/1-2.

FDA could expand the exemption pathway to other deemed tobacco product categories such as
premium cigars, where appropriate. For example, it may make sense that minor modifications to
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that infonns the consiuner regarding battery strength. Changes to the appearance of the LED
lens cover, the materials comprising the cover, or the color scheme uicorporated hi the LED light
do not affect how the product perforins. More fundamentally, the material used to house the
battery (e.g., the rod) serves no piuposes other than to protect the battery. Regardless whether
the housing is made of stainless steel or polycarbonate material, the function is the same.

By making this clarification and expansion, FDA would provide an additional degree of
certainty to the tobacco industry, so that manufachirers can conectly decide which pathway to
pursue. Moreover, in light of the rigorous requirements that apply to the PMTA and substantial-
equivalence pathways, see generally supra at §§ LB, I.D, an appropriate clarification by FDA
would increase the efficiency with which manufachirers can seek marketing authorization for
tobacco products in which there have been minor modifications. See 76 Fed. Reg. at 38963/2
(explaining that submissions relating to substantial-equivalence exemptions should require fewer
resources than traditional substantial-equivalence submissions).

II. FDA'S REGULATION OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS SHOULD REFLECT THE

CONTINUUM OF RISK.

As FDA itself has acknowledged, scientific data clearly demonstrates that there is a
continuum ofrisk among nicotine-delivering products.27 For example, an esteemed group of
experts recently opined that "[t]hereare now rapiddevelopments hi nicotine-based products that
can effectively substitute forcigarettes butwithvery lowrisks," and thattheseproducts include
"e-cigarettes and other vapour products, low-nitrosamine smokeless tobacco such as snus, and
other low-risknon-combustible nicotineor tobaccoproducts that may become viable alternatives
to smoking hi the future." May26, 2014Letter from Specialists hi Nicotine Science, supra, at 1.
Such products, which aresometimes referred to as "hann reduction products," are"partof the
solution, not partof theproblem." Id. at 2, 3. Indeed, "[t]hepotential for tobacco hann

(continued...)

the tobacco blend could constitute a change that allows for review through the substantial-
equivalence-exemption pathway.

27 79 Fed. Reg. at23147/3 ("there are disthictions in the hazards presented byvarious nicotine-
delivering products"). See, e.g., Zeller, supra, ati40-i41; Nutt etah, supra, at224 (discussing "a
continuum of harm from nicotine-containing productswith cigarettesat one end and NRT
products at the other end"); May 26 Letter from Specialists inNicotine Science, supra, at 1-3; H.
Rep. No. 111-58, at 128 (Mar. 26,2009) (dissenting views) ("It is important tonote that hi2001
the Instihite of Medichie noted, 'Thepotential for reduction in morbidity andmortality that could
result from the use of less toxic products by those who donot stopusing tobacco justifies
inclusion of hann reduction as a component in a broadprogram of tobacco control.'
Additionally, the Royal College ofPhysicians has stated, "The fundamental argument ofthis
report is that this ciment situation isperverse, unjust, and acts against the rights and best interests
ofsmokers and the public health. Hann reduction has the potential toplay a major part in
preventing death and disability in the millions ofpeople who cunently smoke and who, hi the
context ofexposure to currently available drivers and supports to cessation, either cannot or will
not otherwise quit smoking."') (paragraph breakomitted).
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reduction products to reduce the burden ofsmoking related disease isveiy large, and these
products could beamong the most significant health innovations ofthe 21st Century - perhaps
savinghundredsof millions of lives." Id. at 3.

Dueto thevaried risks posed bydifferent categories of nicotine-delivering products,
there should not be a one-size-fits-all template for regulating them. Rather, FDA should fully
embrace both theconcept and the implications of the continuum of risk. This should involve
candidly educating the public about the conthiuum ofrisk, so as tocounteract the misperceptions
and misinfomiation that presently exist and thereby encourage more switching from more risky
to less risky tobacco products bythose who will not quit their use ofmcotuie-deliveiing products
altogether. See 79 Fed. Reg. at23158/1. Additionally, FDA's regulations should becarefully
calibrated to reflect the characteristics aud risk profilesof various tobaccoproducts, including
non-combustible products. In short, FDA should tailor its regulations to reflect whatever
hannfiil orpotentially hannfiil constituents are (orare not) present in each category ofnicotine-
containing products. As CTP Director Zeller hasexplained, "[a]nyone who would ponder the
endgame must acknowledge that the continuum of risk exists and pursue strategies that are
designed to drive consumers from the most deadly and dangerous to the least hannfiil fomis of
nicotuie delivery." Zeller, supra at i40-i41 (2013).

On the basis of the continuum of risk, RAIS submits that (A) FDA should define the
relevant tobacco-product categories before it imposes regulations on suchproducts; (B) FDA
should takeprompt action to address thehealth risksimplicated by open-system vaporproducts;
(C) anyregulation of characterizing flavors in deemed tobacco products should distinguish
between adult- andyouth-oriented flavors, and FDAshouldexpandthe flavors ban on cigarettes
to include non-premium cigars; (D) FDA should not regulate as "tobacco products" those
products thatneither contahi nicotine beyond deminimis amounts norare mtended to be used for
anyof the traditional piuposes of tobacco products; (E) FDAshould revise the misleading
warning statement that applies to traditional smokeless tobacco products; (F)FDAshould
generally regulate non-premium cigarshi the sameor a similarmaimer as cigarettes, because
manysuchcigars (particularly little cigars) are used in the samemanner as, and as a substitutes
for, cigarettes, and because they are estimatedto present similar risks as cigarettesand far more
risk than any other categoiy of tobaccoproducts; and (G) FDA shouldestablishaud publish a
continuum-of-risk chart for the public, such as the chart set forth at page 38, infra.

A. FDA Should Define the Categories of Deemed Tobacco Products, and Should
Apply to Them the Currently Available Science Relating to Them.

FDA is now proposing to regulate a broad swath of tobacco products that were not
hmnediately subject to FDA's regidatoiy authority under the Tobacco Conhol Act. Before doing
so, however, the Agency should define the relevant categories (and subcategories) of deemed
products, especially the categories that include, respectively, e-cigarettes and alternative nicotine
products.28 Absent such definition, it will be impossible or difficult to know what, exactly, is

28 These comments propose specific definitions relating toe-cigarettes and alternative nicotuie
products. The coimnents do not address other categories of deemed tobacco products that FDA
also should define.
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and is not the subject of FDA's proposed rale. After defining the relevant categories (and
subcategories), FDA should apply to them the cmiently available science pertaining to them.
Towards that end, RAIS sets out below an overview of the available science 011 one important
categoiy of deemed tobacco products—e-cigarettes.

1. FDA Should Define the Terms "Vapor Products" and "Alternative Nicotine
Products."

FDA's proposed deeming regulation does not contain a definition of the categoiy of
products commonly referred to as "e-cigarettes." Nor does the proposed regulation attempt to
define other categories of non-combustible, tobacco-derived products. Before FDA delves into
the question of how to regulate these categories of tobacco products, however, it should first
grapple with the antecedent question of how to define them.

As described below, RAIS proposes that FDA include two additional definitions in its
final deeming regulation. Before discussing the specifics of RAIS's proposed definitions,
however, it is important to note at the outsetthat, hi defining these two tenns, FDA should
ensure that all manufachirers of finished products or the components thereof—including the
manufachirers of e-cigarette units and vapor cartridges, as well as those who mix or compound
liquid nicotine solutions—are covered bythe definitions. With this principle hi mind, RAIS's
two proposed definitions are set forth and discussed below.

First, FDA should define the tenn "vapor product" in a way that encompasses products
commonly referred to as "e-cigarettes."29 RAIS proposes the following definition:

"Vapor Product" means anynon-combustible tobacco-derived product containing
nicotine that employs a heating element, power source, electronic circuit, or other
electronic, chemical or mechanical means, regardless of shape or size, including
any component thereof, that can be used to produce vapor from nicotine hi a
solution or other form. "Vapor Product" includes any electronic cigarette,
electronic cigar, electronic cigarillo, electronic pipe, or sinular product or device
and any vapor cartridge or other container of nicotuie in a solution or other forai
that is intended to be used with or in an electronic cigarette, electronic cigar,
electronic cigarillo, electronic pipe, or similar product or device. "Vapor
Product" does not include anyproduct regulated as a drag or device by the United
States Food andDragAdministration under Chapter V of the Federal Food, Drag
and Cosmetic Act.30

29 The tenn "vapor product" accurately reflects the non-combustion aerosol produced by
products that fall within the scope ofthis proposed definition. But regardless whether FDA
prefers the tenn "vapor product" or "e-cigarette," the critical point is that FDA should define this
categoiy ofproducts along the lines of the proposal outlined herein.

30 The definitions proposed hi these comments for "vapor products" and "alternative nicotine
products" include areference to the fact that the products are "tobacco-derived." Although this
phrase does not appear in the definitions used by anumber ofstates, the inclusion ofthe phrase
is appropriate in this context because FDA's jurisdiction over these products is based ou the fact
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If FDA were toadopt such a definition of the tenn"vapor product," it would provide
necessary clarity, and the definition would comport with the definitions adopted by a substantial
number of states. Specifically, twelve states aheady have adopted a definition of"vapor
product." See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-3622(E)(3); 2014 Conn. Pub. Act 14-76, §§ 1(1), 1(9)
(effective October 1, 2014); O.C.G.A. § 16-12-170(10) (effective July 1, 2014); Iowa Code
§453A.1(26A) (as amended by2013 Iowa HF 2109); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-313(a)(5): Ky. Rev.
Stat. §438.305(9); Neb. Laws 2014, L.B. 863, § 17(4); Okla. Stat. Title 37, §600.2(8) (as
amended by Okla. S.B. 1602, and effective Nov. 1, 2014); 2014 South Dakota S.B. 191, § 1
(enacted Mar. 28, 2014); Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-371.2(H) (as amended by 2014 Va. Acts Ch.
394); Wash. Rev. Code § 26.28.080(3); W. Va. Code § 16-9A-2(a)(3) (as amended byH.B.
4237).31 Almost all ofthese definitions are sinular to the definition proposed byRAIS above.
SeeAriz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-3622(E)(3); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-313(a)(5); O.C.G.A. § 16-12-
170(10); Iowa Code § 453A.1(01) (as amended by 2013 Iowa HF2109); Ky. Rev. Stat.
§438.305(9); Neb. Laws 2014, L.B. 863, § 17(4); Okla. Stat, title 37, §600.2(8) (as amended by
Okla. S.B. 1602); 2014 South Dakota S.B. 191, § 1 (enacted Mar. 28, 2014); Va. Code Ann.

(continued...)

that thenicotine theycontain is derived from tobacco. RAIS recognizes, as do many states, that
open-system vapor products allow for the input of nicotine andother materials thatarederived
from sources other than tobacco. See infra at § TLB.

31 Many other states have defined the terms "e-cigarettes," "electronic cigarettes," "electronic
smoking devices," or "electronic nicotuie delivery systems." SeeArk. Stat.Ami. § 5-27-
233(a)(1) (defining "E-cigarette"); Cal. Health & Safety Code § 119405(b) (defining "Electronic
cigarette"); Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-13-121(5)(a) (defining "tobacco product" to include "[a]ny
electronic device that can be used to deliver nicotine to the person inhaling from the device,
including but not limited to an electronic cigarette, cigar, cigarillo, or pipe");Hawaii Rev. Stat.
§ 709-908(5) (defining "Electronic smoking device"); Idaho Code § 39-5702(6) (defining
"Electronic cigarette"); hid. Code § 35-46-1-1.5 (defining "electronic cigarette"); Kan. Stat. Aim.
§ 79-3301(ff) (defining "Electronic cigarette"); Miss. Code § 97-32-51(l)(b) (defining
"Electronic cigarette"); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ami. § 126-K:2(H-a) (defining "E-cigarette"); N.J. Stat.
§ 26:3D-57 (defining"Electronic smokingdevice"); N.Y. Public Health Law § 1399-AA(13)
(defining "Electronic cigarette"); N.D. Cent. Code § 23-12-09(3) (defining "E-cigarette"); Ohio
Rev. Code Ami. § 2927.02(6) (defining "Electronic cigarette") (effective Aug. 2, 2014); R.I.
Gen. Laws § 11-9-13.4(15) (as amended by 2013 S.B. 3095) (defining "electronic nicotine
delivery system"); S.C. Code Aim. § 16-17-501(7) (defining "Electronic cigarette"); Tenn. Code
Ann. § 39-17-1503(4) (defining "Electronic cigarette"); Utah Code Aim. § 76-10-101(3)
(defining "Electronic cigarette"); Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 7, § 1001(8) (defining "[tjobacco substitute"
as including "electronic cigarettes or other electronic or battery-powered devices that contain and
are designed to deliver nicotine or other substances into the body thiough inhaling vapor and that
have not been approved by the United States Food and Drag Administration for tobacco
cessation or other medical piuposes"); Wyo. Stat. § 14-3-30l(a)(v) (defining "Electronic
cigarette").
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§ 18.2-371.2(H) (as amended by 2014 Va. Acts Ch. 394); Wash. Rev. Code § 26.28.080(3); W.
Va. Code § 16-9A-2(a)(3) (asamended byH.B. 4237).32

Second, FDA should define the tenn "alternative nicotine product" hi a way that includes
non-combustible, non-vapor, tobacco-derived products, such as certain dissolvable products.
RAIS proposes the following definition:

"Alteraative Nicotine Product" means any non-combustible tobacco-derived
product containing nicotine that is intended for hiunan consumption, whether
chewed, absorbed, dissolved or ingested by any other means. "Alternative
Nicotine Product" does not include any vapor product, cigarettes, cigarette
tobacco, smokeless tobacco as defined hi 21 U.S.C. § 387(18), roll-your-own
tobacco, or any product regulated as a drag or device by the United States Food
and Drag Administration under Chapter V of the Federal Food, Drag and
Cosmetic Act.

Eleven states have adopteda definition of the term "alternativenicotineproduct." See
Ala. Code § 28-11-2(1); O.C.G.A. § 16-12-170(10) (effective July 1,2014); 720111. Comp. Stat.
§ 675/1.5(a); Iowa Code § 453A.1(26A) (as amended by 2013 Iowa HF 2109); Ky. Rev. Stat.
§438.305(1); Miss. Code § 97-32-5l(l)(a); Neb. Laws 2014, L.B. 863, § 17(1); Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. § 2927.02(2) (effective Aug. 2, 2014); S.C. Code Ann. § 16-17-501(6); Va. Code Ann.
§ 18.2-371.2(H) (as amended by2014 Va. Acts Ch. 394); W. Va. Code § 16-9A-2(a)(2) (as
amended by H.B. 4237, and effective June 6, 2014).33 Most such definitions are similar to the
definition proposed by RAIS above. See O.C.G.A. § 16-12-170(10); 720 111. Comp. Stat.
675/1.5(a); Iowa Code § 453A.1(26A) (asamended by 2013 Iowa HF2109); Ky. Rev. Stat.
§438.305(1); 2014 Neb. Laws 863, § 17(1); Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-371.2(H) (as amended by
2014Va. Acts 394); W. Va. Code § 16-9A-2(a)(2) (as amended by H.B. 4237).

In sum, FDA should adopt RAIS'sproposed definitions of the tenns"vapor product" and
"alternative nicotine product." Doing so would clarify FDA's regulation of these important
categories ofnon-combustible, tobacco-derived products. Moreover, given that a substantial
number of states already have adopted similar definitions of these tenns, FDA's adoption of
RAIS's proposed definitions would enhance the luiifomuty offederal and state regulation of
tobacco-derived, non-combustible products.

2. Any Regulation of E-Cigarettes Should Be Based on Currently Available
Scientific Evidence Relating to E-Cigarettes.

hi the proposed regulation, FDA cites certain scientific reports and calls for further
coimnents and data pertaining toe-cigarettes. See, e.g., 79 Fed. Reg. at 23143/3. It is pmdent

32 Forconvenience, RAIS's coimnents onFDA's proposed deeming mle often refer to "e-
cigarettes," because that term is commonly used to describe vapor products.
33 Cf. N.C. Gen. Stat. §14-313(a)(3a) (defining the tenn "[t]obacco-derived product" in a way
that closely resembles RAIS's proposed definition ofan "[alternative nicotine product"); Ind.
Code § 35-46-1-1.3 (defining "dissolvable tobacco product").
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for FDA to request these comments and data, because obtaining them will assist the Agency in
making regulatoiy decisions that are fully informed and appropriately tailored to reflect the
characteristics and risk profiles ofe-cigarettes. FDA's proposed regulation discusses the science
hi an incomplete fashion. RAIS therefore submits asummary ofpublicly available data relating
to e-cigarettes, along with amore extensive discussion and reference list (attached as Exh. A)
that cites sources on which the summary relies.

No tobacco product has been shown tobesafe orwithout risk. However, the vast
majority ofthe relevant scientific shidies to date suggest that e-cigarettes are potentially far less
harmful to health than combustible tobacco products cunently on the market. As discussed
above, public health researchers often compare the relative risks oftobacco products through a
constract called a "continuum of risk," with combustible cigarettes on one end and non-
combustible tobacco products on the other (Zelleretal., 2009).

The Independent Scientific Committee onDrags convened anexpert panel toconsider
the question ofwhere, along this continuum ofrisk, e-cigarettes belong compared to various
other tobacco and mcothie replacement therapy ("NRT") products (Nutt etal., 2014, supra). The
authors evaluated product hanntoboth users and non-users byconsidering factors such as
product-specific mortality and morbidity, product-related mortality and morbidity, dependence,
risk ofinjury to others, environmental damage, family adversity, and economic cost. As shown
hi the figure below, the authors found that e-cigarettes present less risk than alltobacco products,
and only 4% of the maximum relative hannpresented bycombustible cigarettes. The authors
reasoned thate-cigarettes present substantially less riskthancombustible cigarettes because,
unlike combustible cigarettes, they donotbum tobacco andcontain few ingredients besides
nicotuie.

34 For sources cited in short citation fonn within § II.A.2, the full citation appears hi Exhibit A.
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The scientific literature to date suggests that e-cigarettes: (1) are potentially far less
hannfiil to health than combustible tobacco products; (2) are often used by ciuieut smokers as an
aidin quitting; (3) frequently result in a reduction of thenumber of cigarettes smoked among
those who continueto smoke; (4) rarely lead to the initiationof habitual (regular)smokingof
combustible cigarettes; and (5) are not beingused hi sigiuficant numbers by eitheradolescents or
fonner smokers.

Exhibit A, which is incorporated intothese comments as if fully stated herein, contains an
extensive discussion of the existing scientific literahire regarding e-cigarettes, with a full citation
listof relevant published shidies. Thefollowing sections present a briefsummary of such
literahire.

Notwithstanding their many common traits, e-cigarettes vaiyamong manufactiuers and
brands. Additionally, shidies of some early-generation e-cigarette products have become
inelevant due to technological innovations and changes hiproduct design. Thus, the following
general summary may notnecessarily apply to eveiy e-cigarette product.

(a) Chemical Composition of E-CigaretteLiquids and Vapor

Atypical e-cigarette is an electronic product that creates an aerosol for inhalation from a
solution ofpropylene glycol ("PG") and/or glycerin, nicotine, and various flavorings (Etter et al.,
2011). E-cigarettes do not bum tobacco; and, as a result, they produce an aerosol with veiy few
chemical components. Compared to combustible cigarettes, which canbiun at a temperature as
high as 950 °C when puffed, e-cigarettes use an atomizer to vaporize—rather than combust—
theirconstituents at far lowertemperatures. Heating coil temperatures as lowas 54 °C
(Laugesen 2009) and as high as 350 °C (Schripp etal. 2013) have been reported, with many
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products ranging from 65 °C to 120 °C (GCRC 2013). Chemistiy studies and reviews show that
e-cigarettes contain far fewer, and lower levels of, carcinogens, other toxicants, and other
potentially hannfiil constituents than are found in the smoke from combustible cigarettes (e.g..
Goniewicz et al., 2014b; Cheng, 2014, Calm & Siegel, 2011).

PG and/or glycerin are the primary constituents ofthe liquid that generates e-cigarette
vapor. Although PG and glycerin are both "generally recognized as safe" ("GRAS") by FDA for
use infood (see FDA, Database of Select Committee onGRAS Substances, hrtp://www.
accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/fcn/fcnNavigation.cfm?ipt=scogsUsting), this classification does not
encompass inhalation exposures. Acute and subchronic inhalation shidies hianimals show
limited toxicological effects from either PG (Suber etal, 1989; Wang et al, 2007; Werley etal,
2011; Werley et al, 2014) orglycerin (Remie etal, 1992; Werley et al, 2014). A shidy of
chronic inhaled PG exposure in rats and monkeys found that PGexposures produced no adverse
effects (Robertson, 1947). Both chemicals were evaluated bythe Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development ("OECD"), which recommended "no further work" due to their
low hazard potential (OECD, 2001; OECD, 2002).

Cahn & Siegel (2011) reviewed 16chemistry shidies thatanalyzed the components of e-
cigarette liquids and vapor, andfound thatthe primary constihients in the liquids arePG,
glycerin, and nicotine. The authors reported that, other than those three chemicals, "none of the
more than 10,000chemicals estimated in tobacco smoke, including over 40 known carcinogens,
hasbeen shown to bepresent hi thecartridges or vaporof electronic cigarettes hi anything
greater than trace quantities."

Nicotine content in e-cigarettes variesby product type and manufachuer. Some shidies
have reported that, when newer generation devices areused by experienced users, e-cigarettes
can deliver quantities of mcothie comparable to thosedelivered by combustible cigarettes
(Vansickel etal, 2012; Vansickel & Eissenberg, 2012). Other studies, however, have found that
e-cigarettes deliver significantly less nicotine than combustible cigarettes (Eissenberg, 2010;
Farsalinos et al, 2014d; Goniewicz et al, 2012a; Goniewicz et al, 2014a; Vansickel et al,
2010).

Goniewiczet al. (2014b) perfonned a comparative analysis of levels of selected toxicants
in combustible cigarette smoke and e-cigarette vapor, and found that most toxicants reported in
cigarette smoke are not presentin the vaporof e-cigarettes. Of the six toxicants found in both,
the authors reportedlevels in e-cigarettes that were, on average, 9- to 450-fold lower than their
counterparts incigarette smoke.35 Goniewicz etal. (2013b) concluded that their results "support
the proposition that the vapour from e-cigarettes is less injurious than the smoke from cigarettes.
Thus, one would expect that if a person switched from combustible cigarettes to e-cigarettes the
exposure to toxic chemicals and related adverse health effects would be reduced."

Commenting on these findings, Benowitz & Goniewicz (2013) assessed the potential
toxicity and health effects ofe-cigarettes compared to combustible cigarettes:

35 The six toxicants are formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, toluene, NNN, and NNK.
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Although a number of toxicants have been identified in e-cigarette vapors, the
levels of these toxicants are orders of magnitude lower than those found in
cigarette smoke, although higher than those found in NRT. Although it camiot be
said that cunently marketed e-cigarettes are safe, e-cigarette vapor is likely to be
much less toxic than cigarette smoke.

(Benowitz & Goniewicz, 2013).

Several shidies and reviews have evaluated tobacco-specific nitrosamines ("TSNAs") hi
e-cigarette liquidsand vapor (e.g., Laugesen,2008; Westenberger, 2009; Calm& Siegel, 2011;
Goniewicz et al, 2014b). These studies show that TSNAs are present in e-cigarette vapor in
miniscule quantities (< 1 ng/cigaretteequivalent), especiallywhen comparedto levels reported in
other combustible and non-combustible tobacco products (e.g., Goniewicz et al, 2014b).

Laugesen (2008) evaluated TSNAs in Ruyan e-cigarettes, andshowed that TSNAs varied
depending on theamount of nicotine in the e-cigarette. Despite thisvariation, even the
e-cigarette with thehighest nicotine content (16 mg) contained TSNA levels "1200 tunes less
than in the tobacco of 20 manufactured cigarettes, and 3000 times less than the daily dose in a
can of Swedishmoist snuff (Laugesen, 2008). hi addition, the authorsreportedthat the Ruyan
e-cigarette contahied TSNA levels comparable to those in a nicotine medicinal patch.

On the basis of the data from Laugesen's 2008 study, Calm& Siegel (2011) compared
levels of TSNAs in e-cigarettes to those in other currently available tobacco andNRT products
(Table 2, reproduced below).
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According to Calm & Siegel's analysis, a single Ruyan 16 mg e-cigarette contains
between 0.13% and 0.24% of the total TSNAs present in thecombustible cigarettes tested. The
authors reasonedthat a user would have to consume completely between400 and 765
e-cigarettes (16 mg) to match the TSNA levels produced by asingle combustible cigarette. Kim
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&Shin (2013) tested 105 different e-cigarette liquids, and reported that more than 90% ofthe
e-liquids contained TSNA quantities that were 1/1000 ofthose foimd insmokeless tobacco
products.

Several shidies have evaluated otherpotential toxicants in e-cigarette liquid audvapor,
includuig volatile organic compounds ("VOCs"), monoamine oxidase inhibitors ("MAOIs"),
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons ("PAHs"), diethylene glycol ("DEG"), radioisotopes, and
heavy metals. Trace levels ofcarbonyl compoiuids, VOCs, and heavy metals have been detected
hi some e-cigarette liquids and vapors (Laugesen, 2008; Goniewicz et al, 2014b), but at levels
that are orders ofmagnitude lower than theconesponding levels foimd in cigarette smoke (see,
e.g., Counts etal., 2005). Data from the shidies byLaugesen (2008) and Goniewicz etal.
(2014b) show that trace levels of carbonyls and heavy metals were found in anNRT
inhaler. Levels of heavy metals in e-cigarette vapor appear to be comparable to those hi anNRT
product (Goniewicz etal, 2014b). Studies ofe-cigarettes have looked for, but failed todetect,
the presence ofPAHs (Cheah etal, 2014; Lauterbach &Laugesen, 2012; Romagna etal, 2012;
Leoiidiadis, 2009) andDEG(Burstyn, 2014citing various industry reports; Etteretal, 2013).

PAHs have beenreported at quantifiable levels once in Ruyan e-liquid (Laugesen, 2008)
and twice in thevapor of e-cigarettes (Murphy etal, 2010, cited byBurstyn, 2014; Schober et
al., 2014). The quantity of PAHs reported were low ineach case, and the study bySchober etal
has been criticized for various problems (see, e.g., Farsalinos and Voudris, 2014).

DEGhas been reported in e-cigarette liquidat quantities too low for quantization
(Westenberger, 2009a) Another study reported DEG in mainstream aerosol at "below toxic
levels,"but the authors admitted to samplecross-contamination and the shidyhas been criticized
by other researchers (see Burstyn, 2014).

hi a study of second-hand tobaccosmoke and e-cigarettevapor conducted in
experimental test chambers, Czogala etal. (2014) reported that thepotential exists for non-user
exposures to nicotine emitted hi e-cigarette vapor, but at significantly lower levels than would be
expected from combustible cigarettes. The authors also concluded that non-users would
experienceno significant exposures to CO or VOCs from e-cigarettes.

Several studies have examined the particle size and particle number hi vapor emitted
frome-cigarettes (Czogala et al, 2014; Fuoco et al, 2014; higebrethseii etal, 2012; Pellegiino
et aI, 2012; Scluipp etal, 2013; Zhang et al, 2013). These and other characteristics of aerosols
influence the penetration and airway deposition of inhaled particles. The data suggest that
e-cigarettevapor and cigarette smoke may have comparable aerosol particle size distribution
(see, e.g., Fuoco et al, 2014). However, the relevance of these findings in evaluating possible
health effects is unknown. As noted by Grana et al. (2014a), the specific components of
e-cigarette vapor responsible for toxicity and the relative importance of particle size and particle
composition are unknown.

36 Westenberger (2009a) reported that DEG was "detected" in 1of 18 tested EC cartridges.
Calm & Siegel (2011) suggested that the presence of DEG may have been the result of the
manufacturer using non-pharmaceutical grade PG.
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As summarized in the table below, several recent chemistry studies show that the
toxicants reported in both e-cigarette vapor and cigarette smoke are present in e-cigarette vapor
at substantially lower levels than are foimd hi cigarette smoke.

Mainstream Emissions/User Exposure - Graphical Comparison
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Suimnarizing the available data one-cigarette chemistiy, Burstyn (2014) concluded that
there "is no serious concern about the contaminants such as volatile organic compounds" and
that a comprehensive survey ofe-cigarette liquids shows that TSNA levels are roughly
equivalent to 1/1000 ofthe concentration ofTSNAs inmodem smokeless tobacco products such
as snus, and are of nomore concern thanTSNAs hi smokeless tobacco or NRT products.

(b) Short-Term Health Shidies

No epidemiological studies ofthe long-tenn health effects ofe-cigarettes have been
reported. However, shoit-tenn health shidies have evaluated some ofthe health effects ofe-
cigarette use. These shidies suggest that e-cigarettes have minimal shoit-tenn adverse health
effects.

Callahan-Lyon (2014), a science officer atCTP, reviewed 18 peer-reviewed scientific
studies ofadverse health effects, and reported that exposure toe-cigarettes produces no change
inheart rate, CBC indices, lung function, cardiac function, orCO levels, and that dry cough and
mouth andtluoat hiitation decrease withcontinued use. Other shidies have reported mcreases in
plasma mcothie and heart rate (Vansickel &Eissenberg, 2012; Farsalinos et al, 2014a).

Chen (2013), also a science officer atCTP, summarized adverse events attributed to e-
cigarettes hi reports to CTP from 2007 to 2012. During that period, CTP received 47 reports
concerning e-cigarettes, ofwhich only 8were considered serious (e.g., pneumonia, congestive
heart failure, disorientation, seizure, hypotension, facial bums, chest pahi and rapid heartbeat.
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uifant choking on an e-cigarette cartridge, and loss ofvision). The author noted that, on the basis
ofthe available data, a causal relationship between the reported events and e-cigarette use was
not necessarily indicated.

hian April 2014 field note (Chatham-Stephens et al, 2014), the CDC assessed the
frequency of calls to poison centers for exposmes to e-cigarettes and combustible cigarettes from
September 2010 to Febmaiy 2014. The authors found that monthly exposure calls related to
e-cigarettes rose over this 3.5-year period. Although the total number ofreported exposures
attributed to e-cigarettes during this period (2,405) is concerning, these exposmes represent only
asmall fraction ofthose reported for analgesics (322,016) and personal care products (218,269)
in 2011 alone (AAPCC, 2012). Such problems can be adequately addressed by FDA banning
open-system vapor products; at aminimum, the Agency should require appropriate
manufacturing practices for the product categoiy and require child-resistant packaging for
manufacturers that offer e-cigarettes and/or nicotine solutions for use inopen systems, whose
design makes them especially susceptible to tampering and accidental exposure to toxic liquids,
see infra § H.B.

Polosa etal (2011) conducted a study of40 smokers ofcombustible cigarettes who were
unwilling to quit smoking. The authors provided the smokers with e-cigarettes, and measured
various self-reported health-related endpoints and nicotuie withdiawal effects dining the study's
24-week duration. Theauthors foimd thatvarious health-related endpoints (e.g., mouth/throat
irritation and dry cough) were associated with e-cigarette use, but that these effects seemed to
wane during the coiuse ofthe shidy. hiaddition, nicotine-withdrawal effects commonly reported
during smoking cessatiou trials were absent hi this study.

Flouris etal (2012) conducted a study toevaluate changes inblood-count markers
experienced during e-cigarette use. The authors found that e-cigarette use did not increase white
blood cell, lymphocyte, orgranulocyte counts. Ina related study, Flouris etal. (2013) foimd that
e-cigarette use didnot significantly affect lung function.

Some researchers have raisedthe issueof possible cardiovascular or cancerrisk
associated with long-term nicotuie exposure from e-cigarette use. FDA recently eliminated the
requirements for labeling that instnicted NRT users to stop ushig such products atno more than
12weeks after initiation. After reviewingthe literatureon long-termuse of NRTs, FDA
concluded: "[w]e ... have not identified anysafety risks associated withsuch use"
(Modifications to Labeling ofNicotine Replacement Tlierapy Productsfor Over-the-Counter
Human Use, 78Fed. Reg. 19718, 19720 (Apr. 2, 2013)). The 2014Surgeon General's Report,
citing the Lung Health Shidy, concluded that nicotine does not play a strong role hipromoting
carcinogenesis inhumans; and, clearly, the risk from nicotine products, if any, is less than that
from continued smoking (Murray etal, 2009; DHHS, 2014 at 115). The report also stated that
"[t]he risks for many cancers commonly associated with smoking are notelevated bylong-temi
smokeless tobacco use. This pattern of risksuggests thathi humans nicotine may nothave a
strongtumorpromoting effect" (DHHS, 2014 at 116).

Farsaliuos et al. (2014c) comparedthe acute impact of "second generation" e-cigarettes
andcombustible cigarettes on left ventricular ("LV")function in 36 healthy heavysmokers and
40 experienced e-cigarette users. Following the smoking of 1 combustible cigarette or theuse of
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an e-cigarette for 7 minutes, patients were examined by echocardiography. The researchers
reported impaired LV relaxation in smokers but not for users ofe-cigarettes. LV relaxation was
previously reported in young healthy smokers and cited as a precursor to systolic dysfunction
and possibly to congestive heart failure (Lichodziejewska et al, 2007). This shidy provides
clinical evidence that e-cigarettes produce fewer acute adverse effects on myocardial function
than combustible cigarettes.

Several short-term health shidies have also evaluated the potential health benefits that
couldbe experienced by e-cigarette userswho have ceasedor reduced combustible-cigarette
smoking:

• Farsaliuos et al. (2013b) surveyed more than 100e-cigarette userswho had achieved
complete abstinence from combustible cigarettes for at least one month. The authors
found that e-cigarette side effects (including tluoatirritation, cough, gastrointestinal
discomfort, andpalpitations) were mild andmostly temporary. Moreover, most of the
study's participants reported unproved exercise capacity and olfactory senses, less
morning cough, and better sleep.

• Farasalinos etal (2014b) surveyed 19,414 current e-cigarette users. Nearly 75% of
cunentcombustible cigarette smokers (dual-users) andmore than 75% of fonner smokers
reported improved respiration, smell, taste and general physical stahis following
e-cigarette initiation. Completely switching from combustible cigarettes to e-cigarettes
was independently associated with positive physiologic effects and self-reported
improvements hi examined disease conditions, especially hypertension, elevated
cholesterol, and lung disease.

• Dawkins et al. (2013a) surveyed 1,347 cunent e-cigarette users, and found that more than
75% ofe-cigarette users who formerly smoked combustible cigarettes reported improved
breathing, less coughing, and overall feeling healthier after switching to e-cigarettes.
Nearly as many dual-users ofe-cigarettes and combustible cigarettes reported similar
improvements.

(c) Abuse Liability

Abuse liability isthe likelihood that individuals will develop physical and/or
psychological dependence on atobacco product (CTP, 2012). Atension exists as to whether
abuse liability with respect to aharm-reduction product is apositive or negative attribute. If
e-cigarettes are ahann reduction product that can assist smokers hi moving away from
combustible cigarettes, their success depends, in part, on the possibility that individuals will
develop adependence on the product. Dr. Jack Hemiingfield recently addiessed this subject at
the April 16, 2014 TPSAC meeting, and stated, "Ifit has zero abuse potential, it might have a
zero public health potential. If[it] has too high, it might be anew problem hi its own right."
(TPSAC Meeting Tr., p. 214). The available data on the abuse liability of e-cigarettes indicate
that they have lower abuse potential than do combustible cigarettes:

• Dawkins et al. (2013a) surveyed 1,347 e-cigarette users from 33 countries, and foimd that
uly 18% agreed that craving for e-cigarettes was as strong as craving for conventionalor
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cigarettes. Former cigarette smokers reported taking longer to first use e-cigarettes hi the
morning compared withtime to fust cigarette smoked.

Vansickel &Eissenberg (2012) conducted a laboratory shidy of8experienced e-cigarette
users by sampling participants' blood eveiy 30 minutes. They foimd that plasma nicotine
levels in e-cigarette users eventually reached levels comparable to those found in
cigarette smokers. However, the maximum average nicotuie levels reported hi this
study's participants (16.3 ng/niL) were lower than those reported for cigarette smokers
(20.0 ng/niL) hi another shidy (Eissenberg, 2010).37

Vansickel etal (2012) examined abuse-liability potential ina larger clinical laboratory
shidy of20 cimeiit tobacco-cigarette smokers. The authors reported significantly
elevated plasma-nicotine levels as well as tobacco-absthience-symptoni suppression
following e-cigarette use, though the magnitude and rate ofplasma-nicotine increase
were lower than those reported for combustible cigarettes.

Farsalhios etal. (2014d) found that five minutes of using electronic cigarettes (18 mg/niL
mcothie solution) delivered a maximum of 1/3 of the amoimt of nicotine compared to that
delivered bycombustible cigarettes (see Figure below). Plasma-nicotine levels were also
found to be 35%-72% higher when using ciuient-generation e-cigarettes compared to
first-generation e-cigarettes. The researchers suggested that mcotine concentrations of
approximately 50 mg/mL would beuecessaiy for delivery ofnicotine inquantities
comparable to thosedelivered by combustible cigarettes.
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37 BothVansickel & Eissenberg (2012) andFarsalinos etal. (2014d) usedcurrent-generation
e-cigarette devices with experienced e-cigarette users, as opposed to earlier shidies (Bullen et al.
2010; Eissenberg, 2010; Vansickel et al, 2010), wluch reported little or no mcotine delivery
from early-generation e-cigarettes used by participants inexperienced with e-cigarettes. Tliere
appears to be a learning curve in the use of e-cigarettes.
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• Farsalhios etal. (2013b) also reported interview data from a convenience sample of 111
(84% male) fomier smokers who had completely switched to e-cigarettes for at least 1
month. Using responses to the first question of the Fagershom Test for Nicotine
Dependence, along with additional questions about perceived past dependence, the
authors foimd thatdependence scores of 59(range 49-66) and83 (range 77-89) were
generated for e-cigarettes and combustible cigarettes, respectively.

• Etter and Bullen (2014) reported saliva cotinine levels hi 62 e-cigarette users who
claimed abstinence from other nicotine products for at least 5 days. Saliva cotinine levels
were higher than those previously reported in fomier smokers who had switched to a
nicotine patch or nasal spray.

(d) UseAmong Adolescents and Youth

Several shidies have examined e-cigarette use among youthand young adults. Cunent
research indicates that, although experimentation may be as high as 12% among high school
shidents, primarily those who are aheady smokers, there are no data indicating significant levels
ofe-cigarette adoption byyouth oryoung adults.

The UK Action on Smoking and Health ("UK ASH") (2014) conducted a survey of
e-cigarette use by 11 to 18 year olds hi Great Britain (n =2,000), and foimd that underage use
was extremely rare and limited ahnost exclusively to those who were cunent or former smokers
ofcombustible cigarettes. The authors found that 2% ofthose surveyed reported using
e-cigarettes on amonthly or weekly basis, with 0% of 11 to 15 year olds reporting such use.
Among never-smokers, 99% reported never having hied e-cigarettes. The authors concluded
that they had "found no evidence ofregular e-cigarette use among children who have never
smokedor who have only hied smokingonce."

Astudy by the CDC and CTP found that ever-use ofe-cigarettes by middle and high
school students inthe United States increased from 3.3% m2011 to 6.8% in2012 (Corey et al,
2013). However, because die study was cross-sectional in design, it was not possible to
detemmie from these data whether aud to what extent any ofthese shidents either was orbecame
aregular e-cigarette user, and "current use" was defined as hying even one e-cigarette (e.g., as
an experiment) in the past 30 days. Tliere were likewise no data indicating that any of the never-
users oftobacco who experimented with e-cigarettes transitioned to cigarette smoking.

Ashidy by Camenga et al. (2014) examining high-school use hi Connecticut and New
York ofseveral tobacco products at various intervals over an 18-month period foimd that
e-cigarette use was veiy low (0.9-2.3%). Although dual use of e-cigarettes and combustible
cigarettes rose over time, the authors found that only 5of the 31 students (16%) who tried
e-cigarettes had never smoked combustible cigarettes. Of these five shidents, it is not known
whether they had merely experimented with e-cigarettes once hi the past 30 days, or were regular
users.

The 2013 Florida Youth Tobacco Survey (FDH, 2013) ofover 12,000 middle- and high-
school students found that 4.3% ofmiddle-school and 12.1% ofhigh-school students had med
e-cigarettes at least once in the last year. The survey also reported that 1.8% of middle-school
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students and 5.4% of high-school students had used an e-cigarette «^.^*^™
days Hie Utah Department ofHealth (UDH, 2013) surveyed more than 50 000 middle- and
high-school shidents, and reported that 5.9% of students mgrades 8, 10 and 12 had used
e-Larettes at least once in the past 30 days. Data from the Oklahoma Youtti Tobacco Survey
(OSDH 2013) reported that 17.9% of high-school shidents and 6.6% ofmiddle-school students
had ever hied e-cigarettes, with 7.8% ofhigh-school shidents and 2.7% of middle-school
shidents reporting use hi the past 30days.

Asurvey by the Oregon Heath Authority (2014) of more than 28,500 students in grades 8
and 11 found that l.8%of students in grade 8and 5.2% of students mgrade 11 had used
e-cigarettes in the past 30 days. Of the respondents, only 0.7% of 8th graders and 2.1% of 11th
graders reported using e-cigarettes more than one or two days in the past 30 days.

(e) Initiation and Gateway Effects Among Never-Smokers

Currently no longitudinal shidies have examined whether e-cigarettes serve as ameans
to initiate nicotine use among never-tobacco users, as agateway to combustible cigarettes, or as
agateway away from combustible cigarettes. Anmnber of large cross-sectional shidies,
however, suggest that few never-smokers are takhig up e-cigarettes or proceedmg to smokmg
combustible cigarettes following regular e-cigarette use:

• UK ASH (2014) surveyed 12,269 adults hi Great Britain regarding then smoking and e-
cigarette use. UK ASH foimd that experimenting with e-cigarettes among never-smokers
was negligible (1%), with virtually none continuing to use e-cigarettes.

. Pepper et al (2013) surveyed 228 U.S. adolescent males ages 11 to 17 about awareness
and willingness to hy e-cigarettes. Two (0.87%) of the participants had hied e-cigarettes
and both were smokers of combustible cigarettes.

• Pearson et al (2012) evaluated data from two cross-sectional U.S. surveys: anational
online study (n =2,649) and the Legacy Longitudinal Smoker Cohort (n =3,658). The
authors found that e-cigarette use was highest among cunent smokers, with only 0.8% of
never-smokers ever experimenting with e-cigarettes. Use ofe-cigarettes in the past 30
days was reported only by 0.29% ofnever-smokers.

• Goniewicz and Zielinska-Danch (2012) surveyed over 20,000 Polish high-school and
university students about e-cigarette prevalence, and foimd that 3.2% of never-smokers
reportedever using e-cigarettes.

• Farsalhios et al (2014b) conducted amultinational survey of19,414 cunent e-cigarette
users, and only 88 (0.5%) reported being never-smokers at the time ofe-cigarette
initiation. Among the 88 e-cigarette users who were never-smokers, none had initiated
combustible cigarette smoking at the time ofthe survey, and half were using no-nicotine
cartridges.

• Goniewicz et al (2013b) surveyed 179 Polish e-cigarette users, and only 25 (14%)
reported not being combustible smokers at the time ofe-cigarette initiation. Of these 25
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e-cigarette users who were never-smokers, 5reported dual use ofcombustible cigarettes
and e-cigarettes.

Indeed, recent data onyouth tobacco use suggests that e-cigarettes do not serve as a
gateway for minors to begin using cigarettes. Ife-cigarettes were serving as a gateway to
cigarette use, then the cunent increase in e-cigarette use would lead to aconesponding increase
in cigarette use by youth. But according to the recently released results of the CDC's National
Youth Risk Behavior Survey, only 15.7% ofhigh school shidents cunently use cigarettes—
which is"the lowest level since this survey began in 1991," see New Survey Shows U.S. Youth
Smoking Rates Fell to Record Low in 2013, Statement of Matthew L. Myers, Campaign for
Tobacco-Free Kids (June 12, 2014), at http://www.tobaccofreekids.org/press_releases/post/
2014_06_12_cdc, and which represents a"significant linear decrease" from 1991, at which tune
27.5% of high-school shidents smoked cigarettes, see Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance - United
States, 2013, Centers for Disease Conhol and Prevention: Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report Vol 63 No. 4, at 14 (June 13, 2014). According to Dr. Michael Siegel, professor at
Boston University School of Public Health, "[fjhese data all but destroy the gateway hypothesis.
They demonshate that at the cunent time, the evidence simply does not support the assertion that
the proliferation ofe-cigarette use among youth is leading to increased smoking initiation.
Electronic cigarettes are not leading to alifetime addiction to cigarette smoking among our
nation's youth " Michael Siegel, Gateway Hypothesisfor Electronic Cigarettes All But
Destroyed- Data Show Youth Smoking at All-Time Low, The Rest oftheStory: Tobacco
News Analysis andCommentary (last visited July 3,2014), at http://tobaccoanalysis.
blogspot.com/2014/06/gateway-hypothesis-for-electronic.hhnl.

(1) Flavorants

Many public health officials and researchers have speculated that flavorants hi
e-cigarettes are alluring to youth. However, no shidy to date has indicated that flavors have any
youth appeal or result in underage or youth initiation. Pepper et al (2013) surveyed 228 U.S.
adolescent males ages 11 to 17 about awareness and willingness to try e-cigarettes. The
participants reported that candy and fruit flavored e-cigarettes did not increase the athactiveness
of e-cigarettes.

Shidies show that flavored e-cigarettes are popular among adults and may aid msmoking
cessation because the flavored e-cigarette products are more acceptable to many adult smokers.
Ashidy by Dawkins et al. (2013a) of over 1,000 e-cigarette users from 33 countries found that
49% ofadults used flavored e-cigarettes. Ashidy by Farsalhios et al (2013c) surveyed over
4600 e-cigarette users and foimd that flavorants in e-cigarettes are popular among dedicated
adult users The authors concluded that "the number of flavours used was associated with
smokmg cessation" and that flavor variability "is needed to support the demand by current
vapers, who are hi their vast majority adults."

(g) Cessation, Reduction, andDual Use

Several shidies have indicated that many e-cigarette users are current or fomier cigarette
smokers who are using the product to reduce or quit smoking (e.g., Adkison et al, 2013; Siegel
et al 2011•Etter &Bullen, 2011; Etter et al,2010). Barbeau et al. (2013) reported that e-
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cigarettes may be an effective aid in smoking cessation because of their glowing social
acceptability, the fact that they enable users to quit smoking combustible cigarettes without
giving up nicotine entirely, and because of their similarity to combustible cigarettes (e.g., oral
fixation, inhalation, and seehig a vapor cloud upon exhalation). One shidy of 40 smokers who
were not interested in quitting smoking combustible cigarettes found that, in fact, 22.5% of the
participants were no longer smoking combustible cigarettes by the end of the trial (Polosa et al,
2011).

A smoking-cessation product does not need to work for all smokers to be successful, as
different smoking cessation products may help different groups of smokers achieve cessation.
Some smokers can quit with no cessation aids, whereas others may find success with gum,
patches, e-cigarettes, or other products, hi a commentary by Carl Phillips on Brown et al
(2014), the author discussed the need for smokers to have a variety of products available to best
suit their smoking-cessation efforts:

There is no possibility that eveiy smoker in a population will be assigned one
method to quit. Tims, there is no reason to tiy to figure out which would be the
best single method to assign to everyone (wluch is basically what a well-done
clinical study would show). Rather, in the real world, each of the cessation
methods is available to everyone, and (shice it does not matter which one
someone uses, from the perspective of health) it is best if they can find which one
works best for them (which refers to both effective smoking cessation and
ongoing happiness). . . . These methods are not in competition with each other, so
we should not care which one works for more people. Any of them that works for
anyone who wants to quit is a good thing.

Carl V. Phillips, Understanding the new West et al. paper on e-cigarettes and smokingcessation,
EP-ology (May 20, 2014), available at: http://ep-ology.com.

Multiple studies have pointed to e-cigarettes' effectiveness as a cessation aid for some
smokers. Brown et aI (2014) compared the effectiveness of e-cigarettes and over-the-counter
("OTC") NRTs hi British smokers who had made at least one quit attempt hi the previous year.
The authors reported that those using e-cigarettes were more successful in quitting smoking
(20.0%) than those who used no cessation aid (15.4%) or OTC NRTs (10.1%).

Sinularresults were foimd by Bullenet al. (2013) in a six-month randomly controlled
trial of 657New Zealand smokers of combustible cigarettes who were interested hi quitting. The
study'sparticipants weregiven e-cigarettes, nicotine patches, or placebo e-cigarettes containing
no nicotine. Aftersixmonths, the authors found that those whousedthe e-cigarette containing
nicotine weremore successful at quitting smoking than thoseusing the patchor the placebo.
Additionally, for those who didnotachieve sustained smoking cessation, participants using the
e-cigarette tooklonger to relapse andhada gieater reduction in the nmnber of cigarettes smoked
per day.

Many who engage hi bothcigarette smoking ande-cigarette use report a reduction in the
number of cigarettes smoked per day. For those whoconthiue to smoke, reducing the number of
cigarettes smoked perdaymay result in a lower risk ofoverall mortality (Gerber etal, 2011).
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Some publichealthadvocates haveexpressed concern that such dualuse couldcompound the
adverse health effects of smokmg combustible cigarettes. However, cunent scientific research
hidicates that those whoengage in dualuse smoke fewer combustible cigarettes per day, as
discussed in the following paragraphs.

A one-yearmultinational observational shidy by Etter & Bullen (2014) found that, among
smokers who were vaping daily at baseline, 22% had quit smoking after one month, and 46%
had quit smoking after one year. The authors also found that those who continued to be dual-
users decreased the number of combustible cigarettes smoked per day (11.3 to 6.0), and that this
decreased consumption persisted for at least one year.

Siegel et al. (2011) conducted a survey of 222 smokers who had hied e-cigarettes. The
authors found that, six months after initiation of use of e-cigarettes, 31.0% of the respondents
reported that they had quit smoking combustible cigarettes. Also, 66.8% ofdual-users reported
smoking fewer combustible cigarettes per day. Of those who had quit smoking, 34.3% were no
longer using e-cigarettes or any uicotine-contaiiung products.

Using data from the International Tobacco Conhol Four-Country Survey, Adkison et al.
(2013) found that 75% of the participants reported that e-cigarettes had helped them reduce the
nmnber of combustible cigarettes smoked per day, with 11% having reached smokmg cessation
by the time of follow-up.

Lechner et al (2014) analyzed use patterns reported by 159 cunent e-cigarette users,
including duration and frequency of use, dual use, and number of cigarettes smoked per day.
The authors foimd that, as the duration ofe-cigarette use grew, use ofcombustible cigarettes
declined, and the likehhood ofbeing a former smoker mcreased. They concluded that their study
"supports the notion that individuals are often able to reduce or quit cigarette use by using
e-cigarettes."

A large multinational internet survey of e-cigarette advocates also produced encouraging
results regarding dual use leading to smoking cessation or a reduction in the nmnber of
combustible cigarettes consumedper day (Farsalhios et al, 2014b). Of the 19,414participants.
81% reported that they had completely quit smoking combustible cigarettes at the time of the
shidy. Dual-users who identified as daily smokers reported that combustible cigarette
consumption had decreased from 20 to 4 cigarettes per day. The authors acknowledged the
limitations of the study results, since survey participants were recnuted through websites
advocating e-cigarettes, and respondentswere likely to be dedicated users with positive
experiences. Nevertheless, the resultspoint towarddual use resulting in a decrease in the
number of combustible cigarettes consiuued, as well as e-cigarettes' effectiveness as a cessation
aid for a substantial number of smokers of combustible cigarettes.

Berget al. (2014) conducted a cross-sectional survey of 2,501 U.S. adultconsumers,
including 918 current smokers. Among current smokers, 281 (30.6%) reported past-30-day use
of e-cigarettes. When cunent smokers were asked to ratepotential reasons for e-cigarette use,
theparticipants exhibited greatest interest hi e-cigarettes forpiuposes of health riskreduction
and smoking cessation. In contrast, the lowest interest was expressed for the use of e-cigarettes
hiplaces where smoking is prohibited. These findings, that cunentsmokers' interest in
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e-cigarettes is primarilyfor risk reduction and smoking cessation piuposes,help to explainthe
results from studies cited above showing reduced cigarette consmnption by dual-users over tune.

(h) Statements by Public Health Officials and Tobacco-Control
Researchers

Severalpublic health officials and tobacco-control researchers have written hi supportof
e-cigarettes as a potential tobacco-harm-reductionproduct.

Dr. Joel Nitzkin, Chair of the Tobacco Conhol Task Force for the American Association
of Public Health Physicians, recently suggested that smokers switching from combustible
cigarettes to e-cigarettes would dramatically reduce deaths caused by smoking:

Cigarettes currently cause 400,000 deaths a year in the United States. If we get
all those smokers to switch from regular cigarettes to e-cigarettes or one of the
other alternate nicotine delivery products we would eventually reduce that death
toll from 400,000 a year to less than 4,000 a year, maybe as low as 400 a year.

Electronic Cigarette Interview with Dr. Joel Nitzkin, available at: http://www.ecigarettedirect.
co.uk/intei"views/joel-nitzkin-electi"onic-cigarette.hhnl (last visited July 2, 2014).

Deborah Amort, chief executive of the UK ASH, stated that the growing popularity of e-
cigarettes is beneficial to public health:

The dramatic rise hi use of electronic cigarettes over the past four years suggests
that smokers are increasingly turning to these devices to help them cut down or
quit smoking. Significantly, usage among non-smokers remains negligible.
Wliile it is important to conhol the advertising of electronic cigarettes to make
sure children and non-smokers are not being targeted, there is no evidence from
our research that e-cigarettes are acting as a gateway into smoking.

(Kmietowicz, BMJ2014;348:g2987)

Robert West, the director of tobacco shidies at University College London, has stated that
e-cigarette use is more likely to aid hi smoking cessation than to result in additional adoption of
combustible cigarettes: "Despite claims that use ofelectronic cigarettes risks renomialising
smokmg, we found no evidence to support this view. On the contrary, electtoiuc cigaiettes may
be helping to reduce smoking as more people use them as an aid to quitthig." (Kmietowicz, BMJ
2014;348:g2987)

Other researchers have stated that there is a growing scientific basis to believe that e-
cigarettes can be used by individuals to either reduce or eliminatesmoking(Borland, 2011;
Phillips, 2009; Rodu, 2011; Wagener etal, 2012).

Drs. Michael Siegel and ZacharyCahn believe that e-cigarettes are a much safer
alternative to combustible cigarettes, and are likely to improve upon the haditional
phannacotlierapy for smoking cessation because e-cigarettes will not inhibit smoking-cessation
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tamper-resistant unit that caimotbe accesseddirectlyby e-cigaretteusers (also known as
"vapers") or otherindividuals. Unlike closed-system products, open-system vapor products are
accessible bychildren, caneasily be tampered with, and allow the introduction of virtually any
flavoring, including child-oriented flavors likeBubble Gum or Gununy Bear.

Unlike closed-system products, open-systemvapor products are customizable,which
makes the consistency and qualityof open-system products highlyvariable. An open-system
vapor product consists ofa batteiy, a heating element, and a reservoir with unlimited
combinations of batteiy sizes, coil types, refillable tank sizes, liquiddeliverymechanisms,
flavors, and nicotuie concentrations. The e-liquid for such products typically consists of five
core ingredients: glycerin, propylene glycol, flavor, nicotine, and distilled water. However, the
possibilities of additives in an open system are endless. Individual consumers of open-system
vapor products, therefore, can sample and purchase many varieties of e-liquids in vape shops,
wluch are now commonplace.38 Alternatively, vapers can purchase mdividual ingredients,
including liquid nicotuie, and mix their own e-liquid, a practice that is hiherently dangerous and
forwhich directions andprecautions for safemixing areneeded.39 Opensystems also allow
consumers to add other ingredients. For example, some forums mention caffeine and valerian
root aspossible additives toe-cigarettes, along with instmctions fordoing so at home.40 Some
vape shops sell pre-mixed e-liquids, while other shops mix or compound the e-liquids (often,
pursuant to consimiers' specifications) in the shops. At least one online vape shop even offers to
infuse e-liquids with caffeine andvalerian.41 Consumers can likewise alter other aspects of
open-system products to customize their "vaping" experience, including by altering the product's
voltage/wattage, puff duration, coil resistance, cartridge/battery duration, and design aesthetics.
These product variations—when coupled with the intended interchangeability of open-system
components (e.g., tanks and liquid-nicotine solutions)—make oversight, review, and, ultimately,
regulation untenable.

38 SeeK. Klein, Healthy Markups on E-cigarettes Turn Vacant Storefronts Into "Vape Shops, "
Bloomberg Businessweek (Oct. 3, 2013), available at http://www.biisuiessweek.coni/
articles/2013-10-03/healthy-niarkups-on-e-cigarettes-hun-vacant-storefronts-into-vape-shops
("There are more than 3,500 independent vape shops around the country, according to Aaron
LoCascio, chief executive officer ofVape World.").

39 See DIY E-Liquid -A Guide to Making Your Own E-Juice, E-Cigarette Forum, available at
littp://www.e-cigarette-foiiun.coni/fonuii/diy-e-liquid/218802-giiide-making-your-own-e-
juice.html (recommending, in an e-cigarette fonun, that caution be exercised when handling
nicotine; suggesting protective gear such as eye shields, rubber gloves, and a plastic apron; and
warning against at least one known hazardous flavoring elementon the market (diacetyl)).

40 New Members Forum Tliread: Is itpossible toaddcaffeine tojuice?, E-Cigarette Fonun,
available at http://www.e-cigarette-fonuii.coni/fonuii/iiew-nienibers-fonini/88911-possible-add-
caffeiiie-juice.html; Drugs-Forum Thread: Vaporizing Herb Extracts, «f http://www.drugs-
fonun.com/fonun/showtluead.php?t=211804; VapeATron: Community E-Liquid Listing Forum
Thread: "Infused" Juices, available at http://www.vapeahon.coni/iiifiised-juices-39377/.

41 E-Liquid - Now You Can Add ABoost toAny of Our E-Juices, Ganja Juice, available at
http://www.gaiija-jiiice.com/now-can-add-boost-ejuices/.
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The vape shops referred to above areretail establishments, typically smaller in size, that
sell e-cigarettes and components thereof These e-cigarette stores often boast "mixologists," who
willcustom mixe-liquid to a user's preferences, primarily withregard to mcothie strength and
flavor, but somevape shops also offer to addother ingiedients (suchas caffeine and valerian root,
as discussed above) to the e-liquid to "enhance" the user's experience42 Additionally, vape
shops sellandassist customers in picking out othercomponents of e-cigarettes, including tanks
(thevessels thathold the e-liquid) andbatteries. Bothcomponents areavailable in various styles,
and some tanks are further customizable, allowing users to replace the atomizer or other
components, wluch also are soldby vapeshops. Essentially, vapeshops custom manufacture an
e-cigarette and/or e-liquid for each customer from all thebasic components of e-cigarettes. This
process unquestionably meets thedefinition of "tobacco product manufacturer," since the vape
shopprocesses the liquidmcothie to anive at certainnicotinestrengths, creates the e-liquid by
mixingliquid nicotine, flavors, and other additives, and/or assembles the e-cigarette for the
customer. See FDCA § 900(20), 21 U.S.C. § 387(20) (defining the tenn "tobacco product
manufachuer" as "any person, including any repacker or relabeler, who .. . manufactures,
fabricates, assembles, processes, or labels a tobacco product... ."); FDCA § 201(rr), 21 U.S.C.
§ 321(it) (defining the tenn "tobacco product" as "any product made or derived from tobacco
that is intended for human consumption, includuig any component, part, or accessoiy of a
tobacco product....").

There are no regulatoiy standards governing the source, strength, or amount of the
nicotuie and flavors used in open-system vapor products. Liquid nicotuie is sold in
concentrations ofupto lOOmg/mL43—allowing vapers tomix e-juice with significantly more
nicotine than found in most e-cigarettes currently on the market.44 Theflavorings for such
nicotine, moreover, are available online in a wide variety ofchild-oriented flavors, including
Bubble Gum, Candy Com, Circus Cotton Candy, Gimuny Bear, Sweet Tarts, Roasted
Marshmallow, and Cookies and Cream Milkshake.45 In addition, because pharmaceutical-grade

42 Pahn Beach Vapors, which is an"e-cigarette andvapor retail chain," has openly declared that
it "intend[s] to be the Starbucks of this industry.'" Katie Arcieri, Palm Beach Vapors plans
franchise expansion in the Triad, Triad Business Journal (July 7, 2014), available at
littp://www.bizjoimials.coni/triad/news/2014/07/07/pahn-beach-vapors-plans-francluse-
expansion-in-the.html (last visited July 17, 2014). There are more than 12,000 Starbucks stores
hi the United States. See Statistic Brain: Starbucks Company Statistics, available at
littp://www.statisticbrain.com/starbucks-company-statistics/ (last visited July 17, 2014). The
notion that a chain of vape shops would employ unregulated vapor baristas at 12,000 locations,
each ofwhich is mixing nicotine concoctions for the American public, represents a sigiuficant
risk to the public health.

43 Liquid Nicotine Product Listing, Liquid Nicotine Wholesalers, available at
https://liquidnicotinewholesalers.coni/.

See, e.g., Eversmoke Electronic Cigarettes: E-Cigarette Knowledge Center- Wliat E-
CigaretteNicotine Strength Do I Require!', available at http://www.leam.eversmoke.com/
iiicotine-strength.html (offering a range ofnicotine strengths in e-cigarettes, the highest of which
is 18 mg).

45 E-liquid Flavors - Candy, DFW Vapor, available athttp://www.dfwvapor.com/caiidy.litml.
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mcothie is notrequired hi vapor products, consimiers—and vape shops themselves—are
potentially unaware of the precise contents and toxicity of the liquid nicotine they use. There are
also no controls inplace regarding the mixing of the e-liquid. Thus, these e-liquids are often
mixed bymdividual consimiers or store employees, who may lack training or guidelines on how
to mix these liquids properly.

A lackof regulatoiy control overopen-system vapor products creates sigiuficant public
health risks. Given the toxicity of nicotine, if theseproducts are mixed improperly, they can
potentially causesignificant hann to employees, consumers, and/orothers (including children).
Indeed, if e-liquid is ingested or absorbed thioughthe skin, it can potentially cause serious and
unexpected adverse health consequences, including vomiting, seizures, andevendeath.46 These
risks are of particularconcern because, unlikewith closed-system products, open-system vapor
productseasily can be tampered with and can be accessedby children. Thus, open systems pose
a substantial public health risk, given that a mere teaspoon of significantly diluted e-liquid can
kill a small child47 Nor is the toxicity risk limited to nicotine. Other foreign substances that are
at least as toxic as liquid nicotuie might be added to an open system. The potential for tragic
consequences exists as longas there is no means of preventing suchcombinations.48

In light of the unique problems presented by open-system vapor products—including the
liquid nicotine solutions that are mixed, compounded and sold hi thousands of retail vape shops
across the United States—FDA should take several actions aimed at addiessing the public health
concerns raised by this subcategory of vapor products.

First, as a threshold matter, FDA should ensure that it is regulating all vapor products
and product manufacturers—including open-system products and the vape shops in which liquid
nicotuie solutions are mixed or compounded. As a corollary, it should vigorously and
consistently enforce its regulations with respect to all vapor products and then manufachueis. It
should not, in other words, allow open-system vapor products and vape shops to fly beneath the
regulatoiy radar, given the unique public health risks posed by these products.

Indeed, failing to vigorously regulate these products and product manufacturers risks
creating problems that are shnilar to the ones FDA experienced when it failed to regulate entities
that compound or mix dmg products. For years, the regulation of compounding phamiacies was
left to the states, even though compounding fell squarely withhi FDA's jurisdiction, hi the

46 See Press Release, American Association ofPoison Control Centers,AAPCC andPoison
Centers Issue Warning About Electronic Cigarette Devices and Liquid Nicotine (Mar. 25. 2014).
available at http://www.aapcc.org/press/29/ (vomiting and nausea); Steven Reinberg, Liquid
Nicotine in E-Cigarettes Rising Cause ofPoisonings: CDC, WebMd.com (Apr. 3, 2014).
available at http://www.webnid.com/snioking-cessatioii/news/20140403/iucotine-hi-e-cigarettes-
a-giowing-public-health-threat-cdc-says (seizures).

47 Matt Richtel, Selling a Poison by the Barrel: Liquid Nicotinefor E-Cigarettes, N.Y. Times
(Mar. 23, 2014), available at http.7/www.nythnes.coni/2014/03/24/business/selling-a-poison-by-
the-baiTel-liquid-iiicotine-for-e-cigarettes.html.

48 Accordingly, when RAIS's comments refer to the potential benefits of vaporproducts, the
coimnents are referring only to closed-system vapor products, not open-system vapor products.
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absence of FDA oversight, many compounding phaimacies compounded drugs that were
supposed to be sterile without knowing whether theywere properly manufachired49 Thelackof
FDA oversight proved calamitous, when an October 2012 outbreak of fungal meningitis from
dnigs manufachired andpackaged by theNewEngland Compounding Center50 resulted in more
than 700 illnesses and 64 deaths.51 Since then, FDA has foimd grave deficiencies atnumerous
compounding facilities.52 Compounding involves the customizing ofdrags bylicensed
phannacists; open-system tobacco products are customized by people who probably have no
certification of technical training or competence at all. As discussed below, FDA should take
steps to ensure that shnilar public health risks are not presented by allowing open-system vapor
products, as well as the entities that mix or compound the nicotine solutions used in them, to
escape FDA's regulatoiy oversight.

Second, due to the unique problems posed by open-system vapor products, FDA should
not allow such products to be marketed and sold at all. That is, open-system vapor products

FDA has estimatedthat there are approximately "7,500 phannacies dohig so-calledadvanced
compounding," "about 3,000 that are dohig sterileprocessing," and as many as tens of thousands
dohig "traditional compounding." Nov. 15,2012 Testhnony of FDA DirectorHamburg,
Hearing on the 2012 Meningitis Outbreak, Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions at 31-32. As a comparison point, "there are an estimated 5,000vape shops"hi the
United States. Matt Richtel, Wfiere Vapor Comes Sweeping Down the Plain: E-Cigarettes Take
Holdin Oklahoma, N.Y. Times (Apr. 26, 2014), available at http://www.nythnes.com/2014/
04/27/business/e-cigarettes-take-hold-in-oldahoma.htnil?_r=0.

50 See Press Release, FDA, FDA Reports Conditions Observed at New England Compounding
Center Facility, FDA (Oct. 26, 2012),available at http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsrooiii/
PressAimoiuicements/ucm325994.htm; Statement of Margaret A. Hamburg, M.D.,
Commissioner of FoodandDmgs, Before the Subcomm. on Oversight andInvestigations of the
H. Coimnittee oil Energy and Commerce: HieFungalMeningitis Outbreak: CouldItHave Been
Prevented? (Nov. 14, 2012), available athttp://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Testiniony/
ucm327664.htm.

51 See Multistate Outbreak ofFungal Meningitis and Other Infections - Case Count, CDC,
available athttp.7/www.cdc.gov/liai/outbreaks/meningitis-map-large.htnil (last updated Oct 23
2013).

"hi 2012, a fungal meningitis outbreak associated witha compounded sterile dragresulted hi
64deaths and over 750 cases of infections across 20States. Since September 26, 2012, 28 firms
ceased sterile operations. Shice that time, FDA has learned ofat least 20 compounders that may
have shipped contaminated dmg products, and has received at least 125 reports ofadverse
events, includuig serious infections, associated with drags produced bycompounders. Asof
March 6, 2014, FDA isaware of40 recalls bycompounding phannacies, includuig some recalls
overseen by FDA, and others overseen by a State. Tliese statistics demonstrate the magnihide of
the problems with compounders' sterile operations." Statement ofMargaret A. Hamburg, M.D.,
Commissioner ofFood and Drags 9-10, Hearing Before the Subcomm. onAgriculture, Rural
Development, Food and Drag Administration, and Related Agencies of the H. Comm. oil
Appropriations (Mar". 27, 2014), available athttp://docs.liouse.gov/meetings/AP/AP01/
20140327/101947/HHRG-l 13-AP01-Wstate-HamburgM-20140327 pdf
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should effectively be banned bythe Agency due to thespecial problems they pose. Unlike
closed-system products, open-system products are highly customizable. As a result, there is uo
way to adequately evaluate how such aproduct will work or toestablish whether consistency of
product composition and quality can bemaintained. For example, a bottle of liquid nicotine
solution can be used inany number ofopen-system products. Likewise, aproduct with anempty
tank could be filled with any number of e-liquids, flavors, or solutions. Due to this inherent
variability in open-system products, as wellas thepublic health risks they pose, FDA should
refuse to pennit the marketing of open-system vaporproducts andthe liquid nicotuie solutions
that are used in them.

Any other approachwould be inconsistentwith the long-standing and well-established
regulatoiy framework governing medical devices. When virtuallyany changeaffectingsafety or
effectiveness is madeto a medical device—even when the manufacturer believes that the change
improves the device—the product must becleared byFDA.53 Allowing the marketing ofopen-
system vapor products, which are capable ofbeing changed in an almost-indefinite number of
ways, would therefore be contrary to FDA's medical-device paradigm.

Moreover, as discussed above, see supra at note 11, FDA should ban open-system vapor
products because they are especially likely to be adulterated. When coupled with the regulatoiy
gaps mto which open-system manufacturers presently fall—as demonstrated by the example
discussed below—the reason for FDA to ban open-system vapor products becomes even clearer.
Consider, for example, a realistic situation in which (1) certain Chinese companies manufacture
the tanks used in open-system vapor products, (2) other Chinese companies manufacture the
e-liquids used in such products, (3) certain compames located within the United States impoit the
Chinese-made tanks and e-liquids, (4) some retail vape shops in the United States simply re-sell
the imported products, and (5) other retail vape shops in the United States compound and sell the
open-system vapor products. None of those five categories of entities is likely to be adequately
regulated. The fust two categories involve foreign manufactiuers who are not cunently required
to register or list the products that they manufacture. See infra at § IV.B. This lack of
registration and listing, when combined with die lack ofany other mechanism by which such
manufactiuers provide information about themselves and their products, makes it unlikely that
they will comply with the Tobacco Control Act and FDA regulations. The third categoiy
consists of importers who are not likely to comply with the relevant regulatory requirements,
given that they are not cunently required to register and are probably unfamiliar with the open-
system vapor products they are importing. Retail vape shops that fall within the fourth categoiy
are not manufacturers and therefore do not have requirements with which they must comply.
Moreover, as discussed above, vape shops that fall within the fifth categoiy are manufacturers
that are required to register; however, it is unlikely that all such entities will register each of their

53 See, e.g., FDA, Medical Devices: PMA Supplements and Amendments, available at
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGiudaiice/HowtoMarketYourDevice/
PreiiiarketSubmissions/PremarketApprovalPMA/ucm050467.htm ("After FDA has approved a
PMA, an applicant must submit a PMA supplement for review and approval by FDA before
making any change affecting the safety or effectiveness of the device unless FDA has advised
that an alternate type of submission is permitted for a particular change.") (last visited July 3,
2014).
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stores and provide a listing of each flavored e-liquid nicotuie solution that they sell. Finally,
FDA's proposed addictiveness warning further underscores how the Agency is not equipped to
regulate open-system vapor products, see infra at § III.A, shice it is completely unclear how tins
requirement would apply to small, cylinder-shaped bottles of e-liquid that might contain only one
display panel that wraps around the bottle.

In short, taken as a whole, it is clear that this growing segment of the e-cigarette product
categoiy will remain undetected and unregulated unless FDA, through regulation or the exercise
of a veiy lugh level of diligence, attempts to identify and hold accoimtable each of the thousands
of open-system manufactiuers located here and abroad. Because FDA will likely lack the ability
or wherewithal to bring such manufacturers under its regulatoiy framework—and especially in
light of the adulteration and compliance issues that are hiherently presented by open-system
vapor products—FDA should ban open-system vapor products and components.

Third, and alternatively, if FDA is unwilling to ban open-system vapor products—or if it
believes that it needs to initiate a separate rulemaking to do so54—the Agency should, ata
minimum, promulgate regulations that specifically target these products and close the existing
regulatoiy gaps. In particular, FDA should promulgate regulations to ensure that manufacturers
ofopen-systemvapor products are fully subject to FDA's jurisdiction and governed by
regulatoiystandards aimed at protectingconsimiers from the risks that these productspose,
including the following:

• FDA should require e-liquid manufacturersand vape shops that mix or compound
e-liquid solutions to register with FDA because they, too, are manufachirers. This
requirement would enable FDA to inspect such entities to ensure that they are
properly manufacturing open-system vapor products. Just as important,
registration of all domestic vape shops would facilitate the tracking of, and
response to, adverse events.

• Given that most vapor products, including liquid nicotine, are manufactured in
China, FDA should hmnediatelypromulgateregulations requiring these foreign
establishments to register and complywith all applicable provisions and
regulations pertaining to the manufacturing of tobaccoproducts. See infra at
§ IV.B; FDCA § 905(h), 21 U.S.C. § 387e(h).

• FDAshould establish standards for liquid-nicotine containers, including a
requirement that they be child-resistant.

• When FDApromulgates cunent good manufacturing practices ("CGMP")
regulations for tobacco products, see FDCA§ 906(e), 21 U.S.C. § 387f(e), FDA
should ensure thatthemanufactiuers of open-system vapor products, the
manufacturers of their product-specific components, and thevape shops that

54 See FDCA §906(d)(1), 21 U.S.C. §387f(d)(l) ("The Secretary may by regulation require
restrictions on the sale and distribution of a tobacco product, including restrictions on the access
to, and the advertising and promotion of, the tobacco product, if the Secretary detennines that
such regulation would be appropriate for the protection ofthe public health.").
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customize the products or their components are required to comply with CGMP
requirements.

• More generally, FDAshould subject open-system vapor products to regulations
that are at least as strict as the requirements applicable to closed-system vapor
products.

Finally, given the proliferation ofopen system vapor products and the vape shops that
mixand compound liquid-nicotine solutions, FDA should take swift action. As discussed above,
open-system vaporproducts, which aresusceptible to abuse andcan cause serious injuries,
implicate acute public health concerns. FDAshould, therefore, promptly take the actions
described above, in order to mitigate the mounting health concerns posed by open-system vapor
products.55

hi sum, open-system vapor products are the source of many of the concerns about vapor
products that have been publicized hi the media—including, for example, incidents ofchild
poisoning and the proliferation of child-oriented flavors. These concerns, however, do not apply
equally to all e-cigarettes. More particularly, they do not relate to closed-system products like
RJRVC's VUSE products. Instead, they are especially implicated by open-system vapor
products, which, unlike closed-system products, allow children to readily access the products"
contents and allow individual consumers to alter or tamper with the products. FDA, therefore,
should take action to address the specific concerns raised by this particular subcategory of vapor
products. In doing so, however, consistent with the conthiuum ofrisk, FDA's regulations should
reflect the fact that the risks posed by open-system vapor products are not present with respect to
closed-system products.

C. Any Regulation of Characterizing Flavors in Deemed Tobacco Products Should
Distinguish Between Adult- and Youth-Oriented Flavors, and FDA Should
Expand the Existing Flavors Ban to Non-Premium Cigars.

The Tobacco Conhol Act's "prohibition against characterizing flavors ... applies to
cigarettes only." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23144/1; see FDCA § 907(a)(1)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 387g(a)(l)(A).
Tims, "[s]ome tobacco products, such as e-cigarettes and certain cigars, are being marketed with
characterizing flavors." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23144/1. FDA has reserved the question whether to
restrict or eliminate characterizing flavors for deemed tobacco products, and it has requested
coimnents on this issue. See id. at 23144/1-2, 23146/3, 23147/1, 23148/1, 23157/3, 23176/2.

55 JoNel Aleccia, E-Cigarette Poisonings Skyrocket, Mostly in Kids (Apr. 3, 2014), available at
http://www.nbcnews.coin/liealtli/liealtii-news/e-cigarette-poisouings-skyi-ocket-niostly-kids-
ii70961 ("Calls to U.S. poison control centers about people sickened by e-cigarettes containing
liquid nicotine have soared in the past four years, climbing from just one a month in 2010 to at
least 215 per month this year, federal health officials said Thursday. More than half of the
poisoning reports involvedchildrenage 5 and younger, includingmany kids drawn to the
nicotine-laced liquids flavored like fruit, bubble giun and soda pop, which come hi containers
ranging from small vials to multi-gallon jugs that are not required to be childproof").
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This section of RAIS's comments sets forth two important points relating to
characterizing flavors in the context of deemed tobacco products. First, RAIS submits that any
future regulation of characterizing flavors should distinguish between adult- and youth-oriented
flavors. Second, FDA should expand the existing ban on characterizing flavors to include non-
premium cigars.

1. FDA Should Permit Adult-Oriented Flavors in E-Cigarettes.

FDA has expressed a concern that characterizing flavors "can be especially attractive to
youth." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23144/1. No published scientific sttidy to date has indicated that flavors
hi e-cigarettes have any youth appeal or result in underageor youth initiation. Seesupra at
§ II.A.2.f In RAIS's experience,adulttobacco consumers are interested in more than just
traditional tobacco flavors. More importantly, RAIS submits that offering a variety of flavors
that appeal to adult tobacco consumers is important to encourage switching completely to
smoke-free products. Consequently, allowing adult-oriented flavors hi non-combustible tobacco
products such as e-cigarettes comports with the continuum of risk and offers the hope of
improving public health. Any future regulation of characterizing flavors in deemed tobacco
products, therefore, should distinguish betweenadult- and youth-oriented flavors and limit any
restrictions to youth-oriented flavors.56

RAIS's experience hi this area has been continued by the recentlypublished results of
"the first survey that specifically focused on the issue of flavours and their impact" hi e-cigarette
use. Konstantinos E. Farsalhios et al.,Impact ofFlavour Variability on Electronic Cigarette Use
Experience: An Internet Survey, 10 IntT J. ofEnvtT Research& Pub. Health 7272, 7277 (2013).
"Theresults of this survey indicate that [e-cigarette] liquid flavourings ... are important
contributors in reducing or eliminating smoking consumption." Id. at 7279. Moreover, this
survey found that"the variability of flavours plays an important roleboth iu reducing cigarette
craving and hi perceived pleasure." Id. at 7278. When surveyparticipants were asked about the
extent to which variability in flavors was unpoitant in "reducing or quitthig smoking," the
average response indicated that flavor variety was "veiy important." Id. at 7275; see also id. at
7274, 7277. In addition, the"themajority of participants stated thatrestricting variability of
flavours wouldmake the [e-cigarette] experience lessenjoyable wliile ahnosthalf of them
answered that it would increase craving for tobacco cigarettes andwould make reducing or
completely substituting smoking less likely." Id. at 7275-76; seealso id. at 7277.57 Relatedly,

56 To be sure, the line between adult-oriented and youth-oriented flavors may not always be
clear. But FDA can and should take action aimed at the most abusive and obviously child-
oiiented flavors by banning them, namely: Bubble Gum, Gummy Bear, Banana Split, Bazooka
Joe, Chocolate Tootsie, Cinnamon Bun, Cotton Candy, Fraity Loops, Gummy Bear Pink Spot,
Hawaiian Punch, Kool-Aid Grape, Popsicle, Skittles, and SweetTart. At the sametune, the
Agency should leave intact other flavors aimed atadults, such asmint, wintergreen, cream, and
other sinular flavors.

57 Id. at 7279 ("Although asignificant proportion [of survey participants] stated that flavours
play a major role inreducing orquitthig smoking, this shidy was not designed toevaluate
whether variability offlavours may promote smoking cessation in the general population;
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the survey also found that "the nmnber offlavours used was associated with smoking cessation "
Id. at 7278; see also id. at 7277.

Recent survey results also provide indications ofwhy the availability ofavariety of
flavors supports switching from cigarettes to e-cigarettes. Survey responses demonstrated that
"tobacco is the preferred flavour when initiating [e-cigarette] use, probably because smokers are
used to this flavour and feel the need touse something that resembles then- experience from
smoking." Id. at 7278. However, non-tobacco flavors become more popular as the tune of an
individual's e-cigarette use progresses. Id.; see also id. at 7275. This transition from an
e-cigarette consumer's initial use ofthe tobacco flavor tothe use ofother flavors "may be a way
todistract [e-cigarette users] from the tobacco flavour hi order to reduce smoking craving;
altematively, it could hidicate that they just don't need the tobacco flavoiu anymore, but feel the
desire to experiment with new flavours." Id. at 7278.

Switching from cigarettes to e-cigarettes—which, as discussed above, is facilitated by
making a variety of e-cigarette flavors available—would potentially havea sigiuficant public
health benefit. "[I]t is reasonable to assiune that, if existing smokers switched completely from
conventionalcigarettes (with no other changes hi use patterns) to e-cigarettes, there would be a
lowerdiseaseburdencaused by mcotine addiction." Grana et al, supra, at 1983;see David J.
Nutt etal. Estimating the Harms ofNicotine-Containing Products Using the MCDA Approach,
20 European AddictionResearch218, 224 (2014) (concluding that, "ifpolicy actions could help
to switchuse away from cigarettesand other smokedproducts to pmer mcotineproducts, such as
[nicotine replacement therapy] products,massivepublic health gams would occur"); May 26,
2014Letter fromNicotine-Science Specialists, supra at 1 ("Tliere are now rapid developments in
nicotine-basedproducts that can effectively substitute for cigarettes but with veiy low risks.");
155 Cong. Rec. H 3800, 3802 (Mar. 24, 2009) (stmt, ofRep. Buyer) ("It is the smoking that
really hurts and harms and kdls people. It is not the mcotine. And so what we are trying to do is
to migrate people from smoking products to smokeless products. The veiy large risk differential,
it is the difference between combustion and noncombustion products."); see also supra at §
II.A.2.h. Thus, given the potential for adult-oriented flavors to facilitate this switch, FDA was
generally correct in declining to propose a ban on such flavors.

2. FDA Should Ban Characterizing Flavors in Non-Premium Cigars.

In contrast to non-combustible deemed tobacco products such as e-cigarettes, there is no
evidence that non-premium cigars have the potential to serve as a vehicle for transitioning
consimiers to products that pose, or potentially pose, less risk. To the contrary, many such
cigars—and hi particular, little cigars—function as a substitute for traditional cigaiettes and
present thesame or similar health risksas cigarettes.58 Because many non-premium cigars—

(continued...)

moreover our sample is not representative of the general population of smokers, who are
generally less educated compared to the population evaluated here.").

58 See infra at § II.F; see. also, e.g., Brian A. Khig etal, Flavored-Little-Cigar and Flavored-
Cigarette Use Among U.S. Middle and High School Students, 54 Journal of Adolescent Health
40, 41 (2013) ("Little cigars are comparable to cigarettes with regard to shape, size, filters, and
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especially little cigars—serve as substitutes for (and present the same or similar health risks as)
cigarettes, there is no basis for exempting such products from the flavor ban (or the other
regulatoiy requirements, see infra at § II.F) that already applies to cigarettes. FDA, therefore,
should extend to non-premium cigars the flavorban that cunently appliesto cigarettes.

D. FDA Should Not Regulate as "Tobacco Products" Those Products That Do Not
Contain Nicotine Above a De Minimis Amount, Are Not Intended or Positioned
in the Market To Be Used for Any of the Traditional Purposes of Tobacco
Products, and Do Not Present the Kinds of Risks of Addiction or Toxicity That
Are Associated with Tobacco Products.

In the proposed deeming rale, FDAstates that it "is uot currently aware of any tobacco
products that do not contain nicotine." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23144; see also id. at 23153, 23165,
23194. The Agency adds, however, that:

[I]n the event that such products are developed, FDA proposes that manufacturers
of suchproducts submit a certification of that fact (and the fact that theyhave the
data to support this assertion) to FDA. . . . FDA is proposing that suchproducts
include the following altemative statement on theirproduct packages and hi their
advertisements: "This product is derived from tobacco." FDA believes it is
important to alertconsimiers andretailers as to which items are tobacco products.
Even if a tobacco product does not contain nicotine, it can still contahi other
addictive chemicals ... or dangerous toxicants. Therefore, FDA believes
consimiers should be aware that the product is, in fact, a tobacco product.

Id. at 23166; seealsoid. at 23180. Consequently, FDA proposes to regulate all tobacco-derived
products (except those that are regulated asa "drag") as "tobacco products," regardless of
whether they contain nicotine or serve any pmpose comparable to those served bytraditional
tobacco products.

(continued...)

packaging "); Christine D. Dehievo, Smokers' Choice: What Explains the Steady Growth of
Cigar Use in the U.S. ?, 121 Viewpoint: Public Health Reports 116, 117 (Mar.-Apr.2006)
(noting that "small cigars" can be"a feasible alternative product tocigarettes"); National Cancer
Institute at the National Institutes ofHealth: Cigar Smoking and Cancer, available at
http://www.caiicer.gov/caiicertopics/factsheet/Tobacco/cigars (last visited July 3, 2014)
(hereinafter "Cigar Smoking and Cancer") ("Little cigars are the same size and shape as
cigarettes"; "areoften packaged like cigarettes"; andsometimes "have a filter, which makes it
seem they are designed to be smoked like cigarettes (that is, for the smoke to be inhaled).");
Cancer.org: How are cigars differentfrom cigarettes0 ("Most people smoke tliese small cigars
exactly the same as cigarettes."), available athttp://www.caiicer.org/cancei/cancercauses/
tobaccocancer/cigarsmokuig/cigar-smoking-cigars-vs-cigarettes (last visited July 3, 2014)
(hereinafter "Cancer.org"); Troutman Sanders Tobacco Team, Regulation Focus: Little Cigars
are aBig Deal, Smokeshop (Dec. 2012) (hereinafter "Little Cigars are aBig Deal") ("Little
cigars are often a cheaper altemative to cigarettes .. ..").
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RAIS submits that tlus approach is enoueous. As described below, numerous potential
uses of tobacco (i) involve either no oronly de minimis amounts ofnicotine and (ii) are unrelated
to haditional tobacco use.59 For example, researchers are cunently developing the use of
tobacco-derived proteins hi food, cosmetics, and other consumer products. Under both the letter
and spirit ofthe FDCA, the use ofsuch tobacco-derived proteins should not, standing alone,
convert those products into "tobacco products." RAIS, therefore, respectfully urges FDA to
clarify that suchproducts are not"tobaccoproducts." At a minimum, FDA should refrain from
imposing regulations onsuch products—including the warning requirement described above—at
this time.

1. Tobacco-Derived Proteins Are Potentially Useful in a Variety of Consumer
and Other Products That Bear No Resemblance to Traditional Tobacco Use.

Tobacco is a complex agricultural product. Some constituents of the tobacco plant have
the potential to be used in human consmnption for piuposes that are completely separate from
the piuposes for which tobacco products historically have been (and cimently are) used. Such
uses of tobacco do not present the addiction or toxicity risks associated with historical uses of
tobacco products, and do not have abuse liability. For example, it has long been known that the
tobacco plant can bea source ofprotein for foods.60 More generally, tobacco-derived proteins

59 hi detennining what constitutes a "de minimis amoimt" ofmcotine, it may beinstinctive to
consider the level ofnicotuie present hi certain human foods, such as tomatoes. Seegenerally
Correspondence - Letter to the Editor, Tire Nicotine Content ofCommon Vegetables, 329 N.E.J.
Med. 437 (Aug. 5, 1993) (discussing the presence of nicotine in certain human foods).

60 See, e.g., Karl E. Rapp, J.T. Skinner, &J.S. McHargue, The Nutritive Value ofthe Protein in
Tobacco-Seed Oilmeal, J. Nutrition 31:3 261-271 (1946), available at http://jn.nutrition.oig/
content/31/3/261.full.pdf+html; S.D. Kung, James A. Saunders, T.C. Tso, David A. Vaughan,
Madelyn Womack, Robert C. Staples, & Gaiy R. Beecher, Tobacco as a Potential Food Source
and SmokeMaterial: Nutritional Evaluation ofTobacco LeafProtein, J. Food Science 45 320-22
& 327 (1980), available i7/'littp://pages.towson.edu/jsaiuider/Saiuiders%20Publications/
12.Tobacco%20as%20a%20Potential%20Food%20Source%20and%20Smoke%20Material.pdf.
The article included the following disclosure ofauthor affiliations: "Author Kimg is with the
Dept. of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Maryland Baltimore County, Catonsville, MD 21228.
Authors Saunders and Tso are with the USDA Tobacco Laboratory, SEA. Beltsville, MD 20705.
Authors Vaughan, Womack, Staples, and Beecher are [sic] USDA Protein Nutrition Laboratory,
SEA, Beltsville, MD 20705." Id. at 320. See also, e.g., U.S. Congress, Office of Technology
Assessment, Plants: The Potentialfor Extracting Protein, Medicines, and Other Useful
Chemicals - Workshop Proceedings 1 (Sept. 1983) ("Soluble proteins extracted from tobacco
plants might be added to foods as nutritional supplements or for functional properties (e.g.,
gelling, thickening)."), available at http://www.fas.org/ota/reports/8315.pdf; id. at 63 ("Tobacco
could be developed as an hnportant food crop in combhiation with its haditional use for smoking
and chewing. As a food crop, tobacco grown in dense spacing could produce about four tunes
more protein per acre than soybeans .... A simple method has been developed for extracting the
proteins from the aerial portions of fresh tobacco and other plants. The watei soluble proteins
have unique nutritional and functional properties that could make them valuable for the package
food industry and for medical use. The insoluble proteins have properties sinular to soy
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have potential uses hi a variety of consumer products unrelated to traditional tobacco use and
could provide a food source that supplements the cuiTeiit human and/or animal food chain.

For example, a research program at the University of Maryland, funded by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's National Institute of Food and Agriculture, has found that
"[t]obacco-derived proteins maybe useful as a high-protein supplement forpersons who require
therapeutic nutritional fonnula" and that "[t]hey may also have value as an emulsifier or
thickening agent in food and industrial products."61 As described ina news report onthe
tobacco-proteinprogram at the University of Maryland:

[A]t the University of Maryland in College Park, a teamof researchers is focusing
on the plant's good side—its nutritional benefits. "Yes," insists agronomist Bob
Kratochvil, "believe it or not, tobacco does have a lot of veiy good properties."

Professor Kratochvil runs the University's research fanu, where they're growing
tobacco, a plant he says has enormous potential for medicine, cosmetics, and
energy. And, he points out, scientists hope they can even tease food out of the
inedible plant. "It's got excellent quality protehis—human food protehis," he
explains. "They're tasteless, odorless, the same quality as you have in soybeans
or with milk. One of the potential benefits is that, supposedly, it will not cause
allergies .... It's thought the tobacco protehi [could] be something hi special
diets."

Wliile tobacco leaves contain many proteins, finding the ones of value is the
challenge for researchers like Martin Lo. . . . [Professor Lo] has identified two
proteins so far. Both contain all 21 amino acids essential for human health.
Because our bodies can't synthesize tliese amino acids, we have to get them from
our food. Tobacco protehis could be an inexpensive, easy nutritional additive.

Professor Lo also sees the possibility of one day using tobacco proteins in
medicines. He is studying several amino acids from the peptide segment of the
protein. "[I want] to see if any of the protehi segments actually match the

(continued...)

protein."); Brace Siceloff, Tobaccofor Protein, "A Revolutionary Upheaval?, "N.C. hisight 120
(June 1981), available athttp://www.nccppr.Org/drapal/conteiit/insiglitarticle/918/tobacco-for-
protein; I. Szedljak, K. Szantaine Kohegyi, &J. Kosaiy, Preliminary biochemical studies on a
model growing ofdifferent tobacco plant (Nicotiana tabaciun L.) cultivars, 13:2 Inti J.
Horticulhual Sci. 83, 83 (2007) ("Tobacco leafproteins are well balanced contahiiiig high levels
ofessential ammo acids. Nowadays high protehi content, especially soluble protein fraction (Fl
and F2 proteins) ofthe tobacco plant is considered aprotein source uot only in animal husbandly
but also as supplements hi humans [sic] nutrition (Kung et al., 1980)."), available at http://
www.agi-arkutatas.net/files/aktiialis/pdf_agroinfonn_20070723090207_14_Szedljak.pdf.

University ofMaryland, Alternative Usesfor Tobacco, available at http://www.reeis.usda.gov/
web/crisprojectpages/0191800-altemative-uses-for-tobacco.html (last visited June 26, 2014).
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therapeutic protehi that might be of value to the pharmaceutical industry, to
replace those proteins from animal origin. Those are considered more risky
because there might be some disease that can be transmitted through animal
protein." He explains that extracts from plants are muchsafer.62

Still other potential uses ofconstituents ofthe tobacco plant are reflected hithe following
passage from a master's thesis:

Of the potentially valuable natural products produced by tobacco, many are
sequestered on the leaf surface as articular wax or tiichome exudate. Because of
the potential high value of many of these leaf surface components as
phannaceuticals, fragrance elements, and pesticides, as well as the known ease of
their removal from the leaf via a simple solvent wash, procedures have been
developed to extractthesecompoiuids in a mannerthat couldbe readily integrated
into a tobacco bioprocessing operation.63

62 Voice ofAmerica, Scientists Searchfor Healthy Usesfor Tobacco (last updated Oct. 29,
2009), available at http://www.voanews.coni/content/a-13-2005-l l-30-voa79-
67514457/284004.html. See also, e.g., K.H. Ginzel, M.D., Protein: An Alternative Tobacco
Crop (June 10, 1998) ("Young tobacco plants, containing only negligible traces of nicotine
sinular to those found hi tomatoes, yield the most superior plant protein known. In its fimctional
characteristics, it smpasses even animal proteins from egg white or milk, is not allergenic, and
possesses an optimal amino acid composition wluch lowers cholesterol. Without color or taste, it
can become a unique source of nutritional protehi as well as ofvaluable medicinal products."),
available at http://www.gasp.org/protein.html. At the time this paper was published, Dr. Ginzel
was Professor Emeritus of Phannacology and Toxicology at the University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences. Id.

63 Matthew Brace Whitfield, Integrated Bioprocessing of Native and Engineered Components
from Tobacco (Nicotiana Tabacum L.) (2005), available at http://repositoiy.lib.ncsu.edu/ir/
handle/1840.16/2434. Some constituents of the tobacco plant are useful in the production of
phannaceuticals (beyond nicotine in smoking-cessation products). For example: "Solanesol, a
long-chain terpenoid alcohol mainly existing in tobacco leaves, is the starting material for many
high-value biocheimcals, includuig Vitamin K analogues and co-enzyme QIO which is useful in
the treatment of heart diseases, cancers and ulcers. Solanesol itself can be used as cardiac

stimulant, lipid antioxidant and antibiotics, and clinical trials are also developing the use of
solanesol as an anti-cancer drag [1]." Hua-Ying Zhoua, & Chun-Zhao Liu, Microwave-assisted
extraction ofsolanesolfrom tobacco leaves, J. Chromatography A, 1129 135-39 (2006),
available at http://zyxel-nsa210.hhi2.ch/MyWeb/public/clumica/Devittori/
Lavori%20di%20maturit%C3%A0/LM09/Q10_09/biblio_ql0_09/Q10%20in%20solanesol.pdf
(citing M. Wang, Integr. Util. Chinese Resour. 2 16 (2003)). Drags that are derived from
tobacco are excluded from the definition of "tobacco product" by FDCA § 201(n)(2), 21 U.S.C.
§ 321(ix)(2).
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Moreover, a company named New Agiiculture, Inc. is developmg a vanety ofproducts
from parts of the tobacco plant. New Agiiculture explains what it is developing as follows.

Why Tobacco?

Tobacco is an ideal crop for biobased products. It can produce many safe,
beneficial products, despite its association with smoking. Tobacco produces both
high-value products and an enormous amoimt of biomass which can be converted
into food products or industrial raw materials. Tobacco produces more biomass
than virtually any other agricultural crop.

High Value Proteins

Tobacco naturally produces high value proteins in large quantities, with a
nutritional profile comparable or superior to manyotherprotehi sources. Tobacco
proteins also have many desirable characteristics, such as good gelling and
emulsifying properties, which make them ideal for a wide range ofpiuposes.

Industrial Raw Materials

Tobacco naturally produces large volumes of starches and sugars. Tliese starches
andsugars are valuable bothin the food ingiedients industry andas industrial raw
materialswhich can replacepetroleumproducts.

New Agriculture, luc, available athttp://www.newagiicultiu-e.com/whytobacco.html (last
visited July 7, 2014). As New Agriculture, Inc. further explains:

Product Development

We are developing proprietary technologies to produce three types of products:
plant protehis, specialty chemicals and niche biomass products. These
technologies could be incorporated into biorefineries to enhance the profitability
of a biomass-to-energy process. Examples of our planned products include the
following:

Proteins

Rubisco[, wluch is the primary protehi in tobacco,] has excellent binding, gelling
and emulsifying characteristics. It is also colorless, tasteless and odorless, wluch
makes it ideal for inclusion ina number offood, feed and industrial products.

We plan to first market tobacco proteins for non-food industrial uses. Among the
industries where nibisco appears suitable are the paper products industry,
adhesive products industry, the cosmetics industry and the paint industry.

We will also pursue FDA recognition of rabisco as a Generally Recognized As
Safe (GRAS) substance. Once we obtain GRAS status, we will market rabisco
for food piuposes. . . .
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Specialty Chemicals

Tobacco produces several extractible specialty chemicals with economic value.
For example, mcothie has long been used as a pesticide. Another chemical from
tobacco, solanesol isused inphamiaceutical and nurraceurical products.

Energy

Tobacco produces approximately five diy tons of biomass per acre even after
removal of potentially useful co-products. This material cau be converted to
energy or used as a high-nutrition animal feed. If converted to erlianol, each acre
could produce approximately 335 gallons of ethanol at a rate of 67 gallons/ton of
biomass....

Id. at http://www.newagi-icultiu-e.com/productdevelopnient.htinl (last visited July7, 2014).

Additional scientific researchhas revealeda wealth of possible uses to which the tobacco
plant may be put. Forexample, tobacco-seed oil is a potential source of renewable energy.64 In
addition, tobacco extract maybe usedas a conosioninhibitor.65 Some tobacco-derived
ingredients also may beused hipesticides.66 And the tobacco plant also may bea source of
colorants for textiles.67

As demonstrated by the sourcesdiscussed above, tobaccoplants have the potential to
produce a varietyof products that are completely umelated to the types of products that Congress
had in mind when enacting the Tobacco Conhol Act. Such products are not used as traditional
tobacco products and do not present the same or analogous risks. As explained below, therefore,
they should not be regulated as "tobacco products."

See, e.g., P.N. Giannelos, F. Zannikos, S. Stoumas, E. Lois, & G. Anastopoulos, Tobaccoseed
oil as an alternativedieselfuel: physical and chemicalproperties. Industrial Crops & Products
16:1 1-9 (2002), abstract available, at http://www.sciencedhect.com/scieiice/article/pii/
S092666900200002X.

65 See, e.g., Richard L. Martin, Unusual Oilfield Corrosion Inhibitors (Society ofPetroleum
Engineers 2003) (Conference Paper, International Symposium on Oilfield Chemistiy), abstract
available f7rhnp://www.onepeh-o.org/inslib/sei-vlet/onepeh-opreview?id=00080219 (use of
tobacco extract as a conosion inhibitor).

See, e.g., A.O. Agbon, IT. Omoniyi, & A.A. Teko, Acute Toxicity ofTobacco (Nicotiana
Tobaccum) LeafDust on Oreochromus Niloticus and Haematological Changes Resultingfrom
Sublethal Exposure, J. Aquatic Sciences 17:1 5-8 (2002), abstract available at http://www.
ajol.info/uidex.php/jas/article/viewFile/19901/18037 (use of tobacco dust to clear fishponds of
predators and to weed fish before stocking).

See, e.g., Karen M. York, Isolation, Characterization, and Application ofTobacco Based
Colorants to Cotton (2012), available at http://repositoiy.hb.ncsu.edu/ir/bitsh-eam/1840.16/
8210/1/etd.pdf (thesis submitted to the Graduate Faculty ofNorth Carolina State University hi
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science).
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2. FDA Should Not Regulate as "Tobacco Products" Products That Contain
Tobacco Proteins and/or Other Tobacco Derivatives But Contain No

Nicotine or Only De Minimis Amounts of Nicotine and Are Not Intended to
Be Used for Any of the Traditional Purposes of Tobacco Products.

The Tobacco Control Act's piupose was to authorize FDA to protectthe public from
tobacco-related hanns, wluch prhicipally flow from the addictiveness of nicotuie, the inhalation
of tobacco smoke, and the buccal absoiption of nicotine and other constituents in smokeless
tobacco. The products described above, however, do not contain nicotuie or other addictive
chemicals. Norare theymtended for any of the haditional recreational piuposes of tobacco
products. Therefore, it wouldbe unreasonable for FDA to regulate these products as "tobacco
products." Instead, theyshould be regulated for what they are—for example, foods, cosmetics,
orother consumer products. The regulatoiy regimes that conespond to tliese categories of
products provide a far more rational method of regulation than any misguided attempt to fit a
square peg into a round hole.

First, the Tobacco Conhol Act defines the tenn "tobacco product"as follows:

(1) The tenn "tobacco product" means any product made or derived from tobacco
that is intended for human consumption, including any component, part, or
accessoiy of a tobacco product (except for raw materials other than tobacco used
hi manufacturing a component, part, or accessoiy of a tobacco product).

(2) The tenn "tobacco product" does not mean an article that is a drag under
subsection (g)(1), a device under subsection (h), or a combination product
described in section 353(g) of this title... .

FDCA § 201(n)(codified at 21 U.S.C. § 321(n)) (emphasis added). Thus, in order to be a
"tobacco product," the product must, at a minimum, be one that is "intended for human
consumption"

The tenn"human consmnption" inparagraph (1) of Section 201(rr) presumably means
consmnption by aperson acting in the capacity ofa consumer (i.e., consuming) rather than, e.g.,
acting in the capacity ofaworker (and thus subject to occupational exposure) or residing
downwind from amanufacturing facility (and thus subject to environmental exposure). Thus,
the tenn"human consmnption" is narrower than the tenn"human use." Therefore, the term
"human consumption" presumably excludes products made or derived from tobacco thatare
mtended solely for industrial or commercial uses. Constituents ofthe tobacco plant have such
uses that are clearly outside the scope ofSection 201(rr) and the proposed deeming regulation
(proposed 21 C.F.R. § 1100.3 (definition of"tobacco product" under either Option 1orOption
2), 79 Fed. Reg. at 23203).

For convenience, when referring to the fact that such products do not contain mcotine orother
addictive chemicals in more than de minimis amounts, these coimnents state simply that the
products do not contain such chemicals.
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hi the context ofthe FDCA, the tenn "human consumption" presumably also means
consmnption into or onto thehuman body, rather than, say, for uses in the home that donot
uiclude such bodily consumption—e.g., as akitchen floor polisher or household glue, each of
wluch is regulated as aconsumer product by the Consumer Products Safety Commission.
Finally, ofcoiuse, "human consumption" excludes consumption by animals.69

Second, in light of the context and pmpose of the Tobacco Conhol Act asa whole, it
would be equally unreasonable for FDA to interpret "tobacco products" to include products that,
even if, hi some sense, intended for human consumption, do not contain nicotine beyond a de
minimis amoimt, are not used for any of the same piuposes for which traditional tobacco
products are used, and do not present the risks ofaddiction ortoxicity that haditional tobacco
products present. The principal pmpose ofthe Act is"to ensure that [FDA] has the authority to
address issues ofparticular concern to public health officials, especially the use oftobacco by
young people and dependence on tobacco." Tobacco Control Act § 3(2). The Act's forty-nine
legislative findings, therefore, focus ahnost exclusively onaddressing the negative health effects
of traditional tobacco products. See id. §2. That stated pmpose and those issues ofparticular
concern, however, arenot relevant to the types of products described above. Such products do
not bigger addiction concerns because they contain no nicotine or other addictive chemicals;
they do not pose the sameor shnilar "issuesof particular concern to public health officials" that
traditional tobacco products pose; and theydo notposeanydanger to young people. Instead,
they are non-tobacco products for which a tobaccoderivative happens to serve as a useful
component. Any residual concern relating to human consumption of such products as foods or
cosmetics can be fully addressed in accordance withFDA's regulatoiy authority over those
categories ofproducts.

Third, tliere is no need to regulate such products as "tobacco products," since there are
numerous other regulatoiy regimes that are more optimally suited to such products. For
example, FDA has broad regulatoiy authorityover food. Specifically, "[w]ith the general
exception ofmeat, poultry and egg products, [FDA] is responsible for ensiuing the safety and
accurate labeling ofnearly all food products in the United States, including produce, daily
products, seafood, and processed foods." Food Safety Law § 2.03[1] (Law Journal Press 2013)
(footnotes omitted); see, e.g., FDCA § 201(f), 21 U.S.C. § 321(f) (defining the tenn "food"); 21
U.S.C. §§ 341-350/-1 (providing FDA with regulatoiy authority over food); U.S. Food <£ Drug
Administration: Wliat Does FDA Regulate?, at http://www.fda.gov/AboiitFDA/Transparency/
Basics/ucml94879.htm (last visited July 8, 2014) (explaining that FDA regulates foods,
including dietaiy supplements, food additives, and other food products). Notably, food for
animals is within FDA's jurisdiction over "food." See 21 U.S.C. § 321(f). Thus, for example, a
tobacco protein used in animal feed would fall within FDA's regulatoiy authority over food. So
too with respect to a tobacco protein used hi tobacco-seed cooking oil.

69 Forexample, tobacco protein may be useful in animal feed. See, e.g., George Alexander, Leaf
Protein: TheRichest Source ofProtein, 10 Mosaic 39, 45 (May, June 1979), available at
http://www.mosaicscieiicemagazine.org/index.php?mode=article&pk_niagaznie=12. Food for
animals, of course, is witlmi FDA's jurisdiction over "food" pursuant to FDCA § 201(f), 21
U.S.C. § 321(f).
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FDA also has regulatoiy authority over, and "monitors the safety of," cosmetics. Food
Safety Law § 2.03[1]; see, e.g., FDCA § 201, 21 U.S.C. § 321(i) (definhig the tenn "cosmetic");
FDCA § 601, 21 U.S.C § 361 (regulating adulterated cosmetics); FDCA § 602, 21 U.S.C. § 362
(regulathig misbrauded cosmetics); U.S. Food & Drug Administration: Wliat Does FDA
Regulate?, supra (explaining that FDA regulates cosmetics, including color additives found hi
makeup and other personalcare products, skin moisturizers and cleansers, and perfume).
Consequently, the use of tobacco derivatives hi cosmetics likewise would fall within FDA's
regulatoiy authority, including products like tobacco cembranoids, anti-oxidants, and vitamins;
Solanesol (CoQIO); and tobacco-seed oil usedin face cream or protein hair-care products.

Moreover, where FDA couldnot exercise jurisdictional authority thioughotherCenters,
other governmental agencies would still provide oversight as to many of these tobacco-derived
products. Forexample, theConsumer Product Safety Commission would have authority over
certain tobacco-derived products that do not qualify as "tobacco products" under the Tobacco
Conhol Act. The Commission is charged with"promulgat[ing] consumer product safety
standards," 15 U.S.C. § 2056(a), and it has expansive authority over"thousands of types of
consumer products," see U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission: About CPSC, at
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/About-CPSC/ (last visitedJune 3, 2014). Seealso U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission: Office of Compliance andField Operations, Tlie Regulated
Products Handbook, at 5 (2013) ("The CPSC hasjurisdiction over thousands of types of
consumer products used hi the home, in schools, in recreation, or otherwise."). Thus, for
example, the Commission would have regulatoiy authority over a tobacco-derived product that is
used as a household glue or kitchen-floorpolisher.

In addition, the Federal Trade Commission "protects consumers by stopping unfair,
deceptive or fraudulent practices in the marketplace." FederalTrade Commission: Wiat We
Do, at http://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/what-we-do (last visited July2, 2014); see, e.g., 15 U.S.C.
§45(a)(1). Thus, if advertising for aninnovative tobacco-derived product were misleading, the
FTC could take steps to regulate such advertising.

Insum, FDA should not seek toregulate as"tobacco products" or impose any labelmg
requirements on products that Congress never imagined wouldfall withinthe definition in
FDCA §201(h), 21 U.S.C. § 321(n). Aproduct should not be regulated as a "tobacco product"
simply because ithas a constituent that isderived from a tobacco plant. More specifically, a
product that (1) contains no, or only de minimis amounts of, addictive chemicals such as
nicotuie, (2) isnot intended tobe used, and has no likeliliood ofbeing used, as a substitute for a
traditional tobacco product, and (3) does not present any ofthe risks ofaddiction or toxicity or
danger to youth that haditional tobacco products present, should not be regulated as a "tobacco
product." Instead, it should be regulated pursuant to authorities tailored to that product, e.g., as a
food or cosmetic. Acontrary understanding would be unfaithful to the text and piuposes ofthe
Tobacco Control Act, and therefore would be an unreasonable exercise ofFDA's regulatoiy
authority.
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E. In Light ofthe Continuum ofRisk and FDA's View That Warnings Should Be
Used to Correct Consumers' Misunderstanding AboutRisks, FDA Should
Revise a Misleading Warning Currently Required on Smokeless Tobacco
Products.

In its proposed deeming regulation, FDA proposes aregulation requiring an addictiveness
warning and other regulations thatarise from its concern thatconsumers misimderstand the risks
posed by various types oftobacco products. For example, FDA "believes that [the
addictiveness] warning isuecessaiy toreduce youths' widely held but erroneous belief that
certain tobacco products—those for wluch there cunently are no warnings regarding
addictiveness—are safe for their use."70

Formore than three years, RJRT and ASC have urged FDA to modify a smokeless
tobacco wamhig due toa sinular concern—namely, that the warning misleaduigly implies that
smokeless tobacco products areas hannfiil as, or more hannfiil than, cigarettes. Consistent with
the concern expressed hi theproposed rale,FDA should promptly adjust the text of the
smokeless tobacco wamhig in order to provide consumers with accurate infonnation about the
relative risks ofsmokeless tobacco and cigarettes. Simply put, mandatory warnings should
illuminate—not obfuscate—which categories of tobacco products present less or more risk than
others.

Labeling statements for haditional smokeless tobacco products are mandated by the
Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act. 15 U.S.C. § 4401 etseq., as amended
bySections 204 and 205 of the Tobacco Control Act, see 123 Stat, at 1846-49. Specifically,
packaghig for smokeless tobacco products must bear one of four label statements, wluch are
"randomly displayed in each 12-month period." 15 U.S.C. §§ 4402(a)(1), (b)(3)(A). The
warningstatementthat RJRT and ASC have challengedreads as follows: "WARNING: Tlus
product is not a safe alternative to cigarettes." § 4402(a)(1).

FDAhas statutory authority to "adjust" by mlemaking the textof any label statement 'if
[FDA] finds thatsuch a change would promote greater public understanding of the risks
associated with the use of smokeless tobaccoproducts." § 4402(d). Thus, hi 2011, RJRT and
ASC submitted to FDAa Citizen Petition requesting that theAgency initiate a mlemaking to
adjust the text of the above-referenced wamhig so that it would read: "WARNING: No tobacco

79 Fed. Reg. at 23166/2; see id. at 23153/2 ("[CJonsumerconfusion and misinformation,
reflected in mistaken beliefs that non-cigarette tobacco products are safe alternatives to
cigarettes, also support the Agency's detennination that the proposed restrictions are appropriate
for the protection of the public health."), 23158/1, 23164/1-2 ("Failure to disclose material facts
about tobaccoproducts, such as the presence and addictive nature of the mcothie in the products,
is likely to mislead consumers.... The use of tobacco packages to help consimiersbetter
understand and appreciate tobacco-related health risks has a number of advantages."), 23165/2
("The content of the proposed messages also indicates that they should help consumers
understand and appreciate the relevant health risks.").
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product is safe, but tiiis product presents substantially lower risks to health than cigarettes."71
Although nearly three years have passed since the Citizen Petition was filed, FDA has failed to
take any substantive action hi connection with it.

As explained hi the Citizen Petition, thechallenged warning statement is misleading
because it implies that smokeless tobacco products do not present less risk thancigarettes, hi
otherwords, thechallenged wamhig is a statement aboutthe safetyof bothcigarettes and
smokeless tobacco products, but it omits thecritical infonnation thatsmokeless tobacco products
present a materially lower health riskthan do cigarettes. Because thewarning clearly implies
that cigaiettes are unsafe, a statementthat a smokeless tobacco product is "not a safe altemative
to cigarettes" is technically hue, but highly misleading. Simply put, thematerial omission
hivites consimiers to infer incorrectly that cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products are equally
unsafe.

Contrary to the implication of the challenged warning statement, an extensive body of
scientific literature clearly shows that, although smokeless tobacco products do present health
risks, they present substantially lower health risks than cigarettes. Asexplained in the Citizen
Petition, "the scientific consensus is that [smokeless tobacco] products are substantially less
risky or 'safer' than cigarettes." Citizen Petition, supra, at 3-4(footnote omitted) (attached as
Exh. C-l); seealso App'x A to the Citizeu Petition (attached asExli. C-2); App'x B to the
Citizen Petition (attached asExh. C-3). Because cigarettes undergo combustion when used as
intended, smokers are exposed by inhalation tosubstantial quantities ofcombustion products
from theburning of cigaiettes, as well as other substances in cigarettes thattransfer from tobacco
to smoke. By contrast, because smokeless tobacco products do not undergo combustion dming
use, users of smokeless tobacco products are exposed to much lower quantities of combustion
products—i.e., to whatever combustion products, ifany, remain from the fire-curing ofthe
tobacco in smokeless tobaccoproductsor from natmal envuomnental sources. Tliese differences
result insignificantly different risk profiles for users. See, e.g., Report ofTobacco Advisoiy
Group of the Royal College ofPhysicians ofLondon, Harm Reduction inNicotine Addiction:
Helping People Wlio Can 7Quit, at 156 (2007) (concluding that "it isveiy clear that, for most of

71 Citizen Petition, FDA Docket No. FDA-201 l-P-0573 (July 28, 2011) (hereinafter "Citizen
Petition") (attached as Exli. C-l, along with Appendix A(Exh. C-2) and Appendix B(Exh. C-3)
to the Citizen Petition). After receiving no substantive response from FDA, RJRT and ASC
subnutted supplements to the Citizen Petition onAugust 21, 2012 and March 28, 2013. See
Supplement to Citizen Petition, FDA Docket No. FDA-201 l-P-0573 (Aug. 21, 2012)
(hereinafter "First Supplement") (attached as Exli. D-l, along with Appendix A(Exh. D-2) to the
First Supplement); Supplement to Citizen Petition, FDA Docket No. FDA-201 l-P-0573 (Mar.
28, 2013) (hereinafter "Second Supplement") (attached as Exh. E-l, along with Attachments 1-3
(Exlis. E-2 to E-4) to the Second Supplement). Notably, the second supplement to the Citizen
Petition continued to advocate the Citizen Petition's uutial proposal for modifying the challenged
warning, but it also proposed the following altemative formulation: "WARNING: No tobacco
product is safe; however, exclusive use of smokeless tobacco products presents substantially less
risk to health than cigarettes." The Citizen Petition, First Supplement, and Second Supplement,
as well as theu- conesponding appendices and attachments, are incorporated into these comments
as if fully stated herein.
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the major health effects oftobacco, smoking ismany tunes more dangerous than smokeless
tobacco [products] use"); Nutt, supra, at 222-24 (concluding that smokeless tobacco poses
substantially fewer risks than cigarettes); Citizen Petition, supra, at 7("the overwhelming
consensus ofthe scientific literature and major public-health organizations is that, as compared
to cigarettes, the categoiy of[smokeless tobacco] products presents far less risk for virtually
eveiy major smoking-relateddisease").

The challenged wanting statement is especially misleading hi light of the fact that
consmners aheadybelieve—hiconectly—that smokeless tobacco products areat leastas hannfiil
as cigarettes. As the Citizen Petition noted, most Americans are under the mistaken belief that
smokeless tobacco products areashannfiil as,ormore hannfiil than, cigarettes. The Citizen
Petition citedmore thana dozen scientific articles andprimary sources that demonstrate the
widespread public misunderstanding regarding the relative risks associated with the use of
cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products. See Citizen Petition, supra, at 19-27. Additionally,
scientific literahire published since the submission of the Citizen Petition provides even more
evidence of this misunderstanding. For example, one informative source is an analysis of data
oil riskunderstanding among adult tobacco users hi the Consumer Styles survey, which is a
nationally representative survey of U.S. consimiers. Researchers have found from this survey
that nearly 98% of exclusive smokers, and more than half of exclusive smokeless tobacco users,
believe that smokeless tobacco use is as hamifhl as or morehamrful than cigarette smoking.72
An even more recent analysis ofConsumer Styles data reached a similar result: it foimd that
fewer than 5% of U.S. adults (regardless of tobacco-use status) believe that snus or dissolvable
tobacco products present less riskthan cigarettes.73 hi addition, another recent article foimd that
only 6.8% of a sampleof cunent U.S. smokersunderstoodthat smokeless tobacco productsare
"a lot less harmful" than cigaiettes. The article's authors concludedthat "[t]he low level of
understandingreflects a failure ofpublic education, and in some cases [is] probably exacerbated
by misleading statements from authorities about relative harms."74

For the reasons discussed above, the challenged wanting statement for smokeless tobacco
products should be revised so that it accurately informs consimiers about where smokeless
tobacco and cigarettes fall, with respect to each other, on the continuum of risk. Providing
consmners with simple, non-misleading infonnation can serve as a major step toward collecting
the consumer misperceptions documented in the scientific literatiue.

FDA should act promptly to adjust the text of the challenged warning statement. It has
been more than three years since the Citizen Petition was submitted, almost two years since the
First Supplement to the Citizen Petition was submitted, and more than one year since the Second

72 Annette K. McClave-Regan &Judy Berkowitz, Smokers who are also using smokeless
tobacco products in the US: a national assessment ofcharacteristics, behaviours and beliefs of
'dual users,' Tob. Con. 20:239-242 (2011).

73 Annette K. Regan, Shanta R. Dube, & Rene Anazola, Smokeless andflavored tobacco
products in the U.S.: 2009 Styles Survey results, Am. J. Preventive Med. 42:29-36 (2012).

74 Ron Borland et al.,Effects ofafact sheet on beliefs about the harmfulness ofalternative
nicotine delivery systems compared with cigarettes, Hann Red. J. 9:19 (2012).
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Supplement was submitted. FDA's inaction regarding this critically important matter is
unjustified. Afterall, "a reasonable time foragency action is typically counted in weeks or
nionths, notyears," In re Am. Rivers &Idaho Rivers United, 372 F.3d 413, 419 (D.C. Cn\ 2004)
(citation omitted), and bythat standard, FDA's action is long overdue. If FDA tnily believes that
warning statements should be used to infonn and educate consmners about relative risks of
tobacco products, then tliere isno logical explanation for why FDA would not revise a wanting
that inaccurately implies that smokeless tobacco products are at least as hamiful as cigaiettes.

F. FDA Should Generally Regulate Non-Premium Cigars in the Same Manner as
Cigarettes.

Cigars are not currently regulated by FDA. See FDCA §901(b), 21 U.S.C. § 387a(b); 79
Fed. Reg. at 23142/1, 23144/1. FDA is, however, proposing to deem cigars tobe"tobacco
products" and thereby subject them to Subchapter IX ofthe FDCA. 79 Fed. Reg. at23142/1,
23202/3-23203/2. The Agency has articulated two possible options for howto do so: Under
"Option 1," FDA would deem all cigars to be "tobacco products," but under "Option 2." FDA
would exempt prenuum cigars from the scope of the deeming regulation. Id. at 23142/1,
23143/2. FDA has requested comments on whether it should proceed with Option 1orOption 2
Id. at 23143/2, 23144, 23145/1.75

RAIS submits that all cigars, including premium cigars, should be deemed to be "tobacco
products," and that non-premiiun cigars should be subject to regulatory requirements that are the
same asorsimilar to those applicable to cigarettes. Premium cigars, in contrast, should be
subject to less stringent regulations because, on the conthiuum ofrisk, they pose less health risks
than cigarettes and non-premimn cigars (including little cigars).

First, all cigars, including prenuum cigars, should be deemed to be "tobacco products."
Cigars obviously meet the statutoiy definition of"tobacco product," because they are made from
tobacco and are intended for human consumption for the piuposes for which humans
traditionally have consumed tobacco products. See FDCA §201(rr), 21 U.S.C. §321(n)
(defining "tobacco product"); see supra at§II.D (discussing the definition of"tobacco
product"). Moreover, although premium cigars have arisk profile different from that of, say,
cigarettes, they nonetheless pose health risks at least comparable to those posed by many types of
smokeless tobacco products. See supra at §II.A.2 (discussing an expert panel's conclusion that
cigars pose somewhat more risk than smokeless tobacco); Cigar Smoking and Cancer, supra
("All cigar and cigarette smokers, whether or not they inhale, directly expose then lips, mouth,
tongue, tluoat, and larynx to tobacco smoke and its toxic and cancer-causing chemicals.")

"In order to define the products that would be subject to [Option 2], FDA would propose to
define acovered cigar to mean: any cigar as defined in this part, except acigar that: (1) Is
wrapped in whole tobacco leaf; (2) contains a 100 percent leaf tobacco binder; (3) contains
primarily long filler tobacco; (4) is made by combining manually the wrapper, filler, and binder;
(5) has no filter, tip, or non-tobacco mouthpiece and is capped by hand; (6) has aretail price
(after any discounts or coupons) ofno less than $10 per cigar. .. ; (7) does not have a
characterizing flavor other than tobacco; and (8) weighs more than 6pounds per 1000 units " 79
Fed. Reg. at 23150/2; see also id. at 23203/1-2.
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(emphasis added); Carlos hibanen et al. Effect ofCigar Smoking on the Risk ofCardiovascular-
Disease, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, and Cancer in Men, 340 N.EJ. Med. 1773,
1779 (June 10, 1999) ("Even cigar smokers who do not inhale are exposed to their own
envuomnental tobacco smoke, a clearly documented risk factor for coronary heart disease and
COPD.") (emphasis added); Centersfor Disease Control and Prevention: Smoking &Tobacco
Use - Cigars, athttp://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/tobacco_iiidustiy/
cigars/iiidex.htm (last visited June 11, 2014) (discussing the linkage between cigar smoking and
certain cancers, gum disease, and tooth loss). Tliere is, therefore, no basis for categorically
exempting cigarsgenerally—or premium cigars in particular—from the definition of "tobacco
products."

Second, non-premium cigars generally should besubject to the same regulatoiy
restrictions ascigarettes. Indeed, one major categoiy ofnon-premium cigars—little cigais—are
in many cases nothing more thancigaiettes differently packaged to avoid higher excise taxes and
regulatoiy requirements. "Little cigars are the same sizeandshape as cigarettes"; areoften
packaged like cigarettes"; andsometimes "have a filter, which makes it seem they are designed
to be smoked likecigarettes (thatis, for the smoke to be inhaled)." Cigar Smoking and Cancer,
supra; seealso King etal, supra, at 41. "Most people" do,hi fact, "smoke these small cigais
exactly the same as cigarettes." Cancer.org, supra; see Deluevo, supra, at 117 (noting that
"small cigars" canbe "a feasible alternative product to cigarettes"). Specifically, "[d]ata
suggests that little cigars and cigaiillos may besmoked differently from large cigars, with deepei
inhalation shnilar to that ofcigarettes," and "[t]his deeper inhalation can exacerbate the health
risks associated with large cigar use."76 The risks presented by cigarettes and little cigais are
highin absolute tenns and are much higher thanthose presented by anyothercategoiy. see supra
at § II.A.2; thus, as a practical matter, the risks the two categoriespresent are similarto each
other. It follows, therefore, that non-premium cigars shouldbe subjectto substantially the same
regulatoiy requirements as cigarettes—including substantially the samewantingrequirements
for packaging and print advertising; the bans on characterizing flavors, televisionand radio
advertising, free samples, brand-name merchandise, and brand-name sponsorships; and other
regulatoiy requirements. See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 1333(a) (mandating that specified warnings be
placed on cigarette packaging); 15 U.S.C. § 1333(b) (imposing mandatoiy wamhigs for cigarette
advertising); FDCA § 907(a)(1)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 387g(a)(l)(A) (banning characterizing flavors
in cigarettes); 15 U.S.C. § 1335 (banning television and radio advertising for cigarettes and little
cigars); 21 C.F.R. § 1140.16(d)(1) (bannuig free samplesofcigarettes); 21 C.F.R. § 1140.34(a),
(c) (banning the placementof brand names on promotional merchandise and the sponsorship of
certain events using the brand names of cigarettes); see also supra at § II.C (discussing the ban
on characterizing flavors), infra at §§ III.B (discussing the samplingban), IH.E.l (discussing the

Tobacco Fact Sheet: Cigars, Cigarillos and Little Cigars, Legacy, available at
http://www.legacyforhealth.org/content/download/642/7502/version/2/file/Fact_Sheet-
Cigars_Cigarillos_LittleCigars.pdf(last visited July 8, 2014); see also Little Cigars are a Big
Deal ("Little cigars are often a cheaper altemative to cigaiettes ...."); Melissa Dald, Too Many
American TeensAre Smoking "Little Cigars, "Report Says, available at http://www.nbcnews.
com/#/liealtli/kids-health/too-many-american-teens-are-smoking-little-cigars-ieport-says-
fBCl 1433058 (Oct. 22, 2013) (quoting a representative of the American Lung Association as
stating that little cigars "really are cigarettes in cigar clothing").
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ban on television and radioadvertising), IH.E.2 (discusshig the bans on brand-name meichaiidise
and brand-name sponsorships).77

Third, although premium cigars should be deemed tobe"tobacco products," RAIS agrees
that, hiaccordance with the continuum ofrisk, it is appropriate to subject them tosubstantially
less stringent regulations than cigaiettes and little cigais. Premium cigars do not pose the same
level ofrisk as cigarettes and little cigars. See supra at§H.A.2 (discussing an expert panel's
conclusion that cigaiettes and small cigars pose substantially more risk than other cigars).
Instead, their risk profile ismore comparable to that ofhaditional smokeless tobacco products,
see id., due inpartto the fact that, "hicontrast with cigarette smoke, cigar smoke is often not
inhaled." Cigar Smoking and Cancer, supra. Thus, as a sttidy inthe New EnglandJournal of
Medicine declared, "the associations between cigar smoking and COPD and lung cancer were
weaker than those seen for cigarette smoking, probably because cigar smoke isusually not
uilialed deeply." Iribanen etal, supra, at 1778. Moreover, the infrequency with wluch
premium cigars are smoked may also decrease the risks associated with their use.78 It is
therefore unsurprising that "cigar smokers have lower rates of lung cancer, coronary heart
disease, and lung disease than cigarette smokers."79 Accordingly, it isappropriate to subject
premium cigars to regulatoiy requirements less stringent than those applicable to cigaiettes.

G. FDA Should Establish and Publish a Continuum-of-Risk Chart for the Public.

As noted above, FDA should notonlytailor its regulations to reflect the continuum of
risk, but it also should endeavor to educate the public about the continuiun of risk. Clear and
candid commiuiication with the public on this issue would serve to counteract the misperceptions
and misinformation that cimently exist. See 19 Fed. Reg. at23158/1 (discussing consumer
misperceptions about the relative risks ofvarious tobacco products), hi addition, communicating
with the public in this way would encourage existing tobacco users to switch from more risky to
less risky tobacco products. Thus, RAIS submits that FDA should establish and publish achart

As discussed hi Section IH, infra, RAIS submits that many such marketing restrictions violate
the First Amendment. But ifthey are to be applied to cigarettes, then fairness and unifomiity
dictate that non-premium cigars should be subject to substantially the same marketing
restrictions.

879 Fed. Reg. at 23152/1 (noting that it has been suggested that "the vast majority ofpremium
cigar smokers are occasional users who do not inhale and, therefore, there would be little public
health benefit ifFDA were to regulate premium cigars"); id. at 23154/3-23155/1 ("Usage
patterns suggest that cigar-only use that begins in adulthood may be less likely to produce
dependence than cigarette smoking, and it is not likely 'that substantial levels ofphysical
dependence would be observed in people who rarely smoked on 2or more consecutive days.'"):
see also Cigar Smoking and Cancer, supra ("The more you smoke, the gieater your risk of
disease.").

Cigar Smoking and Cancer, supra; see also hibanen et al, supra, at 1776 ("[W]hereas the
elative risks of disease associated with cigar smoking were moderate (most were less than 2)

typical relative risks associated with cunent cigarette smoking by men are 15to 30for coronary
heart disease, 9to 25 for COPD, 8to 24 for lung cancer, and 4to 12 for oropharyngeal cancer.").

79

r
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that clearly reflects therisks of various tobacco products. A chart such as theone set forth at
page 38, supra, would help dispel consumer misperceptioiis and would, in turn, advance public
health objectives.

III. FDA'S REGULATIONS OF LABELING AND MARKETING MUST COMPLY
WITH THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND SHOULD REFLECT THE
CONTINUUM OF RISK.

Although FDA's proposed regulation contains some restiictions that affect labeling,
marketing, and modified-risk claims and descriptors, the proposed ralerightly avoids other such
restrictions. To the extent the Agency proposes regulations that affect speech or expressive
conduct, such regulations must reflect the continuum ofrisk and relevant First Amendment
principles, one ofwhich is that governmental regulations of speech, including conmiercial
speech, shouldpromote, and not hinder, informedchoicesby adult consumers.

As discussed below, RAIS supports some of FDA's proposedmarketing restiictions, but
it submits that other restiictions should be modified or abandoned. This section of the coimnents
addresses FDA's proposed addictiveness warning, the proposed ban on free samples, the
question whether manufacturers may assert thatnon-combustible deemed tobacco products are
"smoke-free," the modified risk tobacco product regime ("MRTPR"), and marketing restrictions
thatFDAconectly decided not to impose. As explained below, RAISsubmits that (A) the size
of the addictiveness warning for non-combustible deemedtobacco products shouldbe reduced to
allow other important hifonuation to be included on packaging and to address First Amendment
concerns, (B) any restiictions on free samples of non-combustible deemedtobaccoproducts
should be no more stringentthan those on traditional smokeless tobaccoproducts, (C) FDA
shouldallow manufactiuers to accuratelyassert that smoke-free deemedproducts are, in fact,
smoke-free, and (D) the MRTPR, as appliedto non-combustible deemedtobaccoproducts,
continues to violate the Fust Amendment. In addition, (E) RAIS agrees with FDA's decision not
to imposeother marketing restrictions on non-combustible deemedtobaccoproducts because, as
applied to tlieseproducts, such restrictions would violate the First Amendment.80

A. FDA Should Reduce the Required Size of the Proposed Addictiveness Warning.

The proposed deeming regulation establishes the following warning relating to the
addictiveness of nicotine: "WARNING: This product contains nicotine derived from tobacco.
Nicotine is an addictive chemical." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23205/1. On product packaging, the
wanting area must occupy "at least 30 percent" of the "two principal display panels," and the
wamhig must "[b]e printed in a font size that ensures that the text occupies the greatest possible
proportion of the wanting area set aside for the text required." Id. In advertisements, the
addictiveness warning must "appear hi the upper portion of the area of the advertisement within
the trim area," occupy "at least 20 percent of the area of the advertisement," use "a font size that
ensures that the text occupies the greatest possible proportion of the warning area set aside for

RAIS's coimnents in Section HI apply exclusively to non-combustible deemed tobacco
products. Indeed, little cigars should be subject to whatever rales ultimately apply to cigarettes,
given that little cigars fall within the same risk paradigm as cigaiettes. See supra at § II.F.
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the text required," aud be "surrounded by a rectangular border" of a specifiedwidth. Id. at
23205/2.

RAIS supports the content of this proposedwanting. Indeed, it is shnilar to the warnings
thatRAI's subsidiaiy, RJRVC, cimently places on its VUSE e-cigarette products. Thewamhigs
and disclaimer appearing on VUSE products provide:

VUSE is a tobacco product because the nicotine used in this product is extracted
from the tobacco plant. No tobacco product has been shown to be safe and
without risks. This tobacco product contains nicotuie which is addictive. This
product is intended for use only by adult tobacco consumers and is not mtended
for persons who are pregnant or breast feedhig; persons who have an unstable
heart condition, high blood pressure, or diabetes; or persons who are at risk for
heart disease or are taking medicine for depression or asthma. Keep out of reach
of children.

Not For Sale To Minors

WARNING: This product contains nicotine, a chemical known to the State of
California to cause birth defects or other reproductive hann.

This product is not a smoking cessation product and has not been tested as such.
The U.S. Food and Drag Administration has not evaluated the safety of this
product or any of the statements made by the manufacturer on behalf of this
product. This product is not intended to diagnose, heat, cure, or prevent any
condition, disorder, diseaseor physical or mental condition.81

RAIS provides all this infonnation because nicotine addictiveness is not the oidy risk
presented by e-cigarettes. Theother infonnation is also important so thatconsmners can take
tliese risks mto accoimt when decidhig whether touse these products. Allocating to the addiction
warning space beyond what is needed for consmners to see it and understand it is unreasonable
anddisserves thepublic health interest hi permitting manufachueis to communicate other
important information to consumers inproduct packaging and advertisements.

81 The first two paragraphs of the block quotation appear on the back of the packaging for VUSE
original and VUSE menthol caitiidges; the thud paragraph appears on one side ofthe packaging;
and the fourth paragraph appears on the other side ofthe packaging. See Exh. F(packaging for
VUSE original cartridges), Exli. G(packagmg for VUSE menthol cartridges). VUSE original
solo and VUSE menthol solo products bear the same warnings, but the placement ofthe text
differs slightly, as compared to the above-described placement on the packaging for the
caitiidges. See Exli. H(packaging for VUSE original solo products); Exh. I (packaging for
VUSE menthol solo products). Specifically, on the VUSE original solo and VUSE menthol solo
products, the first three paragraphs appear on the back ofthe packagmg (in an order different
from that on the packaging for caitiidges), and the fourth paragraph appears on the back heat seal
card. Moreover, the foiuth paragraph quoted above is a disclaimer thatwill be rendered
superfluous once FDA begins regulating e-cigarettes and therefore probably will be removed
once the final deeming regulation ispromulgated.
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RAIS, however, submits that the size ofthe warning should be reduced, hiparticular,
FDA's final regulation should, at most, require that (1) a non-combustible deemed tobacco
product's warnings must occupy a total of30% ofthe packaging's two principal display panels;
(2) the FDA-imposed addictiveness wanting must occupy atleast 20% ofsuch panels; and
(3) other wamhigs that the company places onthe package may occupy the additional 10% of the
panels (hi order to meet the aggregate 30% requirement), provided that such warnings do not
undeniiine the FDA-imposed warning. Alternatively, FDA should require a 30% warning on
only one principal display panel, leaving the other principal display panel available for other
hnportant infonnation. For several reasons, explained ingreater detail below, the requirements
of the proposed rale raise serious practical and legal problems.

1. The Size of the Warning Should Be Reduced in Light of the Voluminous
Other Information That Appears on Packaging for Non-Combustible
Deemed Tobacco Products Such as E-Cigarettes.

Thesize, scale, and intrasiveness of FDA's proposed addictiveness warning should be
evaluated hi the context of theotherinfonnation that already appears on the packagmg of non-
combustible deemed tobacco products. As illustrated by RJRVC's VUSEpackaging, the
packagmgfor some deemedtobaccoproducts aheady includes detailedwamhigs and other
infonnation hnportant to reduce risks from inappropriate use or handling of the product. The
size of the proposed rale's addictiveness warning should be reduced in order to ensure that
manufacturers can commiuiicate such infonnation along with the mandatedwamhig.

Existing warnings on packaging for VUSE e-cigarette products occupy the equivalent of
approximately30% of one of the principal display panels. Specifically, VUSE packaging
explains that VUSE products contain tobacco-derivednicotine: "VUSE is a tobacco product
because the nicotine used in this product is extracted fiom the tobacco plant." As noted above,
the packaging also acknowledges the addictiveness of nicotuie: "This tobacco product contains
nicotine which is addictive." The packaging also describes nicotine as a "chemical." However,
the VUSE packaging contains other important information as well. It refers to the fact that no
tobacco products have been shown to be risk-free: "No tobacco product has been shown to be
safe and without risks." The packaging emphasizes that VUSE products are intended for adults
who do not suffer from certain specified conditions: "This product is intended for use only by
adult tobacco consmners and is not mtended for persons who are pregnant or breast feeding;
persons who have an unstable heart condition, high blood pressure, or diabetes; or persons who
are at risk for heart disease or are taking medicine for depression or asthma." The packaging
proscribes sale to minors ("Not For Sale To Minors") and instincts that the product should be
kept away from minors ("Keep out of reach of children."). In addition, VUSE packagmg
contains a warning statement required by the State ofCalifornia: "WARNING: This product
contahis nicotine, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other
reproductive hann." The packaging also states that the product is not a smoking-cessation
product: "This product is not a smokmg cessation product and has not been tested as such." The
packaging disclaims that the product is intended to heat or cure health-related conditions, and it
explains that FDA has not evaluated its safety: "The U.S. Food and Drag Administration has not
evaluated the safety of this product or any of the statements made by the manufacturer on behalf
of this product. This product is not intended to diagnose, heat, cure, or prevent any condition,
disorder, disease or physical or mental condition." Finally, the VUSE packaging contains other
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important infonnation, such as a bar code and the address, phone nmnber, and website for
RJRVC; infonnation about the VUSE recycling program; and the declaration that VUSE
products are "designedand assembled hi the USAby tobacco experts." (Capitalization altered.)

In lightof thisvoluminous health and other hnportant infonnation on VUSE packaging, it
would be impractical for manufachueis such asRJRVC to dedicate 30% of both principal
display panels to thefollowing simple statement: "WARNING: This product contains nicotine
derived fromtobacco. Nicotuie is an addictive chemical." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23205/1. This
statement is,no doubt, an important one, which is why RJRVC aheady includes a substantially
similar statement onVUSE packaging. Butthe other infonnation on that packaging is also
important. Yet under this rale, there would be insufficient space left onthe packaging for the
communication of this other hnportant consumer hifonuation. The result would be hann to the
veiyconsumers theproposed rale is intended to help. Accordingly, FDA should adopt RAIS's
proposal, set outabove, which woidd ensure that the FDA-maudated wanting isprominently
displayed wliile, at the same time, leaving sufficient space onpackagmg for thecommunication
ofother important consumer infonnation.

2. In View of the Continuum of Risk, the Size of the Proposed Addictiveness
Warning Should Be Reduced.

The continuum ofrisk further supports a decrease hi the size ofFDA's proposed
addictiveness wamhig. The scientific literatiue demonstrates that non-combustible deemed
tobacco products potentially pose less risk than cigaiettes and are likely no more risky than
traditional smokeless tobacco products. It follows that the mandatoiy wamhig for non-
combustible deemed tobacco products should besmaller than the warnings for other tobacco
products.

As established above, the continuum ofrisk dictates that categories oftobacco products
that pose, or have the potential to pose, less risk should be subject to less stringent regulatoiy
requirements. See supra at§II (discusshig the conthiuum ofrisk and the ways that it should
guide the regulation ofdeemed tobacco products). When applying such principles hi the context
ofgovernment-imposed warnings, it isclear that less intrusive warnings should be used for
lower-risk products. Indeed, Congress recognized this pohit when crafting wamhig requirements
for cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco: Cigarette warnings were intended to occupy
50% ofthe front and back ofthe packagmg, 15 U.S.C. § 1333(a); 79 Fed. Reg. at23164/3—but
wamhigs for traditional smokeless tobacco products, which present substantially less risk than
cigarettes, were to occupy asmaller area (namely, 30%) of the package's two principal display
panels, 15 U.S.C. § 4402(a)(2)(A). Congress thus recognized that smaller, less-intrusive
warnings are warranted for tobacco products that pose lower health risks, provided, ofcoiuse,
that they are sufficiently prominent to communicate the relevant information to consmners.
Consistent with this approach, e-cigarettes and other non-combustible, tobacco-derived products
should have smaller wamhigs if they present, or have the potential to present, less risk than
cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products.

Although the science regarding e-cigarettes isdiscussed hisubstantial detail above, see
supra at §H.A.2, it bears repeating here that e-cigarettes and other non-combustible, tobacco-
derived products potentially pose less risk than combustible tobacco products and are likely no
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more risky than traditional smokeless tobacco products. The vast preponderance of the scientific
literatiue suggests that e-cigarettes are likelylesshannfiil to healththan combustible tobacco
products cunently ou the market. See id. Thus, more than fifty specialists hinicotine science
and public health policy recently declared that e-cigarettes have "veiy low risks." May 26, 2014
Letter from Specialists hiNicotuie Science, supra, at 1. Indeed, those specialists concluded that
"[t]here is no evidence atpresent ofmaterial risk to health from vapour emitted from e-cigarettes."
Id. at 3 (emphasis added). As these specialists recognized, e-cigarettes and "other low-risk non-
combustible nicotine ortobacco products," when "[t]aken together," could help reduce smoking
prevalence andcigarette consumption. Id. at 1. Similarly, e-cigarettes "deliver lowerlevels of
toxins than conventional cigarettes." Rachel Grana etal. Background Paper on E-Cigarettes
(Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems), WHO Tobacco ConholPapers, at 2 (Dec. 2013); see id.
at 53. A recent technical report concluded that"[electronic cigarettes" are thus"generally
recognized as a saferaltemative to combusted tobacco products." Burstyn, supra, at 1.

hi lightof the science discussed hi thepreceding paragraph, the mandatoiy wanting
statements on e-cigarettes and other non-combustible, tobacco-derivedproducts should be
smaller thanthemandatoiy warnings for cigarettes andhaditional smokeless tobacco products.
Thewamhigson deemed tobacco products should, of course, be prominent; but required
minimum wanting sizes that may be appropriate for ceitahiproducts are not appropriate for ones
that potentially pose less risk. In short, the level ofprominence should be commensurate with
the level ofrisk. And, unlike the proposedrale, RAIS's proposal for packagmg, set forth above,
reflects the continuum of risk. It ensures that FDA's proposed wamhig occupies a full 20% of
the principal display panels and leaves 10% for oilier warnings/important consumer infonnation.
Additionally, because advertisements for traditional smokeless tobacco products must bear a
warning that occupies 20% of the advertisements, see 15 U.S.C. § 4402(b)(2)(B), RAIS submits
that the continuum ofrisk warrants a shnilar reduction in the required size of mandatoiy
warnings in press and poster advertisements for non-combustible deemed tobacco products,
which should be required to occupy no more than 10% of the advertisements.

In short, e-cigarettes and other non-combustible, tobacco-derived products potentially
pose less risk than cigarettes and are likely no more risky than haditional smokeless tobacco
products. In accordance with the continuum of risk, the mandatoiy warnings for non-
combustible deemed tobacco products such as e-cigarettes should therefore occupy a smaller
area—i.e., 20% or less on the principal display panels hi packagmg (with an additional 10%
devoted to other warnings/consumer infonnation), and no more than 10% in advertisements—
than the mandatoiy warnings for cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products.

3. The First Amendment Requires a Reduction in the Size of the Proposed
Warning.

The First Amendment requires a reduction hi the size of the proposed warning.
Manufactiuers have limited space on packagmg to communicate significant amounts of
infonnation to consumers, including branding and other marketing infonnation, as well as the
other consumer-protective infonnation discussed in detail above. See supra at § III.A. 1. The
proposed rale's requirement that 30% of both principal display panels ofpackaging be devoted
to a single, sunple message, however, unjustifiably and imduly burdens manufacturers' abihty to
communicate such infonnation to consimiers, in violation of their First Amendment rights.
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The Supreme Court's "leading First Amendment precedents have established the
principle that freedom of speech prohibits the government from telling people what theymust
say." Rumsfeld v. Fommfor Academic &Institutional Rights, Inc., 547 U.S. 47, 61 (2006); see
alsoPac. Gas&Elec. Co. v. Pub. Utils. Comrn'n ofCal, 475U.S. 1, 16(1986) (plurality
opinion). Under the nanowexception to stiict scratiny that was articulated hiZauderer v. Office
ofDisciplinary Counsel, All U.S. 626(1985), however, theGovernment may mandate certain
commercial disclosures that are "purely factual andluicontroversial" and do notposean
"unjustified or unduly burdensome" restiiction on the speaker. Id. at 651; see also R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205, 1212 (D.C. Ch. 2012).82 As discussed below, FDA's
proposed addictiveness warning is imduly burdensome and unjustified within the meaning of
Zauderer. SeeZauderer, All U.S. at 65l;Milavetz, Gallop &Milavetz, P.A., 130 S. Ct. at 1339.

First, the size andiiitmsiveness of theproposed addictiveness wanting are"imduly
burdensome" because they "effectively rale[ ] out" manufactiuers' ability touse packagmg to
convey branding, marketing, and other substantive information about thenproducts.83 Two
cases effectively illustrate thispoint. In Ibanez v. Florida Department ofBusiness &
Professional Regulation, 512 U.S. 136 (1994), the Supreme Court invalidated a requirement that
accountants who wished to use any type of privately accredited "specialist" designation also
include a disclaimer that (i) explained that the accrediting organization was not govenunentally
affiliated, and(ii) set forth the organization's accreditation requirements. Id. at 146. TheCourt
held that the requirement was "unduly burdensome" because the required level of detail
"effectively rale[d] outnotation of the 'specialist' designation on a business card or letterhead, or
hi a yellow pages listing." Id. at 146-47. Moreover, the Seventh Circuit reached a similar result
hiEntertainment Software Ass 'n v. Blagojevich, 469 F.3d 641 (7th Ch. 2006), where it
invalidated a state law that required retailers to display a four-square-inch sticker stating "18" on
adult-oriented video games. Id. at652. Although the sticker took up only approximately 5% of
the front-and-back panels of the game packaging, the courtheldthat thatwas"a substantial
portion ofthe box." See id. at652 &n. 13. It thus held that the sticker "literally fail[ed] to be
nanowly tailored," because "[t]he State ha[d] failed to even explahi why a smaller sticker would
not suffice." Id. at 652.

Here, product packaging is oneof theprincipal ways hi which manufactiuers of deemed
tobacco products can communicate with consmners. It is where they display branding and
marketing information intended to persuade consimiers to purchase then products and to
differentiate their products from those ofcompetitors. And, as discussed above, it is where they
09

~RAIS submits that all commercial-speech restrictions, including mandated commercial
disclosures, should be subject to stiict scratiny, see Milavetz, Gallop &Milavetz, P.A. v. United
States, 130 S. Ct. 1324, 1342-43 (2010) (Thomas, J., concurring hi part aud concurring in the
judgment), or, ata minimum, to the four-step analysis set forth in Central Hudson Gas &
Electric Corp. v. Public Service Comm 'n, 447 U.S. 557 (1980). Because the proposed rale's
wamhig requirements fail even the Zauderer standard, it necessarily follows that they fail stiict
scratiny and Central Hudson analysis as well.

See, e.g., Principal Br. ofPlaintiffs-Appellants/Cross-Appellees at24-26, Discount Tobacco
City &Lottery, Inc. v. United States, No. 10-5234 (6th Cir. 2012), available at 2010 WL
6510607 (attached as Exli. J and incorporated herein) (hereinafter "Principal Br.").
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likewise conummicate ahost ofother health and consumer-protective infonnation. See supra at
§III.A.l (explaining why the proposed addictiveness warning isburdensome in light ofother
warnings and protective infonnation that are included on the packaging). But FDA's proposed
wamhig—which would occupy 30% ofboth principal display panels to convey arelatively
simple message—would dominate the packaging ofdeemed tobacco products, thus undermining
manufacturers' ability to convey their own messages to consumers thiough their packaging. In
short, theproposed addictiveness warning is unduly burdensome under Zauderer because
manufacturers' ability to use then packagmg to convey infonnation other than theFDA-
mandated wanting would beseverely hampered byFDA's proposed warning.

Second, in addition to behig unduly burdensome, the size and intrasiveness of FDA's
proposed addictiveness warning are"unjustified" under Zauderer. See Principal Br. at 21-23.
The Supreme Court's decision in Ibanez is again illustrative. There, the Court addiessed the
validity of a mandatoiy disclaimer requirement for accountants who wished to use privately-
accredited "specialist" designations. It heldthatthe disclaimer requirement was "unjustified"
because thestate regulatoiy board "fail[ed]... topohit to any harm that [was] potentially real,
notpurely hypothetical." 512 U.S. at 146. Although therationale for includuig some type of
addictiveness wamhig on deemed tobacco products is not "purelyhypothetical," it is clear that
the size of FDA's proposed warning is "imjustified" by theGovernment's interest in infomiing
consimiers about the addictiveness of nicotine. FDA has not shown that a smaller size would not
adequately convey thewanting to consimiers. Indeed, the mam effect of therequired 30%size is
to reduce the abihtyof manufachueis to convey theirownmessages on theirownpackagmg of,
and in their own advertisements for, theirproducts. Thiscommandeering of excessive
communication space the manufachirers pay for is "unjustified" under Zauderer.

The size of FDA's proposed wanting is also "unjustified" because, as discussed above,
the continuumof risk warrants that the warning's size be commensurate with the potentially
lowerlevelof risk posedby non-combustible, tobacco-derived products. See § IH.A.2
(contending that the size of the proposedwamhig is not congruentwith the risk posed by non-
combustible deemed tobacco products). Additionally, the size of the proposed addictiveness
wamhig imposes a burden on speech that far exceeds what is needed to convey the wanting to
consumers. To be sure, tliere is good reason to notify consmners that deemed tobacco products
contain nicotine and that nicotine is addictive. That is why RJRVC aheady includes such a
warning on its VUSE e-cigarettes. But there is a wide anay of.otherinfonnation that is
mandated by law or is hnportant to consimiers. For example—and as discussed hi gieater detail
above,see supra at § III.A.l—RAIS cunently uses its packagingto warn against selling
e-cigarettes to children, to caution agahist leaving e-cigarettes within the reach of children, to
explain that no tobacco products have been shown to be risk-free, and to note that e-cigarettes
are not intended for use by pregnant women or by individuals who have certain medical
conditions. Packaging is likewise crucial to conveying branding and marketing messages. In
light of die importance of conveying this wide range of information, the size of FDA's proposed
addictiveness wanting caimot be justified based on a desire to provide infonnation about nicotine
and addictiveness to consmners. See Ibanez, 512 U.S. at 146-47.84

Afortiori, the proposed addictiveness warning would be unconstitutional if it was subjected to
stiict scratiny or the test established in Central Hudson. See Principal Br. at 18-27;
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4. At a Minimum, FDA Should Clarify That the Proposed Rule's Warning
Requirement Preempts State and Local Law.

For all ofthe foregoing reasons, the size ofthe warning set forth hi the proposed rale
should be reduced. At the veiy least, however, FDA should confirm that the proposed rale's
wamhig requirement will have apreemptive effect similar to that ofthe warning requirements
applicable to cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products. Indeed, given that cigarettes
potentially pose agreater health risk than non-combustible deemed tobacco products such as
e-cigarettes and that, hi all likelihood, e-cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products are
similar in risk, itwould be arbitraiy and capricious for FDA not to accord the proposed rale's
wamhig requirement a comparable preemptive effect.

It is well established that cigarette and traditional smokeless tobacco warnings preempt
contraiy state and local laws that would require statements relating to smoking and health. For
example, for cigarettes, 15 U.S.C. § 1334 provides as follows:

(a) Additional statements. Except to the extent the Secretary requires additional
or different statements on any cigarette package by a regulation, by an order, by a
standard, by an authorization to market a product, or by acondition ofmarketing
a product, pursuant to the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act
(and the amendments made by that Act), or as required under section 903(a)(2) or
section 920(a) of the Federal Food, Drag, and Cosmetic Act [21 U.S.C.
§§ 387c(a)(2) or387t(a)], no statement relating to smokmg and health, other than
the statement required by section 4 of this Act [15 U.S.C. § 1333], shall be
required on any cigarette package.

(b) State regulations. No requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health
shall be imposed under State law with respect to the advertising or promotion of
any cigarettes the packages ofwhich are labeled hi conformity with the provisions
of this Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 1331 etseq.].

(c) Exception. Notwithstanding subsection (b), a State or locality may enact
statutes and promulgate regulations, based on smoking and health, that take effect
after the effective date of the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act, imposing specific bans or restrictions on the thue, place, and manner, but not
content, ofthe advertising orpromotion ofany cigarettes.

Likewise, 15 U.S.C. §4406 sets forth preemption provisions relating to traditional smokeless
tobacco products:

(continued...)

Reply/Response Br. ofPlaintiffs-Appellants/Cross-Appellees at 38-45, Discount Tobacco Citv &
Lottery (6th Or. 2012), available at 2010 WL 6510620 (attached as Exli. Kand incorporated'
herein) (hereinafter "Reply Br.").
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(a) Federal action. Except as provided hi the Family Smoking Prevention and
Tobacco Control Act (and the amendments made by that Act), no statement
relating to the use of smokeless tobacco products and health, other than the
statements required by section 3 [15 U.S.C. § 4402], shall be required by any
Federal agency to appear on any package or hi any advertisement (unless the
advertisement is an outdoor billboard advertisement) of a smokeless tobacco
product.

(b) State and local action. No statement relating to the use of smokeless tobacco
products and health, other than the statements required by section 3 [15 U.S.C.
§ 4402] shall be required by any State or local statute or regulation to be included
on any package or hi any advertisement (unless the advertisement is an outdoor
billboard advertisement) ofa smokeless tobacco product.

(c) Effect on liability law. Nothing in this Act shall relieve any person from
liability at common law or under State statutory law to any other person.

Here, there is no good reason why non-combustible deemed tobacco products should be
subject to a patchwork of federal, state, and local labeling provisions that is less miifonn than the
labeling regimes that apply to cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products, hideed, the
continuum of risk warrants more robustpreemption piovisions for non-combustible deemed
tobacco products, which potentially pose lower risks than cigarettes and which are likely no
more risky than traditional smokeless tobacco products. See supra at § in.A.2. Consequently,
FDA should adopt the following express preemption provision with respect to vapor products
and altemative nicotuie products:

(a) Additional statements. No statement relating to the use of a non-combustible
deemed tobacco product and health, other than the statement required by 21
C.F.R. § 1143.3, shall be required by any Federal agency to appear on any
package or hi any advertisement of a non-combustible deemed tobacco product.

(b) State and local action. No statement, requirement, or prohibition relating to,
or based on, the use of a non-combustible deemed tobacco product and health
shall be imposed under State or local law, including any requirement in any State
or local statute or regulation, to be included on any package or in any
advertisement of a non-conibustible deemed tobacco product.

In addition to ensuring unifomi federal regulation of new and emergmg products, this
preemption provision would partially ameliorate the problem of how to fit onto packaging and
mto advertisements all of the required warnings and other infonnation relating to non-
combustible deemed tobacco products.

5. FDA Should Clarify the Application of the Proposed Warning to Television
and Radio Advertisements.

As discussed below, the proposed deeming rale conectly declines to ban television and
radio advertisements for deemed tobacco products. See infra at § HI.E.l. However, it is unclear
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how the formatting requirements for FDA's proposed addictiveness warningapply to such
advertisements. FDA should, therefore, issueclear guidance on this issuealongthe lines
discussed below.

In certainrespects, the formatting requirements that relate to the proposed addictiveness
wanting apply readily to printed advertisements, but not to television or radio advertisements.
Forexample, theproposed raleprovides thatdiewamhig statement "must appear hi theupper
portion of thearea of theadvertisement within the tnm area"; must "[o]ccupy at least 20percent
of the area of the advertisement"; must be "printed in ... a manner that contrasts by typography,
layout, or color, with all other printed material"; andmust "[b]esurrounded bya rectangular
border that is the same coloras the textof the required warning statement and that is not less
than 3 millimeters (nun) ormore than 4 mm." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23205/2 (setting forth proposed
21 C.F.R. § 1143.3(b)(2)). It is unclear how onecould comply with these requirements as to a
radio advertisement, which, of course, does not include a "him area," "printed material," a
"rectangular border," or "color." It also is unclear how television and radio advertisements
should comply with the requhement that the wamhig "[o]ccupy at least 20percent of thearea of
the advertisement"; for instance, would a thirty-second television advertisement comply if it
displayed the addictiveness wanting over 20% of the area of the advertisement for five seconds?
What is more, how does a television advertiser assess whether die rectangular border is of
sufficientwidth, given that the only guidance is that it must be between three and four
millimeters? The proposed raledoes not provide clarity onthese pohits.

To address this issue, FDA should clarify how the warnings requirement should apply for
television andradio advertisements, hi particular, RAIS recommends that, for television and
radio advertising, advertisers be required toinclude a voiceover stating the wanting out loud, hia
clear, conspicuous, and neutral manner. See FDCA §502(n), 21 U.S.C. §352(n) (requiring that
hi advertisements forprescription drags "presented directly to consmners in television or radio
format and stating the name ofthe drag and its conditions ofuse, the major statement relating to
side effects and contraindications shall bepresented ina clear, conspicuous, and neutral
manner"). Consistent with FDA's proposed regulation regarding prescription drag
advertisements, the required warning statement should be considered clear, conspicuous, aud
neutral if (i) the "[a]udio infonnation is understandable in tenns of the volume, articulation, and
pacing used" and (ii) "[t]he advertisement does not include distracting representations (including
statements, text, images, or sounds or any combination thereof) that detract from the
communication" ofthe wanting statement. See Direct-to-Consumer Prescription Drug
Advertisements; Presentation of the Major Statement in Television and Radio Advertisements in
a Clear, Conspicuous, and Neutral Manner, 75 Fed. Reg. 15376, 15387/1 (Mar. 29, 2010). Such
requirements would ensure that consimiers are aware ofthe wanting.

B. FDA Should Permit theDistribution of Free Samples of Non-Combustible
Deemed Tobacco Products in Qualified, Adult-Only Facilities.

The proposed regulation would impose acomplete ban on the distribution of free samples
ofdeemed tobacco products. Kg., 79 Fed. Reg. at23143/3, 23149/2, 23195/3. This ban is
unjustified and violates the Fust Amendment. FDA, rather, should pennit the dishibution offree
samples ofnon-combustible deemed tobacco products in qualified, adult-only facilities. Tliere is
no logical justification for why the distribution offree samples ofnon-combustible deemed
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tobacco products should be bamied, whereas distribution offree samples ofhaditional smokeless
tobacco products in qualified adult-only facilities ispennitted.

1. Any Restrictions on Free Samples of Non-Combustible Deemed Tobacco
Products Should Be No More Stringent than Those Applicable to Traditional
Smokeless Tobacco Products.

Under existing law, free samples ofcigarettes are completely banned and free samples of
traditional smokeless tobacco products are restricted to qualified, adult-only facihties ("QAOF").
The relevant regulation sets forth the general rale that "no manufachuer, distributor, or retailer
maydistribute or cause to be distributed any free samples of cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, or
otlier tobacco products." 21 C.F.R. § 1140.16(d)(1). Anexception to this rale applies, however,
when "a manufachuer, distributor, or retader distributes] or caus[es] to be distributed free
samples of smokeless tobacco in a qualified adult-only facility." Id. § 1140.16(d)(2). QAOFs
include onlytemporary, alcohol-free stractures inwhich law enforcement or security guards are
posted, among other requirements. Id. § 1140.16(d)(2)(iii).85 Inaddition, samples ofsmokeless
tobacco products thatcanbe taken away from a QAOF are limited to a specified daily quantity
per individual. Id. § 1140.16(d)(2)(iv).

The sampling ban as to cigarettes and the sampling restrictions as to traditional smokeless
products violate the First Amendment.86 But there isno basis for imposing a sampling ban as to
non-combustible deemedtobaccoproducts that is more draconian than the samplingrestiictions

85 The definition of"QAOF" isas follows: "[A] facility orrestricted area that: (A) Requires
each personpresent to provide to a law enforcement officer ... or to a securityguard .. .
government-issued identification showing a photograph and at least the minimum age . .. for the
purchase of smokeless tobacco; (B) Does not sell, serve, or distribute alcohol; (C) Is not located
adjacent to or hmnediately across from (in any direction) a space that is used primarily for youth-
oriented marketing, promotional, or other activities; (D) Is a temporary stmcture constracted,
designated, and operated as a distinctenclosed area for the piupose of distributing free samples
of smokeless tobacco ...; (E) Is enclosed by a barrier that [meets specified criteria relating to its
constniction, placement, and size;] (F) Does not display on its exterior ... [a]ny tobaccopioduct
advertising^ a] brand name other than hi conjunction with words for an area or enclosure to
identify an adult-only facility[, or any] combination of words that would imply to a reasonable
observer that the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer has a sponsorship that would violate [21
C.F.R.] § 1140.34(c)." 21 C.F.R. § 1140.16(d)(2)(iii) (paragraph breaks omitted).

86 See Principal Br. at 16-18, 52-61; Reply Br. at 3-7, 36-38. The legal principles intliese briefs
and accompanying affidavits apply to FDA's proposed mle—including the warnings, sampling
ban, prohibition on asserting that non-combustible deemed products are "smoke-free,"
application of the MRTPR, and other potential marketing restrictions, see supra at § III.A, and
infra at §§ III.B, III.C, IH.D, 1TI.E—andare incorporated herein by reference in full. In addition,
the entire record in the Discount Tobacco City& Lottery litigation, including the arguments and
infomiation oil behalfofplaintiffs set forth in Exhs. L-l, L-2, and L-3, is incorporated herein by
reference as if fully stated herein. For tliese reasons, the ban on sampling for non-combustible
deemed tobacco products likewise violates the First Amendment and should be abandoned. See
infra at § III.B.2.
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that apply to traditional smokeless tobacco products, histead, FDA should pennit the
distribution of free samples ofnon-combustible deemed tobacco products inQAOFs.

First, like traditional smokeless tobacco products, e-cigarettes and altemative nicotuie
products are non-combustible (and therefore smokeless). As a result, such products potentially
pose less risk than cigaiettes. See supra at §H.A.2 (summarizing the relevant science regardmg
e-cigarettes); §III.A.2 (citing studies to support the proposition that e-cigarettes potentially pose
lower risks than combustible products), hideed, a group ofexperts recently concluded that e-
cigarettes pose "veiy low risks." See May 26, 2014 Letter from Specialists inNicotine Science.
supra, at 1. In addition, e-cigarettes likely pose no more risk than traditional smokeless tobacco
products,see supra at §§ H.A.2, HI.A.2. hi view of the continuumofrisk and the benefit to
public health that could result if adult smokers who will notquit switch tonon-combustible
deemed tobacco products, restrictions onsampling of such products should beless restrictive
than forcigarettes andno more stringent than those applicable to haditional smokeless tobacco
products. See supra at §II. This approach would also comport with the fact that tliere is aheady
a statutory distinction between cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco products for
piuposesof sampling. See 21 C.F.R. § 1140.16(d).

Second, although FDA attempts tojustify a ban onfree samples based onits desire to
"eliminate apathway for youth to access tobacco products," 79 Fed. Reg. at23149/2, tliere is
even less evidence ofyouth use ofe-cigarettes and alternative nicotine products than there isas
to haditional smokeless tobacco products. As discussed above, see supra at§n.A.2.d, cunent
research indicates that e-cigarette use islow among youth and largely occurs among current adult
smokers. In addition, according to the Centers for Disease Conhol and Prevention ("CDC"),
6.4% ofhigh school students were cunent users oftraditional smokeless tobacco products in
2012, butonly 2.8% were current users of e-cigarettes. CDC Fact Sheet: Youth and Tobacco
^e,^ http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/factsheets/youth_data/tobacco_use/
mdex.htm (last visited June 30, 2014). Likewise, 1.7% ofmiddle school students were users of
traditional smokeless tobacco products, but only 1.1% were users ofe-cigarettes. Id&1
Accordingly, there is alack of evidence supporting FDA's theory that it should ban free samples
morder to prevent minors from obtaining non-combustible deemed products such as e-cigarettes
and alternative nicotine products.88 Moreover, it is extremely unlikely that the distribution of

In 2012, the Tobacco Products Scientific Advisoiy Committee found that, "[t]o date, there is
little use of[dissolvable tobacco products] by youth." Summary: TPSAC Report On Dissolvable
Tobacco Products, at 5(2012), available at http://www.fda.gov/downloads/
AdvisoiyConunittees/CoimnitteesMeetingMaterials/TobaccoProductsScientific
AdvisoiyCommittee/UCM295842.pdf. Many dissolvable tobacco products, however, do not fall
witlmi RAIS's proposed definition of"alternative nicotine product," see supra at §H.A.I,
because they contain tobacco and therefore qualify as "smokeless tobacco" products see FDCA
§900(18), 21 U.S.C. §387(18) (defining "smokeless tobacco").
go

Some have expressed concerns about the potential "gateway" effects ofe-cigarettes on youth
As agroup of experts recently explained, "much has been made of'gateway effects ' iii which
use of low-risk products would, it is claimed, lead to use ofhigh-risk smoked products." May
26, 2014 Letter from Specialists in Nicotine Science, supra, at 3. Importantly, however this
esteemed groupofnicotine-science specialists recently declared that they are "unaware ofany
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free samples in QAOFs—i.e., to adults in places where youth are not present—would be a
pathway to youth access.

Finally, sampling is important to ensuring that e-cigarettes and other non-combustible
deemed tobacco products are able to fulfill the harm-reduction potential that manyresearchers
haverecognized. See, e.g.. May 26, 2014Letter fromNicotine-Science Specialists, supra, at 3
("Thepotential for tobacco hann reduction products to reducethe burdenof smoking related
disease is veiy large, and these products could be among the most significant health innovations
of the 21st Century- perhaps savinghimdiedsof millions of lives."). Because tliese products are
new, they are not nearly as well known to consumers. Consimiers,however, are often unwilling
to spend money on novel products, instead, they prefer to expend their resources oil products
that they know and like, hi light of this, providing free samples may be the most effective way
to convince cunent cigarette smokers to try new products like e-cigarettes, see infra at § ni.B.2.
which they, in turn, may conclude provide the same satisfaction that they find in cigaiettes but
without the same level of health risks. In this way, free samples play a particularly hnportant
role hi the substitution ofpotentially lower-risk products, such as e-cigarettes, for combustible
cigarettes.

Accordingly, any restrictions on free samples of non-combustible deemed tobacco
products should be less stringent than those on cigarettes and no more stringent than those on
traditional smokeless tobacco products, hi other words, FDA should, at the veiy least, pennit
samples of non-combustible deemed tobacco products to be distributed in QAOFs, consistent
with the regulations in place for traditional smokeless products.

2. The Proposed Sampling Ban Contravenes the First Amendment.

In any event, FDA's proposed sampling ban ou deemed tobacco products violates the
First Amendment. CentralHudson's four-part test governs "the validity of commercial-speech
regulations." BellSouth Telecomms., Inc. v. Farris, 542 F.3d 499, 505 (6th Ch. 2008). Here, the
proposed sampling ban restricts commercial speech, as the Fifth and Sixth Cncuits have already
indicated.89 Consequently, courts mustask:

(continued...)

credible evidence that supports this conjecture." Id. (emphasis added); see also Grana et al,
Background Paper onE-Cigarettes, supra. Executive Summary at 2 ("The temporal andcausal
relationships between e-cigarette use and smoking have not been detennhied."). Moreover, as
discussed above,see supra at § n.A.2.e, a number of large cross-sectional studies suggest that
few never-smokers are taking up e-cigarettesin significantnumbersor proceedmg to smoke
combustible cigarettes following regular e-cigarette use.

89 See Discount Tobacco City &Lottery, Inc. v. United States, 61A F.3d 509. 539-41, 544 (6th
Cir. 2012) (holdingthat the samplingban as to cigarettes and smokeless tobaccoproducts
"regulate[s] activity protected underthe First Amendment" becausethe ban "is an attempt to
regulate the 'communicative impact' of the activity," but upholding the ban under Central
Hudson); Bailey v. Morales, 190 F.3d320,325 (5thCir. 1999) (holding that chiropractors who
"offer[ed] to give money or anything ofvalue to obtain employment" engaged hi"commercial
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(1). .. does theproposed speech concern lawful activity andis it non-misleading? (2) is
the governmental interest substantial? (3) does theregulation directly advance the
governmental interest? And (4) is the regulation more extensive than necessary to serve
that interest?

Id. RAIS submits thatthesampling bans andrestiictions forcigaiettes andtraditional smokeless
tobacco products are unconstitutional. See supra at§III.B.l; Principal Br. at 17, 52-60; Reply
Br. at 36-38. The argument againsta sampling ban on e-cigarettes and other non-combustible
deemed tobacco products, however, is eveu shonger: The Govenunent bears the biuden ofproof
in defending a lawthat infringes free speech. E.g., Greater New Orleans Broad. Ass 'n v. United
States, 527 U.S. 173,183, 188 (1999) ("GNOBA"). Here, the health hazards ofe-cigarettes and
other non-combustible deemed tobacco products are potentially lower than those ofcigarettes
and are likely no more risky than those of haditional smokeless tobacco; there is no evidence that
youth usesuch products at significant levels, seesupra at § H.A.2.d; there is no evidence thata
sampling ban will reduce what relatively small amounts ofyouth use may exist; and the
sampling ban, which applies to sampling for adults even hi adult-only facilities, is far broader
thannecessary to prevent youthuse. As written, therefore, the ban caimot survive First
Amendment scratiny under CentralHudson.

First, the sampling ban restricts non-misleadhig speech about a lawful activity. Deemed
tobacco products such as e-cigarettes are lawful. Nor is tliere anything misleading about
distributing free samples of such products to age-verified adults. To the extent FDA believes
that sampling bans restrict non-expressive conduct, as opposed to speech, and therefore are not
subject toFirst Amendment scratiny, that position has been rejected byboth the Fifth and Sixth
Circuits. SeeDiscount Tobacco City &Lottery, 61A F.3dat 539-41 544" Bailey 190 F 3dat
325.

Second, FDA has no substantial governmental interest inpreventing the distribution of
free samples ofnon-combustible, tobacco-derived products to age-verified adults. To the
contraiy, a significant body ofscientific evidence establishes that the public interest
overwhelmingly favors the distribution ofsuch products to cunent adult smokers, given that
tliese products have the potential to reduce the harm from tobacco use. As discussed above,
providing such samples to cunent adult smokers may be the most effective way to convince
them to switch to e-cigarettes. See supra at §HI.B.l. Thus, any governmental interest must be
limited to reducing or preventing youth use ofsuch products. But as explamed below, a
sampling ban that purports to serve such an interest fails the tliird and fourth prongs ofCentral
Hudson.

Third, FDA's asserted interest in the sampling ban is its desire to prevent minors from
obtahung tobacco products. 79 Fed. Reg. at23149/2. Even assuming this interest is a
"substantial" one, FDA adduces no evidence that the samplhig ban will directly and materially
reduce youth use ofnoil-combustible deemed tobacco products. There is, for example, far less

(continued...)

speech" because they "engage[d] in such conduct with an intent to convey aparticularized
message: hire me, hy my service").
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evidence ofyouth appeal and use ofe-cigarettes than there is for cigarettes ortraditional
smokeless products. See supra at § II.A.2.d (summarizing evidence that few minors use e-
cigarettes); §III.B.l (discussing statistics demonstrating that few minors use e-cigarettes or
altemative nicotuie products).90 Indeed, youth use ofe-cigarettes is so small—namely, 2.8% of
high-school shidents and 1.1% ofmiddle-school shidents, see id.—that asampling ban is likely
to have only a marginal impact on use by youth. And as the Supreme Court recently held, "the
government does not have a compelling uiterest hieach marginal percentage point bywhich its
goals are advanced." Brown v. Entm 'tMerchs. Ass'n, 131 S. Ct. 2729, 2741 u.9 (2011). But in
any event, under Central Hudson's thudprong, FDA must prove that the sampling ban will
reduce youth use "in a direct and material way." Edenfieldv. Fane, 507 U.S. 761, 767 (1993)
(emphasis added). It is insufficient for FDA to show that an"advertising banmay have some
impact" onyouth use; instead, it must prove that "its speech prohibition will significantly
reduce" such use. 44Liquormart, Inc. v. Rhode Island, 517 U.S. 484, 506 (1996) (plurality
opinion) (fust emphasis added). And here, the proposed rale sets forth no evidence that the
sampling ban will "materially" reduceyouthuse of non-combustible deemed tobacco products.

Fourth, FDA's proposed ban on free samplesof deemed tobaccoproducts is "more
extensive than necessary to serve [the Govenunent's] interest." GNOBA, 527 U.S. at 183, 188,
192, 195. As the Supreme Court held in Tliompson v. Western StatesMedical Center, "if the
Governmentcoidd achieve its interests in a manner that does not restrict speech, or that restricts
less speech, the Government must do so." 535 U.S. 357, 371 (2002). Here, FDA has not shown
that an overbroad, across-the-boardban on speech directed solely to adults in adult-only facilities
is necessary and nanowly tailored to reduce youth tobacco use. See Lorillard Tobacco Co. v.
Reilly, 533 U.S. 525, 561-65 (2001). Nor has it shown that the goal ofreducing youth tobacco
use could not be achieved by the host of nou-speech- and less-speech-reshictive altematives that
are available. See, e.g., BellSouth Telecomms., Inc., 542 F.3d at 508-09. Most obviously, one
less-restrictive alternative would be to apply to deemed tobacco products the more limited
sampling restiictions that applyto haditionalsmokeless products. See 21 C.F.R. § 1140.16(d).91
Altematively, instead of imposing a less-restrictive alternative that is based on the venue at
which free samples are offered, FDA could employ a less-restrictive alternative that is based on
the recipientof the free samples. That is, because the asserted governmental interest at issue is
avoiding youth tobacco use, the most obvious, less-restrictive alternative would be to ban the
provision of free samples to minors.

Finally, because most non-combustible deemed tobacco products are relatively new,
manufactiuers have a more acute need to offer free samples ofsuch products than the
manufacturers ofcombustible cigarettes or smokeless tobacco products have. Free sampling is a
critically hnportant way to persuade consmners to hy a novel product hi the first instance,
hideed, sampling is one of the "most effective ways to reach adult tobacco consumers of a

90 For this reason, the Sixth Circuit's upholding ofa complete samplhig ban on cigaiettes and
highly restrictive samplhig procedures for smokeless tobacco products is distinguishable fiom
the present context.

91 Such restrictions are also unconstitutional. Ata minimum, however, they are a less-restrictive
alternative that shows that a total ban on free sampling of non-combustible deemed tobacco
products is overbroad and unnecessary.
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different brand and toconvince them" to switch, because "[ni]ere advertising alone ordinarily is
not sufficient to induce brand switching by an adult consumer who is otherwise satisfied with the
competitor's brandand, thus, does not wantto spend money to experiment."92 As the Fifth
Circuit concluded hiBailey, the distribution of free items and promotional gifts is done "with an
intent to convey a particularized message: hireme,hy my service." 190 F.3dat 325. Here, the
message would be: hy myproduct, and later buy it. For this reason, the speech that is being
suppressed isparticularly important, and the First Amendment balance tips decisively in favor of
the manufachirers of non-combustible deemed tobacco products.

C. FDA Should Permit Non-Combustible Deemed Tobacco Products to Be
Accurately Described as "Smoke-Free."

In the Tobacco Conhol Act, Congress inserted a provision that allows manufacturers of
traditional smokeless tobacco products to accurately assert that their products are "smoke-free."
Congress's express carve-out that allows "smoke-free" assertions about traditional smokeless
products states as follows:

No smokeless tobacco product shall be considered to be "sold or distributed for
use to reduce hann or the risk of tobacco-related disease associated with
commercially marketed tobacco products" solely because its label, labeling, or
advertising uses the following phrases to describe such pioduct and its use:
"smokeless tobacco", "smokeless tobacco product", "not consumed by smoking",
"does not produce smoke", "smokefree", "smoke-free", "without smoke", "no
smoke", or "not smoke".

FDCA §911(b)(2)(C), 21 U.S.C. §387k(b)(2)(C). This provision was uecessaiy because the
statute otherwise criminalizes speech claiming, without FDA pie-approval, that a tobacco
product is free ofa particular substance. See FDCA §91 l(b)(2)(A)(i), 21 U.S.C.
§387k(b)(2)(A)(i); see infra at §HI.D (analyzing the MRTPR). FDA should adopt a shnilar
provision with respect tonon-combustible deemed tobacco products, which, like traditional
smokeless tobacco products, are "smoke-free." In particular, FDA should incorporate the
following provision mto its final rale:

No vapor product or altemative nicotuie product shall be considered to be "soldor
distributed for use to reduce harm or the risk of tobacco-related disease associated
with commercially marketed tobacco products" solely because its label, labeling,
or advertising uses the following phrases to describe such product and its use:

- Jemiette Decl. t 35, Commonwealth Brands, Inc. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 2d 512 (W.D.
Ky. 2010), aff'dinpart and rev'd in part by Discount Tobacco City &Lottery, Inc., 61A F.3d at
539, R. 71-15 (attached as part ofExh. L-3). See, e.g., the following declarations filed in
Commonwealth Brands, Inc. v. United States: Jennette Decl. flf 35-46 (discussing sampling);
Faber Decl. ffif 47-48, R.71-6 (discussing samplhig and continuity programs, including arelevant
article) (attached as part ofExh. L-2); Terry Decl. ft 33-42, R.71-16 (discussing sampling)
(attached as part ofExh. L-3). The declarations cited hi this footnote are incorporated mto tliese
comments as if fully stated herein.
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"not consiuued by smoking", "does not produce smoke", "smokefree", "smoke
free", "without smoke", "no smoke", or "not smoke".

First, there isno dispute that, like haditional smokeless tobacco products, non-
combustible deemed tobacco products are "smoke-free." A typical e-cigarette creates an aerosol
for inhalation from asolution ofpropylene glycol and/or glycerin, nicotine, and flavorings.
E-cigarettes do not, however, bum tobacco; as aresult, they produce an aerosol with veiy few
chemical components. FDA acknowledges that e-cigarettes are non-combustible. See, e.g., 79
Fed. Reg. at 23171/2. Furthemiore, this point is amply supported bythe scientific literature. See
Grana, supra, at 42 ("E-cigarettes do notbumor smolder . . .."); seesupra at § H.A.2
(discussing thescientific literatiue relating to e-cigarettes).93 Moreover, asdiscussed above,
chemistry studies show thate-cigarette vaporcontains far fewer and lower levels of toxicants,
carcinogens, and other potentially harmful constituents than are found incombustible cigarette
smoke. See supra at § II.A.2 (discussing a review of scientific studies, which found that "none
of the more 10,000 chemicals estimated intobacco smoke, including over 40known carcinogens,
has been shown to bepresent in the caitiidges orvapor of electronic cigarettes hi anything
greater than tiacequantities"); see also May 26,2014 Letter from Speciahsts in Nicotine Science,
supra, at 3 ("[t]here is no evidence at present of material risk to healthfrom vapour emitted from
e-cigarettes") (emphasis added); Burstyn, supra, at 12 (concluding, in a recent technical report
examining thechemistiy of aerosols andliquids from e-cigarettes, that"[e]ven when compared
to workplace standards for involuntary exposmes,... the exposmes from using e-cigarettes fall
well below the threshold for concern for compounds with knowntoxicity"). Accordingly, there
is no reason to prohibit manufachirers fromtrathfully describingnon-combustible deemed
tobacco products as "smoke-free"; such products do not produce smoke.

Second, any conclusion to the contraiy would violate the Fust Amendment, since it
would prohibit manufacturers from accurately describing then products. Under the Fust
Amendment, the Govenunent caimot prohibitthe dissemination of trathful, non-misleading
infonnation that is highly relevant to consumers. The Supreme Coiut has repeatedly "rejected
the notion that the Govenunent has an interest hi preventing the dissemination of trathful
commercial infonnation in order to prevent members of the public from makingbad decisions
with the infonnation." W. States Med. Ctr., 535 U.S. at 374. To the contrary, the Supreme Court
has specificallyheld that manufacturers of tobacco products have a "protected interest in
communicating infonnation about [their] products," and their "adult customers" have an "interest
hi receiving that hrfomiation." Lorillard, 533U.S. at 571. Thus, "the 'fear that people would
make bad decisions if given trathful infonnation' caimotjustify [this] content-based burdenf ] on
speech." Sorrell v. IMS Health, Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653, 2670-71 (2011) (citation omitted). The
First Amendment'sban on such paternalistic laws, moreover, is particularlyrelevantwhere the
bamied or restricted trathful and non-misleading speech has the potential to significantly reduce
the health risks from traditional tobacco products. As a result, suppression of the highly
relevant—and unequivocally accurate—statement that non-combustible tobacco products such as
e-cigarettes are "smoke-free" plainly violates the First Amendment.

In addition, altemative nicotine products are, by definition, non-combustible. See supraat
§ II.A. 1 (proposing a definition of "altemative nicotine product" that is limited to certain "non-
combustible," nicotine-containing products).
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Finally, allowing manufacturers to truthfully describe non-combustible deemed tobacco
products as "smoke-free" would further FDA's stated desire to alleviate consumer confusion
about the risks posed byvarious types oftobacco products. FDA has repeatedly emphasized its
goalof "help[hig] consumers understand and appreciate the relevant health risks" of tobacco
products. 79 Fed. Reg. at 23165/2; seealso id. at 23153/2 ("[Consumer confusion aud
ntisuifomiation, reflected himistaken beliefs that non-cigarette tobacco products are safe
alternatives to cigarettes, also support the Agency's detennination that the proposed restiictions
are appropriate for the protection ofthe public health."), 23164/1-2, 23166/2. RAIS firmly
agrees withFDAthatconsumers should be fiilly and trathfully infonned about the risks of
tobacco use. To be fiilly and tmthfully infonned, however, consumers must be accurately
infonned about the products that pose, orhave the potential topose, lower risks than others, even
though they are not "safe" (i.e., they present some risk to health). Thus, FDA should clarify that
manufacturers may trathfuUy inform consumers that non-combustible deemed tobacco products
do not, in fact, produce smoke.

D. The Modified Risk Tobacco Product Regime Is Unconstitutional.

The proposed regulation states that deemed tobacco products will be subject to the
MRTPR's prohibition agahist use of modified-risk descriptors and claims unless FDAissues an
order permitting their use. E.g., 79 Fed Reg. at 23143/3, 23149/1-2. Asdiscussed below,
however, the MRTPR contravenes the Fust Amendment, both on its face and as applied to the
speech ofmanufacturers ofdeemed tobacco products, for reasons similar to those articulated by
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and other plaintiffs inDiscount Tobacco City &Lottery Inc
SeePrincipal Br. at 16-17, 28-52; Reply Br. at 45-59.94

Under the MRTPR, manufacturers are generally free to sell tobacco products that pose
reduced health risks relative to cigarettes. But the MRTPR imposes criminal liability oil
manufacturers if, andonlyif, they publicly describe these reduced-risk characteristics without
FDA pre-approval, regardless ofwhether their speech is false or misleading, hiparticular, the
tenn "modified risk tobacco product" is defined solely by reference to amanufacturer's speech
describing aproduct. First, the tenn "modified risk tobacco product" includes atobacco pioduct
the "label, labeling, or advertising ofwhich represents explicitly or implicitly that" the pioduct
(a) "presents a lower risk of tobacco-related disease oris less hannfiil than one ormore other
commercially marketed tobacco products," (b) "contains a reduced level of a substance or
presents a reduced exposure to a substance," or (c)"does notcontain or is free of a substance "
FDCA §911(b)(2)(A)(i), 21 U.S.C. § 387k(b)(2)(A)(i). Second, the definition also includes a
tobacco product for which a "manufacturer ... has taken any action directed to consimiers
through the media or other-wise" "respecting the product" that "would be reasonably expected to
result hi consumers believing" that any ofthe three characteristics above applies (or, as to the

RAIS acknowledges that in Discount Tobacco City &Lottery, Inc., 61A F.3d at 531-37, the
Sixth Circuit rejected this argument as applied to cigarettes and traditional smokeless tobacco
products. The application of tliese requirements to non-combustible deemed tobacco products
like e-cigarettes, however, is even less justified, given, among other reasons, the potential that
such products have to reduce tobacco-related health risk. See supra at §II.A 2
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fust characteristic, "may" apply) to the product. FDCA §91 l(b)(2)(A)(iii) 21 USC
§ 387k(b)(2)(A)(iii) (emphases added).

The MRTPR thus leaves amanufacturer perfectly free to sell aproduct that has any ofthe
above-listed characteristics. But if themanufacturer truthfully describes those characteristics to
consumers, the pioduct instantly transfonns into a "modified risk tobacco pioduct," and the
manufacturer must inunediately pull it from the market pending FDA approval. FDCA §911(a),
(g), 21 U.S.C. §§ 387k(a), (g). Otherwise, the manufacturer will have committeda crime.
FDCA §§ 301(a), 303(a), 902(8), 21 U.S.C. §§ 331(a), 333(a), 387b(8). Finally, the FDA may
grant approval "only if [FDA] determines that the applicant has demonstrated that" the product
"will—(A) significantly reduce hann and the risk of tobacco-related disease to mdividual
tobacco users; and(B) benefit thehealth of thepopulation as a whole taking into account both
users of tobacco products andpersons whodonotcimently use tobacco products." FDCA
§ 911(g)(1), 21 U.S.C. §387k(g)(l).

The MRTPR violates the Fust Amendment for three separate andindependent reasons.
First, the MRTPR is subject to, and invalid under, shict scratiny, regardless of whether it is
(conectly) understood to restrict core speechor (erroneously) understood as limited to
commercial speech. It is black-letter lawthat a content-based restriction on a corporation's core
political speech is subject to stiict scratiny. See, e.g., Consol. Edison Co. ofNY, Inc. v. Pub. Ser-v.
Comm 'n ofNY, 447 U.S. 530, 536, 540 (1980); Principal Br. at 28-30. The MRTPR is a content-
based restiiction on core speech. Principal Br. at 28-30.95 But even if the MRTPR is heated as a
commercial-speech restriction, it is still subject to—andinvalidunder—stiict scnitiny, because it
amounts to a viewpoint-based restriction on one classof speakers in a debate. SeeR.A. V v. City
ofSt. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 391-96 (1992); Bd. ofTrs. ofSUNYv. Fox, 492 U.S. 469, 473-74
(1989); Principal Br. 16-17, 31-32.

Second, the MRTPR is unconstitutionalunder the Central Hudson test that applies to
content-neutral, commercial-speech restrictions. Principal Br. at 16-17, 32-41; see Central
Hudson, AA1 U.S. at 557. There can be no doubt that the MRTPR burdens trathful, non-
misleading speech. After all, it prohibits manufactiuers from trathfiilly describing non-
combustible deemed tobacco products, such as e-cigarettes, as potentially posing less health risk
to individuals than cigarettes, unless FDA fust reviews and approves the speech. FDA, therefore,
bears the biuden ofproving that, among other things, this speech restiiction will directly and
materially advance a substantial governmental interest in a nanowly tailored way. But the
proposed rale does not contain or cite evidence that could possibly sustain this biuden as to any
legitimate governmental interest. To the contraiy,FDA has no substantial interest hi preventing
manufacturers from trathfiilly informing consimiers that certain products pose less individual
health risk than other products. Even if it did, FDA has put forth no evidence that the MRTPR
will directly and materially advance that non-existent interest. To the extent FDA believes that
such statements will mislead consmners into thinking that deemed products pose no risk, that

95 At a minimum, the supposedly "commercial speech" that is trampled by the MRTPR is
"inextricably intertwined with otherwise fiilly protected speech" and thus still governed by the
"test for fully protected expression." See Riley v. Nat'l Fed'n ofthe Blind ofN.C, Inc., 487 U.S.
781,796(1988).
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FDAhas somehow approved any statements regarding suchrisk, or that the deemed products
could increase population-wide (asopposed to individual) risk, such concerns are easily
addiessed through a disclaimer. As the Supreme Coiuthasheld, where speech is potentially
misleading, "theremedy hi the fust instance is notnecessarily a prohibition but preferably a
requirement of disclaimers or explanation." /;/ reRM.J., 455 U.S. 191, 203 (1982) (citation
omitted); accord Alexander v. Cahill, 598 F.3d 79,95-96(2d Cir. 2010); BellSouth, 542 F.3d at
508-09; Pearson v. Shalala, 164F.3d 650, 657-59 (D.C. Ch. 1999).

Finally, theMRPTR is a classic prior restraint, wherein "theexercise of [manufacturers']
Fust Amendment right[s] depends on thepriorapproval of [FDA] officials." Deja Vu of
Nashville, Inc. v. Metro. Gov't ofNashville &Davidson Cty., 21A F.3d 377, 400 (6thCir. 2001).
A prior restraint is "the most serious andthe least tolerable infringement on FirstAmendment
rights," Neb. Press Ass 'n v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539, 559 (1976), because "a free society prefers to
punishthe few who abuserightsofspeech after theybreakthe law than to throttle themand all
others beforehand." Se. Promotions Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S. 546, 559 (1975). Accordingly, a
prior restraint bears "a heavy presumption against itsconstihitional validity," Bantam Books, Inc.
v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58, 70 (1963), and isconstitutional only if it contains rigorous procedural
and substantive protections specifically designed to prevent governmental abuse, including the
following: (1) "the biuden of... proving that the material isunprotected[ ] must rest on the
censor"; (2) "any restraint prior tojudicial review can beimposed only for a specified brief
period"; (3) "a prompt final judicial detennination must be assured"; and (4) "nanow, objective,
anddefinite standards [must] guide the licensing authority," because such "neutral criteria
insure that the licensing decision is not based on the content or viewpoint ofthe speech being
considered." Se. Promotions, 420 U.S. at 553, 560; Citv ofLakewoodv. Plain Dealer Publ'g Co.,
486 U.S. 750, 760 (1988); Principal Br. at41-48. Yet the MRTPR lacks eveiy one of these
constitutionally mandatedsafeguards. The MRTPRthereforeviolates the First Amendment for
this reason as well.

E. FDA Correctly Decided Not to Impose Other Speech Restrictions.

Finally, RAIS fully agrees with FDA's decision not to impose certain other restrictions
on the marketing ofnon-combustible deemed tobacco products that are cunently applicable to
cigarettes and haditional smokeless tobacco products, including, for example, the ban on radio
and television advertising, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1335,4402(c), the bans onbrand-name merchandise and
sponsorships, 21 C.F.R. § 1140.34(a), and the (now-invalid) ban on continuity programs.
Indeed, these restrictions are less justifiable asapplied to non-combustible deemed tobacco
products than they are as applied to eidier cigarettes or haditional smokeless tobacco products,
given the likeliliood that such products present less risk than cigarettes and no more risk than
traditional smokeless products, the absence ofevidence that asignificant percentage ofyouth are
using them, and the absence ofany evidence that imposing marketing restiictions on these non-
combustible deemed products would result in amaterial reduction hi the already low level of
youth use ofthem. Accordingly, were FDA to seek to impose these or shnilar marketing
restrictions onnon-combustible deemed tobacco products, itwould contravene the Fust
Amendment.
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1. A Ban on Television and Radio Advertising Would Be Unconstitutional.

Federal law cimently bans radio and television advertising ofcigarettes and traditional
smokeless tobacco products. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1335, 4402(c). The proposed regulation conectly
declines to extend this restriction to non-combustible deemed tobacco products, because
application of this ban to such products would fail First Amendment scratiny under Central
Hudson.

First, banning television and radio advertising of deemed tobacco products such as
e-cigarettes would restrict trathful, non-misleading speech about a lawful product. It is lawful
for adultconsumers to purchase deemed tobacco products. As a result, manufacturers havea
First Amendment interest hi marketing such products to adults, and adults have a conesponding
interest hi receiving such infonnation. Lordlard, 533 U.S. at 564 ("tobacco retailers and
manufachirers have an interest in conveying trathful infonnation about then products to adults,
and adultshavea conesponding interest in receiving trathful infonnation about tobacco
products."). A flatbanon communicating suchhifonuation through radio and television,
therefore, would plainly implicate the Fust Amendment.

Second, FDA does nothave a substantial interest hi preventing adults from receiving
truthful, non-misleading infonnation through radio and television advertising. To the contraiy,
as the Supreme Court hasheld: "[T]he Statemay not seekto remove a popular but disfavored
product fromthe marketplace by prohibiting truthful, nomnisleadhig advertisements that contain
impressive endorsements or catchy jingles. That the State finds expression toopersuasive does
not pennit it to quiet the speech or to biuden its messengers." Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2671. Nor,
as explained below, could a banon television andradio advertising of e-cigarettes, altemative
nicotine products, or other non-combustible deemed products bejustified by a purported interest
in suppressingyouth consumptionof such products.

Third, FDA couldnot demonshate that a ban on television and radioadvertising for non-
combustible deemed tobacco products would directly andmaterially advance its purported
interest hi reducing youth tobacco use. Because sucha banwould allow advertising in other
media—for example, print media, direct marketing, internet, and social media—it is far from
clear that a ban on radio and television advertising wouldmaterially reduce youthawareness of
e-cigarettes. In any event, given the absence of significant youth use of e-cigarettes, FDA could
not show that a ban on radio and television advertisingwould cause any material reduction in the
purchase and use of e-cigarettes by youth. As the Supreme Coiut recently underscored in
language that is directly relevant here, "[e]ven if the sale of [a disfavored product] to minors
could be detened further by increasing regulation, the govenunent does not have a compelling
interest hi each marginal percentage pohit by which its goals are advanced." Entm 'tMerchs.
Ass 'n, 131 S. Ct. at 2741 n.9. Moreover, as more than fifty experts recently opined, "[i]t is
counterproductive to ban the advertising ofe-cigarettes and other low risk alternatives to
smokmg," because "[t]he case for banning tobacco advertising rests oil the great hann that
smoking causes, but no such argument applies to e-cigarettes, for example, which are far more
likely to reduce hann by reducing smoking." May 26, 2014 Letter from Specialists hi Nicotine
Science, supra, at 2.
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Fourth, a ban on radio and television advertising of e-cigarettes or other non-combustible
deemed tobacco products wouldnot be nanowly tailored. Sucha ban, which would be aimed at
reducing youth tobacco use, wouldbe hnpenitissibly overbroad because, as hi Lorillard, 533
U.S. at 525, it would prohibit a largeamount of legitimate speech to adults. Indeed, a blanket
banon radio and television advertising would be more problematic than the restriction
invalidated inLorillard because narrower altematives are soreadily apparent, hi Lorillard,
which invalidated a ban on outdoor tobacco advertising within 1,000 feet of a school or
playground, it would arguably have been difficult for the State to target more carefully outdoor
advertising seen by minors as opposed to adults. In the context of radio and television
advertising, however, FDA could easily devise narrower restiictions by, for example, prohibiting
only advertising onshows that are targeted tominors. Moreover, the Supreme Court and lower
coiuts have repeatedly held that a commercial-speech restriction isnot nanowly tailored where it
ignores numerous andobvious less-restrictive altematives. Here, however, there are numerous
ways FDA could prevent youth purchase and use ofe-cigarettes without banning conmiercial
speech about tliese products, including, for example, stringently enforcing a youth sales ban,
counter-marketing (which FDA claims has been veiy successful inreducing cigarette use), and
other less-speech-restrictive altematives. See, e.g.. Principal Br. at 14.

Finally, sucha ban wouldundermine the important role that non-combustible deemed
tobacco products can play ina tobacco-hami-reduction policy. As noted above, a consensus is
emerging that products such as e-cigarettes have the potential to reduce the hann to the public
health from tobacco use. hiorder for these products to serve this function, however, the public
needs to be aware that they are available. Broad marketing restiictions like a television and radio
advertising ban, however, would serve no piupose other than to keep consimiers hi the dark
about these important, emerging products. See supra at §§ H.A.2, HI.A.2. Such marketing
restrictions areprecisely the type ofpaternalistic speech restrictions that theFirst Amendment
condemns.

2. Bans of Brand-Name Merchandise and Brand-Name Sponsorships Would
Contravene the First Amendment.

Under existhig law, manufacturers and distributors ofimported cigaiettes ortraditional
smokeless tobacco products are prohibited from placing their brand names on any promotional
merchandise, including items given solely to adult consimiers in adult-only venues or to then-
adult employees. 21 C.F.R. § 1140.34(a). Additionally, manufacturers, distributors, aud
retailers are prohibited from sponsoring any "athletic, musical, artistic, orother social orcultural
event"—including events restricted to age-verified adults hi adult-only venues—using the brand-
names of cigarettes or haditional smokeless tobacco products. Id. §1140.34(c). FDA rightly
decided not to propose anextension ofthe brand-name-merchandise and brand-name-
sponsorship bans tonon-combustible deemed tobacco products, shice such an extension would
violate the First Amendment for largely the same reasons described immediately above See
Principal Br. at 52-60; Reply Br. 36-38. Indeed, these bans are far less justifiable as applied to
non-combustible deemed tobacco products than as applied to cigarettes and smokeless tobacco
products.

First, FDA could not prove that such bans would advance its interest hi reducing youth
tobacco use "m adirect and material way," Fane, 507 U.S. at 767. As discussed above, youth
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use ofnon-combustible deemed tobacco products aheady is low—much lower than youth use of
combustible cigarettes or haditional smokeless tobacco products. Accordingly, there is no
evidence demonstrating that bans on brand-name sponsorships and brand-name merchandise
would cause a "significant ]" reduction in youth tobacco use. 44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 506.
Moreover, as explained by RAIS's briefing and evidence hi Discount Tobacco City &Lottery,
Inc., because brand-name bans do not address the root causes ofyouth tobacco use (e.g., peer
pressure, youthful rebellion, risk-seeking personalities), such bans caimot reduce underage
tobacco use in a meaningful way. See Principal Br. at 53-54. In addition, the fact that FDA has
failed to ban other fonns ofmarketing that are just as likely to reach youth viewers undercuts any
effort to demonstrate that the brand-name merchandising and sponsorship bans materially
advance the interest in reducing youth tobacco use.

Second, FDA could not show that the brand-name bans are nanowly tailored. As applied
to non-combustible deemed tobacco products, the bans would be drastically overuiclusive: they
would create an 'imduly broad" net that encompasses speech that is hnportant to adult tobacco
consimiers, Lorillard, 533 U.S. at 563-65. Thebans would sweep hi all brand-name
merchandise and sponsorships, includuig atprivate events held inadult-only venues, without any
regard for thecritical roleplayed by such marketing hi inter-brand competition for adult
consimiers. At a minimum, more tailored solutions would address the Government's asserted
interestwhile restricting less speech. For example, the Govenunent could limit the brand-name
merchandise ban to the types of items that can become walking advertisements (e.g., caps and t-
shirts, but not matchbooks or key chains); focus onpreventing unlawful sales of deemed
products toyouth; address social factors that hifluence youth tobacco use; orban only the brand-
name merchandise and sponsorships that are targeted at minors.

Finally, once again, these types of restiictions would be contraiy to the public health
because they would prevent consmners from becoming aware ofproducts that potentially present
lessrisk to health thancombustible cigarettes do. Seesupra at §§ H.A.2, III.A.2.

3. Restricting Continuity Programs Would Violate the First Amendment.

Finally, the Sixth Circuit has held invalid the regulatoiy restiiction in 21 C.F.R.
§ 1140.34(b) on using continuity programs in connection withpurchases of cigarettes or
traditional smokeless tobacco products. As the coiutexplained—in a raling that theGovenunent
chose not to appeal—that restriction violated theFirstAmendment. Discount Tobacco City &
Lottery, Inc., 61A F.3d at 543-44; Principal Br. at 52-60; see supra at § ffl.B. For the same
reasons, applying the restriction to non-combustibledeemed tobacco products would likewise
violate the Fust Amendment. Indeed, for the reasons explained, applying thatandotherspeech
restrictions to speech about non-combustible deemed tobacco products would be even less
justified than applying them to cigarettes and haditional smokeless tobaccoproducts, given the
absence of significant evidence of youthuse of suchnon-combustible deemed tobacco products,
the absence of evidence that marketing bans or restrictions wouldcause significant reductions in
youth use, and the important harm-reducing role such deemed tobacco products play.
Accordingly, FDA conectly declined to apply that ban to non-combustible deemed tobacco
products.
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In sum, RAIS submits that (A) the size of the addictiveness warning should be reduced to
allow other important uifonnation to beincluded onpackaging and toaddress First Amendment
concerns, (B) any restiictions on free samples ofnon-combustible deemed tobacco products
should be no more stringent than those applicable to traditional smokeless tobacco, (C) FDA
should allow manufacturers to accurately assert that smoke-free deemed products are, iu fact,
smoke-free, and (D) the MRTPR, as applied to non-combustible deemed tobacco products,
continues to violate the First Amendment, hi addition, (E) RAIS agrees with FDA's decision not
to impose other markethig restiictions on non-combustible deemed tobacco products, because
such restrictions would, as applied to such products, violate the First Amendment.

IV. FDA SHOULD ENSURE THAT CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF ITS
REGULATIONS APPLY UNIFORMLY TO ALL DEEMED TOBACCO
PRODUCTS AND THEIR MANUFACTURERS.

FDA should consistently and uniformly apply certain provisions of the Tobacco Control
Act and certain provisions ofthe Agency's tobacco-product regulations to all manufacturers of
deemed tobacco products, regardless ofthen size.96 Such uniformity would ensure a level
playing field that promotes innovation (including innovation that advances the public health),
competition, and fairness. As discussed below, FDA should (A) subject all tobacco products!
including all deemed tobacco products, to the user-fee provisions ofthe Tobacco Control Act.
(B) umnediately promulgate the uecessaiy regulations to subject foreign manufactiuers of
tobacco products to the same standards that apply to domestic manufactiuers, and (C) provide
uniform compliance dates for all manufachueis ofdeemed products, regardless ofthe size ofthe
manufacturer. All three of tliese actions would advance the overriding interest in protecting the
publichealth, and the continuum of risk is inelevant to them.

A. FDA Should Subject All Tobacco Products, Including Deemed Products, to the
User-Fee Provisions of the Tobacco Control Act.

FDA's proposed deeming rale states that the Agency plans to subject all tobacco products
including all deemed tobacco products, to the user-fee provisions of the statute. RAIS agrees
with this approach and urges the Agency not to alter its plan for uniform application of the user-
fee provisions.

To fund FDA's new tobacco-regulation responsibilities, the Tobacco Conhol Act directs
the Agency to collect "user fees" from manufacturers and importers in the industry The Act
provides that FDA "shall" assess and collect user fees from "each manufacturer and importer of
tobacco products subject to this subchapter." FDCA §919(a), 21 U.S.C. §387s(a) The stahite
sets afixed total amoimt to be assessed and collected from the industry for each fiscal year
FDCA §919(b)(1), 21 U.S.C. §387s(b)(l), and that total amoimt is then apportioned among
classes of tobacco products maccordance with each class's "applicable percentage" of the total
tobacco market, FDCA §919(b)(2)(A), 21 U.S.C. §387s(b)(2)(A). Each class's share, in turn, is
allocated to manufachueis and importers ofthat class ofproducts in accordance with each
manufacturer's and each importer's "percentage share" ofthe market FDCA. §§ 919fbV3W4)
21 U.S.C. §§ 387s(b)(3)-<4). ' * SS l A W'
96

This includes all retail vape shops that mix and compound e-liquid mcotine solutions.
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hi the proposed user-fee rale, FDA proposed to exclude from user-fee assessments any
tobacco products, except pipe tobacco and cigars, that become subject to Subchapter IX of the
FDCA by virtue ofadeeming regulation. See Tobacco Products, User Fees, Requirements for
the Submission ofData Needed To Calculate User Feesfor Domestic Manufacturers and
Importers ofTobacco Products, 78 Fed. Reg. 32581 (May 31, 2013). In comments submitted to
FDA in response to the proposed user-fee rale, RAIS argued that excluding deemed tobacco
products from the user-fee provisions ofthe statute would be unfair, arbitraiy, and inconsistent
with the plahi language ofthe stahite. As RAIS explained, the stahite clearly provides that "'the
Secretary shall in accordance with this section assess user fees on, and collect such fees from,
each manufacturer and importer oftobacco products subject to this subchapter.'" RAIS
Coimnents, FDA Docket No. FDA-2012-N-0920, at 2 (Aug. 14. 2013) (quoting FDCA 8919(a)
21 U.S.C. § 387s(a) (emphasis added)).97

On July 10, 2014, FDAissued the final user-fee rale. Wliile the final rale limited its
applicability to tobacco product categories cimently within FDA's jurisdiction (e.g., cigaiettes,
smokeless tobacco products), FDA stated thefollowing: "If additional classes of tobacco
products are deemed subject to FDA's tobacco regulation, FDA will conduct anew rulemaking
to subject those classes to this user fee rale." Tobacco Products, User Fees, Requirementsfor
the Submission ofData Needed To Calculate User Feesfor Domestic Manufacturers and
Importers ofTobacco Products, 79 Fed. Reg. 39302, 39303/2 (July 10, 2014). FDA had
apparently reached this conclusion atthe time it issued the proposed deeming regulation, which
declared FDA's intent to subject the manufacturers and importers ofall deemed products to the
user-fee provisions of the Tobacco Conhol Act. See 79 Fed. Reg. at23148/1, 23197/1; seealso
id. at 23203/1 (proposed 21 C.F.R. § 1100.2). RAIS strongly supports the Agency's position on
this point, which is essential to ensure unifonnity and fairness. Accordingly, RAIS urges FDA
not to alter its plan tosubject alldeemed tobacco products tothe user-fee provisions ofthe
stahite.

Moreover, to ensure thatuserfees formanufacturers of deemed products areassessed
hmnediately upon the deeming regulation comhig into effect, as requhed bythe Tobacco Conttol
Act, the final deeming regulation musthavean effective date that falls at least several months,
and perhaps asmuch asone year, after the regulation's issuance. Such an approach would allow
FDA to undertake a new mlemaking to address how user fees for manufacturers of deemed
products will be assessed and collected. By contrast, failure to adopt such anapproach will put
the deeming regulation in jeopardy ofbehig enjoined orotherwise subject to legal challenge.

The continuum ofrisk is frrelevant to this issue because the statute isclear that eveiy
manufacturer and eveiy importer ofa regulated tobacco product is topayuser fees to support
FDA's regulation of tobacco products. Moreover, on this issue, the principal concerns are
faimess among competing manufactiuers and adequate funding ofFDA's tobacco program.
Fairness requires that all competitors payuser fees inproportion to their respective market shares.
The stahite also provides: "No manufacturer or importer of tobacco products shall be required to
pay a user fee in excess of the percentage share of such manufacturer or importer." FDCA

97 RAIS's above-referenced comments on the proposed user-fee rale are attached as Exhibit M
and are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein.
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§919(b)(3)(B), 21 U.S.C. §387s(b)(3)(B). Tims, if manufacturers and/or importers of
potentially lower-risk tobacco products were not requhed topay user fees, FDA would be short
offunds for its regulatoiy program because no other manufactiuer or mipoiter could be required
"to pay a user fee inexcess of the percentage share ofsuch manufacturer or importer."
Moreover, that shortage offunds would increase as consumers oftobacco products switch to
potentially lower-risk products.

B. Foreign Manufacturers Should Be Subject to the Same Standards That Apply
to Domestic Manufacturers.

As constraed bythe Agency, FDCA § 905(h) provides that foreign establishments are not
immediately subject to the stahite's registration and listing requirements; histead, they must
"register ... under regulations promulgated by the Secretary." See 21 U.S.C. §387e(h). In
FDA's view, "[fjoreign establishments are not required to register and hst until FDA issues
regulations establishing such requirements inaccordance with section 905(h) ofthe Federal
Food, Drag, and Cosmetic Act." FDA, Guidancefor Industry: Registration and Product Listing
for Owners and Operators ofDomestic Tobacco Product Establishments (Revised), at 1n.2
(Apr. 2014) (hereinafter "Registration Guidance"), available at http://www.fda.gov/downloads/
TobaccoProducts//UCMl91940.pdf (internal citation omitted). Nevertheless, inan
announcement that betrayed apuzzling lack ofconcern about the registration offoreign
establishments, FDA recently declared that itwould delay even proposing such arale until
March 2015; inaddition, the Agency has provided notune frame for when a final rale would
become effective. 8This delay, however, is entirely unwarranted and would endanger public
health. Instead, to ensure uniform treatment ofdomestic and foreign manufacturers oftobacco
products, FDA should immediately promulgate the regulations required by §905(h) to bring
foreign manufacturers under effective FDA regulation.

Failure to hmnediately issue such regulations thus far has created aregulatoiy regime that
irrationally favors foreign manufacturers. Sunply put, hi the absence ofregulations promulgated
under FDCA §905(h), foreign establishments can avoid any requirements to register and list
By contrast, domestic establishments are requhed to register—and, ifthey fail to do so, they can
face enforcement actions resulting in a seizure, an injunction, and the conclusion that their
products are misbranded. See FDCA §903(a)(6), 21 U.S.C. §387c(a)(6); Registration
Guidance,supra at 2.

Regulations providing for the registration offoreign establishments are ofacute
importance mthe context of deemed tobacco products. This is because most e-cigarette products
and their components are manufactured hi foreign establishments.99 The absence ofregulations

RINDataforRINNo. 0910-AG89: Establishment Registration and Product Listingfor
Tobacco Products, Office ofManagement and Budget, Office of Infonnation and Regulatoiy
Affairs, available at http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule^pubId=
201404&RTN=0910-AG89 (last visited June 13, 2014).

"See Goniewicz M.L., Kuma T., Gawion M., Knysak J., Kosnuder L., Nicotine Levels in
Electronic Cigarettes, Nicotine TobRes. (Jan. 2013), 15(l):158-66, available at
http://circ.ahajoimials.org/content/129/19/1972.fiill; Goniewicz M.L Lingas EO Hajek P
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creates anincentive to move more e-cigarette manufacturing toforeign establishments, where the
manufacturing operations can avoid FDA regulation.100 Without regulations providing for
registration offoreign establishments, FDA will have no abihty to know the identity of foreign
manufacturers, or the products each manufacturer is producing and exporting to the United
States. See FDCA §§ 905(h), (i), 21 U.S.C. §§ 387e(h). (i). Final regulations pertaining to
foreign establishments are also needed for FDA to implement its statutoiy authority to ensure
that imports offoreign-manufactured products are not adulterated. See FDCA §§ 801, 905(h), 21
U.S.C. §§ 381, 387e(h). Given the number of e-cigarette products and other deemed tobacco
products that are manufactured overseas, a lack ofregulations that apply to foreign
establishments significantly undeiinhies the primary piupose ofthe proposed deeming rale,
which is tobring deemed tobacco products within the ambit ofFDA regulation, hideed, FDA's
reluctance or indifference to making this registration offoreign manufacturers apriority will
simply increase the overseas production of e-cigarettes and the nicotine solutions used hi
e-cigarettes, without any FDA oversight, to the detriment of the public health. It also means that
only those domestic manufactiuers who comply with FDA's regulations by registering their
establishments and listing then products will be subject toFDA's authority. They also will be
the only parties responsible for theproduct categoiy's user-fee payments—a result that would be
contrary to the statute and patently unfair.

A further problem is thata substantial majority ofe-cigarette manufacturing occurs in
China,101 where there have been problems relating to manufacturing quality and adulteration,
some ofwhich were caused byintentional, profit-motivated decisions made bymanufacturers
located inChina, hideed, FDA is familiar with these issues because the Agency has had to
address numerous threats tohealth stemming from hannfiil products originating hiChina. Infant
formula, pet food, and heparin are just three examples.102 Deficiently manufactured e-cigarettes

(continued...)

Patterns of electronic cigarette use and user beliefs about then safetyand benefits: An Internet
survey, DrugAlcoholRev. (Mar. 2013), 32:133-40; Grana R., Benowitz N., Glantz S.A., E-
cigarettes: A Scientific Review, Circulation, (2014), 129:1972-1986; Bell K., Keane H., Nicotine
Conhol: E-cigarettes, smoking and addiction, Int'U. Drug Policy(2012), 23:242-247; Britton J.,
Electronic Cigarettes, Tfrorax (2013), 68:905-905; Dmmmond M.B., Upson D.,Electronic
Cigarettes: Potential Harms andBenefits, Ann Am Thorac Soc. (2013), 11(2):236-242; EtterJ.F.,
Electronic cigarettes: a survey of users, BMC Public Health (2010), 10:231, available at
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458-10-231 pdf

100 At a tune when the labor force participation rate is at a fifty-year low, it is illogical for the
Govenunent to pursue a regulatoiy strategy that will incentivize more companies to move off
shore.

101 See supra at note 99.

Melamine Contamination in China, available at http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/
PublicHealtliFocus/ucml79005.htm (uifant formula); Melamine PetFoodRecall of2007,
available at http://www.fda.gov/AninialVeterinaiy/SafetyHealtli/RecallsWithdi-awals/
ucml29575.htm#Cliina (pet food);Information onHeparin, available at http://www.fda.gov/
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can present a varietyof wholly avoidable serious healthrisks to consumers. In lightof the
history of Chinese exports to the United States of defective products within FDA'sjurisdiction,
the Agency should not, thiougli hiaction, set the stage for future threats tothe health and safety
of consumers of e-cigarettes made in China.

The enforcement pohcy set forth inFDA's Registration Guidance centers ona public
health rationale. FDA notes its intention tofocus on products that "comprise the principal
components ofmost tobacco products sold to consimiers," andit declares that, "[sjhould the
agency find that additional infonnation isneeded toprotect the public health, the agency may
reconsider this compliance policy." Registration Guidance, supra, at4. Under its own policy
rationale and giventhe substantial nmnber of e-cigarettes manufactured overseas, FDA should
place a high priority on promulgating regulations that enable the Agency to monitor foreign
establishments that manufachire tobacco products, hicluding e-cigarettes, their components, and
other deemed products.

Here, too, the continuum of risk is irrelevant. Effective FDA regulation of the
manufacturing of all tobacco products within theAgency's jurisdiction is fundamental. Even an
e-cigarette that normally has the potential for lower risk can be high-risk ifdefectively designed
or manufachired.

C. FDA Should Provide Uniform Compliance Dates for All Deemed Products,
Regardless of the Size of the Manufacturer.

In the proposed deeming mle, FDA raised the possibility of"staggerfing] compliance
dates based on the size ofthe manufacturer." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23177. The Agency expressly
requested comments on the issue of"[w]hich provisions are appropriate to stagger mthis
manner," aswell as whether there are "unique challenges faced bysmall manufacturers " Id. at
23176/3,23177/2-3.

FDA should not stagger or delay compliance dates for smallmanufachueis of deemed
tobacco products like e-cigarettes and altemative nicotine products. Not only would alternate
compliance dates lead to inequitable, non-uniform regulation, but delaying compliance also
would contravene the public health goals underlying the Tobacco Control Act. Small
manufactiuers with weak quality-control systems pose agieater danger to the public health than
do larger manufactiuers that implement comprehensive quality-control systems. For example, as
discussed above, see supra at §n.B, ifgiven adelayed compliance date, small manufacturers
would escape effective monitoring for an extended period eveii though some of them engage ui
dangerous mixing ofliquid-nicotine solutions that are then sold toindividual consumers who
may mix orpour the solutions mto certain types ofe-cigarettes.

Moreover, Congress did not generally hitend to confer upon small tobacco-product
manufacturers aspecial dispensation from prompt compliance. Rather, as discussed below.

(continued...)

aings/(±iigsafety/poshnarketdiaigsafetymfomiatioiiforpatientsandproviders/ucml 12597 hhn
(heparin).
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Congress mandated a small business assistance center, which provides adequate resources for
assisting small manufacturers incomplying with all applicable compliance deadlines.
Consequently, if FDA believes that smaller manufachirers are hineed ofassistance, it should
employ the numerous existing mechanisms available tohelp small businesses meet the
applicable regulatoiy requirements. Itshould not, however, excuse tliem from promptly
complying with requirements that are aimed at protecting public health.

1. Delaying Compliance for Small Manufacturers Would Increase Public
Health Risks.

FDA should avoid creating compliance loopholes by extending compliance deadlines for
small manufacturers. Even a briefperiod ofnoncompliance would increase the danger to the
public health. Moreover, because most e-cigarette manufachirers are small, an exemption for
small manufacturers would, in this context, swallow the rale.

The pmpose ofFDA regulation of tobacco products is,of coiuse, to safeguard public
health. As Congress expressly declared, the Tobacco Control Act is intended toprovide
"regulatoiy authority andresources . . . need[ed] to address comprehensively thepublic health
andsocietal problems caused by theuse of tobacco products." Tobacco Control Act § 2(7).
Congress thus found it "essential that manufachirers ... be requhed to demonshate that [their]
products will meet a series of rigorous criteria" aimed at safeguarding public health. Id. § 2(36).
Thepublic health concerns raisedby small manufacturers, however, arecertainly no less
significant than those raised by larger manufachueis. Tothe contraiy, the concerns raised by
small manufactiuers are greater. Theburgeoning market in e-cigarettes provides an example.
According to reports, 5,000vape shopshave comemto existence in the last few years, see
Richtel, supra, anda large majority of themcompound theirowne-cigarette liquids to be used in
opensystems, whereby liquidnicotine is accessible to childrenand subjectto tampering. See
supra at § II.B.

hideed, recenthistory confirms that small, unregulated manufacturers pose a greater
danger to public health than largermanufactiuers. For more than fifty years,FDA generallyleft
the regulation of compounding phannacies to the states. Wltile traditional phannacy
compounding should be (and still is) regulatedby the states, entitiesmanufacturing drags under
the guise of compounding fell squarelywithin FDA's jiuisdiction, even before the passage of the
recent Drag Quality and Security Act, which clarifies FDA's authority over non-traditional
phannacy compounding, hi most circumstances, however, FDA did not regulate tliese entities as
drag manufachirers. Because ofFDA's lack of regulation and enforcement policy, the safety and
quality of the drags manufactured by tliese entities were unknown. These manufactiuers did not
registerwith FDA, and they were not subject to FDA inspection. They were not subject to
FDA's good manufacturing practices and other regulations governing a drag's strength, quality,
and purity. Nor were they subject to FDA approval of the drags' safety and efficacy. In short,
despite some oversight by state boards ofphannacy, these manufacturers were largely
unregulated and unnoticed. The public health danger created by small, unregulated
manufachirers was vividly—aud tragically—demonstrated in October 2012, when steroid
injections prepared and distributed by the New England Compounding Center caused over 700
illnesses and 64 deaths. Multistate Outbreak ofFungal Meningitisand Other Infections,
available at http://www.cdc.gov/hai/outbreaks/iiieningitis.html.
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hi short, from a public healthperspective, products manufactured by small manufacturers
are, if anything, in need ofmore regulatory oversight. Accorduigly, FDAshould subject
comparable deemed tobacco products to the same set of unifomi regulatoiy requirements,
regardless of the size of the manufachuer. Here, too, the continuum of riskrequires this result.
Just as FDAregulation of all tobacco-product manufactiuers, foreign and domestic, whose
products are consumed in the United States is fundamental, so too is compliance with FDA's
regulations byall manufactiuers, small and large. Moreover, as justdiscussed, unregulated
manufacture ofe-cigarettes can present serious risks that are notpresented byregulated
manufachire of those products, particularly when e-cigarettes are manufactured by small funis
with no history of regulation by FDA. hi these circumstances, the conthiuumofrisk confirms
that small manufachirers of e-cigarettes should uotbeexempted from the compliance date that
applies to large manufactiuers.

2. Congress Did Not Intend That Small Manufacturers Have Additional Time
to Continue Selling Deemed Tobacco Products That Do Not Comply with
FDA's Safety Regulations.

Under most provisions ofthe Tobacco Control Act, identical timelines apply to large and
small manufactiuers alike. There are only two exceptions: Congress expanded timelines for
small manufacturers with respect tocurrent good manufacturing practices seeFDCA
§906(e)(l)(B)(v), 21 U.S.C. §387f(e)(l)(B)(v), and the testing, reporting, and disclosure of
tobacco product constituents, ingredients, and additives, see FDCA §915(d), 21 U.S.C.
§ 387o(d). By contrast, Congress coidd have provided—but did not provide—small
manufactiuers with delayed compliance deadlines for the statutoiy provisions that FDA is
proposing to apply to deemed products. See FDCA §§ 902, 903, 904, 905, 910, 911,919. The
stahite thus reflects a congressional detennination that additional compliance time is wananted
intwo circumstances, neither ofwhich isapplicable todeemed products.

"[W]here Congress includes particular language hione section of a stahite but omits it in
another section ofthe same Act, it is generally presumed that Congress acts intentionally and
purposely hi the disparate inclusion orexclusion." Russello v. United States, 464 U.S. 16, 23
(1983). Accorduigly, itwould flout Congiess's will ifFDA were to extend compliance deadlines
for small manufacturers ofdeemed products when Congress chose to do so in only two specified
circumstances that are inapplicable here.

3. FDA Assistance for Small Manufacturers Makes Additional Time to Come
into Compliance Unnecessary.

Finally, to the extent small manufactiuers have difficulty complying with FDA's
regulations, the answer is not to exempt them from regulatoiy requirements and thereby
endanger public health, but to assist them in meeting the regulatoiy requhements. Indeed, CTP
has already established anumber of mechanisms to help small businesses meet requirements and
deadlmes under the Tobacco Control Act and its implementing regulations. CTP maintains an
active small business assistance center, and it offers a nmnber of services toassist small
businesses. See CTP Small Business Assistance Center, at http://www.fda.gov/
TobaccoProducts/ResomcesforYoii/ucnil89635.htm. For example, there is aphone hotline and
email address designated for small businesses to call or email with questions and requests for
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technical assistance. See id. Additionally, FDA offers compliance training for small
manufacturers via live webiuars thatinclude question-and-answer sessions. See FDA Tobacco
Compliance Webinars, available athttp://www.fda.gov/TobaccoPi-odiicts/Resoiu-cesforYou/
BreakTheChain/ucm220111 htm ("You may submit questions during the webinar by using the
'Q&A box' on your screen. Ifyou are listening by phone, orhave questions after the webinar,
you may contact us [v]ia email: AskCTP@fda.hlis.gov [or] [v]ia ourcall center: 1-877-287-
1373"). Archived videos of the webinars also are made available onFDA's website,
accompanied by an electronic copy of thewebinar presentation. See id. FDA also offers
guidance documents and small-entity compliance guides on a range ofregulatoiy topics,
hicluding, for example, a guidance document relating to the registration and product listing
requirements for domestic tobacco-product establishments.103 If FDA believesthat more
assistance is needed, it should provide it. FDA should not exempt small manufacturers—even
temporarily—from therequirements that FDA hasconcluded arenecessary to promote and
safeguard the public health.

V. FDA SHOULD CLARIFY OR ABANDON THE PROVISIONS THAT ARE
ILLOGICAL OR UNCLEAR IN THE CONTEXT OF NON-COMBUSTIBLE
DEEMED TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

Finally, under theproposed deeming mle,manufactiuers would be subject to a host of
requirements that involve labeling statements, information gathering, or document production.
The application ofa nmnber of these requirements tonon-combustible deemed tobacco products,
andparticularly e-cigarettes, is illogical or unclear. Consequently, FDA should clarify or
abandon these requhements in its final deeming rale, dueto theunique characteristics of
e-cigarettes andcertain othernon-combustible deemed tobacco products.

A. The Statement Required Under FDCA § 903(a)(2)(C) Should Not Apply to
E-Cigarettes or Other Non-Combustible Deemed Tobacco Products That Do
Not Contain Tobacco Leaf.

FDCA§ 903(a)(2)(C), 21 U.S.C. § 387c(a)(2)(C), requires tobacco-product packages to
bear a label that includes "an accurate statement of the percentage of the tobacco used hi the
product thatis domestically grown tobacco and thepercentage that is foreign grown tobacco."
Id. (emphases added); 79 Fed. Reg. at 23172. As discussed above, FDA is able to deem e-
cigarettes to be "tobacco products" because the liquid nicotuie used in e-cigarettes is derived
from tobacco. See supraat § II.D. Just as caffeine is not coffee, however, nicotine is not
tobacco. Tobacco-derived products such as e-cigarettesand alternative nicotineproducts contain
nicothie, but do not contahiactual tobacco leaf. Section903(a)(2)(C) is premised on the
presenceof "tobacco," i.e., tobacco leaf, in the product. FDA should expresslyexempte-
cigarettes and other non-combustible deemed tobacco products that do not contahi tobacco leaf
from FDCA § 903(a)(2)(C).

Moreover, although FDCA § 903(a)(2)(C) makes sense for products contahiiiig tobacco
leaf, it is inelevant to deemed tobacco products that do not contahi tobacco leaf. Manufacturers

103 See FDA, Guidance (last updated May 23, 2014), http://www.fda.gov/TobaccoProducts/
GuidanceComplianceRegidatoiyInfonnation/ucm281147.htm.
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of such products are unlikely to know the breakdown of foreign and domestic tobacco from
which the nicotine hi the products is derived. Furthennore, consimiers of e-cigarettes and other
non-combustible deemed tobacco products that donotcontahi tobacco leafareunlikely to be
interested in knowing this infonnation, because the nicotine they consume is far removed from
the actual tobacco from which it is derived. Given thepractical issues and lackof consumer
interest in the infonnation, the biuden placed on manufachuers to make this detennination and to
label products accordingly would far outweigh any public policy benefits tobegamed from such
labeling.

FDCA § 903(a)(2)(C) was obviously written with cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, roll-your-
own tobacco, and smokeless tobacco—i.e., tobacco leaf—in mind. All of tliese products, which
were immediately subject to the Tobacco Control Act, contain tobacco leaf that isconsumed by
the individual consumer. Congress did not contemplate how this provision would apply to
products that are derived from, but do not contain, tobacco leaf Thus, FDA should exempt from
this requirement those non-combustible deemed tobacco products that do not contahi tobacco
leaf.

B. FDA Should Clarify How Labeling Requirements Relating to Weight, Measure,
or Numerical Count Apply to E-Cigarettes.

FDCA § 903(a)(2)(B), 21 U.S.C. § 387c(a)(2)(B), requires an accurate statement of the
quantity ofthe contents in tenns ofweight, measure, or numerical count. See id.; 79 Fed. Reg. at
23172. This requirement is sensible for cigarettes, haditional smokeless tobacco products, and
even for tobacco-derived lozenges mtenns ofnumbers orweight. However, it is far from clear
how this requirement might apply to an e-cigarette. For example, there is no explanation as to
whether manufacturers should list the volume ofliquid nicotine. Nor is there any explanation of
how manufacturers should accoimt for whether abatteiy is sold separately. Consequently, as
discussed below, FDA should clarify its expectations for how e-cigarette manufactiuers should
comply with this statutoiy provision.

In particular, FDA's final rale should clarify that (i) the packaging for e-cigarettes must
state the numerical count ofthe nmnber ofe-cigarettes orcartridges contained within the
package and (ii) for packages that contain e-cigarette caitiidges, the packaging must also state
how much fluid (measured hi ounces) is contained within each e-cigarette cartridge. Thus, for
example, apackage containing an e-cigarette and apair of1.5-ounce e-cigarette caitiidges would
comply with FDCA §903(a)(2)(B) ifit stated: "One e-cigarette and two 1.5-oz. cartridges."
Such an approach would provide clarity for manufachuers, would avoid consumer confusion that
might result from requiring the weight of an e-cigarette to be listed (because the weight would be
substantially determined by whether the batteiy is sold separately), and would ensure that
consimiers understand exactly what they arepurchasing.

C. FDA Should Make Clear That It Does Not Intend to Regulate Accessories That
Have No Impact on Public Health.

In the proposed deeming rale, "FDA is proposing to deem those products meeting the
definition of 'tobacco product' in section 201(rr) of the FD&C Act, except the accessories of
proposed deemed tobacco products^ to be subject to chapter IX ofthe FD&C Act." 79 Fed
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Reg. at23144/2 (emphasis added). The Agency has expressly requested coimnents as to "how
its proposal to exclude accessories from the scope ofthe deeming rale would impact the public
health." Id.; seealso id. at 23153/2 ("We also ask for comments onwhether and how the use of
certain components, parts, or accessories might be used to alter the effects ofthe tobacco product
on public health....").

RAIS submits that the components ofe-cigarettes that should beregulated by FDA are
those that are part ofeither the aerosol orthe heating of the aerosol. Tliese components would
include the liquid-nicotine solution (from which the aerosol isproduced) and the batteiy and
batteiy parts (which heat the aerosol). By contrast, accessories that have no impact on the public
health should not beregulated byFDA. For example, canying bags orcases, devices that are
used to "charge" up the power ofan e-cigarette, and other devices that do not affect public safety
should be left unregulated at this tune.

D. FDA Should Clarify the Established Names for E-Cigarettes and Alternative
Nicotine Products.

FDCA § 903(a)(4), 21 U.S.C. § 387c(a)(4), requires thatproducts in a category with an
established name bear that name on their labels, to the exclusion of anyother nonproprietary
name. See id. ("A tobacco product shall be deemed to be misbranded .... if it has an established
name, unless its labelbears, to theexclusion of anyothernonproprietary name, its established
name prominently printed in type as requhed by theSecretary "); 79Fed. Reg. at 23172.
However, there is no agreed-upon established name that encompasses e-cigarettes or alternative
nicotine products. This provision underscores thecritical importance of FDA defining "vapor
products" and"altemative nicotine products," as RAIS proposes above. See supra at § II.A. 1.

E. FDA Should Issue a Guidance Document That Addresses How the Statutory
Provisions Relating to Health Documents Apply to Deemed Tobacco Products.

FDCA § 904(a)(4), 21 U.S.C. § 387d(a)(4), calls for the production of health dociunents
developed after June 22, 2009—the date of the Tobacco Conhol Act's enactment—that "relate to
health, toxicological, behavioral or physiologic effects of current or future tobacco products,
their constituents (including smoke constituents), ingiedients, components, and additives." Id.;
79 Fed. Reg. at 23173. Collectively, tliese documents are referred to as "tobacco health
documents." Id. at 23186.

In April 2010, FDA issued final guidance that stated its hitent to "focus enforcement of
the tobacco health document submission requhements on the manufacturers and importers of
cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, and roll-your-own tobacco for consumer use as well as
manufactiuers and importers of tobacco, filters, papers, or pouches,. .. because tliese comprise
the principal components of most tobacco products sold to consimiers. If the agency finds that
additional infonnation is needed to protect the public health, the agency may reconsider these
compliance policies ... [and intends] to communicate ... changes by guidance or
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mlemaking."104 Thus, in view ofFDA's stated policy, the Agency should not require
manufachuers and importers of deemed tobacco products to submit tobacco health dociunents
related tothose products until FDA has issued a guidance dociunent ormle addressing that
requirement.

Moreover, hi the guidance that focused on health documents relating to cigarettes and
traditional smokeless tobacco, FDA stated its hitent to not enforce the statutory December 22,
2009 deadline for submission oftobacco health dociunents. histead, the Agency required all
health documents developed betweenthe enactmentdate and the end of December 2009 to be
submitted byApril 30, 2010. Although there isan ongoing obligation topreserve health
documents, FDA isnot requiring timely submissions until ithas had the oppoitimity to
'thoroughly review and evaluate the submitted documents."105 At that pohit, FDA will issue a
guidance document describing timetables for fiuther production. Hence, the actual production of
tobacco health dociunents was effectively limited to those created within aperiod of
approximately six months, although FDA has ordered manufacturers and hnpoiters to preserve
dociunents created after that period. Should FDA requhe health documents from manufacttirers
and importers ofdeemed tobacco products, the Agency should establish asimilar production
timeline and require production only ofhealth documents developed during the six-month period
beginning on theeffective date of the regulation.

Alternatively, if the proposed rale effectively requires a PMTA for eveiy deemed tobacco
product, and the requirements for those submissions would encompass the tobacco health
dociunents that must be submitted under FDCA §904(a)(4), then, as a matter ofadministrative
efficiency and to reduce the burden on manufacturers and hnpoiters, FDA should not require that
these dociunents be produced twice. Instead, FDA should accept the PMTA as satisfaction of
the requirement to submit tobacco health documents.

RAIS appreciates the oppoitimity to comment oil issues relating to FDA's proposed
deemmg rale. The company looks forward to working with the Agency to ensure that its
regulations are fair, sensible, science-based, consistent with the continuum ofrisk, and in
compliance withconstitutional principles.

FDA, Guidancefor Industry: Tobacco Health Document Submission A(Apr 2010) available
n/http://www.fda.gov/dowiiloads/TobaccoProdiicts/GuidanceCoinplianceRegiilatow
Iiifoimation/UCM208916.pdf
105

Id. at 9.
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iiank you loryour consideration of these important concerns.

Respectfully submitted.
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